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Preface
This issue of the Journal of Telecommunications and Information Technology contains papers
devoted to various aspects of biometrical authentication systems, and in particular, to iris,
face, speech, and on-line signature biometrics, multi-biometrics, and biometric template
formation. The papers in this issue deal also with certain issues of crosstalk propagation in
silicon substrates and with some mobile networks problems.
The ﬁrst two papers of this issue deal with the iris biometrics. Przemysław Strzelczyk in
his paper on Robust and Accurate Iris Segmentation Algorithm for Color and Noisy Eye
Images addresses the segmentation problem of iris images captured in uncontrolled environ-
ments. His novel coarse-to-ﬁne segmentation algorithm ﬁrst uses modiﬁed Hough transform
to roughly localize possible iris and pupil boundaries, initially approximating them by circles.
Voting mechanisms are then applied to select the candidate iris regions, and the detailed iris
boundary is approximated by a spline curve that minimize a boundary energy function. This
algorithm is suitable for both monochrome and color eye images.
The paper on Iris Recognition System Based on Zak-Gabor Wavelet Packets, by Adam Czajka
and Andrzej Pacut proposes a new iris coding method based on Zak-Gabor wavelet packet
transform. The essential component of the proposed methodology is an eﬀective adaptation
of the transformation parameters that makes the coding sensitive to the frequencies character-
izing the individual eye. The between-to-within class ratio of weakly correlated Zak-Gabor
transformation coeﬃcients is calculated, which allows for selection of the frequencies most
suitable for iris recognition. The method provides a possibility to embed the biometric replay
attack prevention methodology into the coding. The entire system includes a dedicated hard-
ware, and its properties were evaluated using the database of 720 images. The methodology
was also tested in remote access scenario, biometric smart cart development, and an iris
recognition system with aliveness detection.
The next two papers discuss the face biometrics. In his Image Preprocessing for Illumination
Invariant Face Verification, Mariusz Leszczyński discusses the crucial problem of the inﬂu-
ence of face illumination conditions. Fourteen normalization algorithms based on histogram
normalization, illumination properties and the human perception theory were compared using
three veriﬁcation methods. The best results were achieved using human perception related
MSQ algorithm, with 38% less veriﬁcation errors compared to the same DLDA discriminant
method using un-preprocessed images. Very promising seems to be a combination of both
histogram approach and photometric normalization.
In Face Tracking and Recognition with the Use of Particle-Filtered Local Features Łukasz
A. Stasiak and Andrzej Pacut propose a particle ﬁltering framework for parallel face track-
ing and recognition from video sequences. Randomized, particle ﬁltering-driven local face
features form a base for a cumulation mechanism of classiﬁcation decisions. Application of
the proposed mechanisms makes the framework resistant to brief visual distortions, such as
occlusions, head rotations or face expressions. The framework can be implemented to oper-
ate in real time on a PC, and is tunable to various application requirements (security level,
hardware constraints), achieving a high performance even on low resolution video frames.
Three next papers are devoted to speech analysis and speech biometrics. An invited paper
of Mindaugas Greibus and Laimutis Telksnys on Rule Based Speech Signal Segmentation
presents a solutions to an automated speech segmentation problem. Segmentation algorithms
based on energetic threshold may fail in noisy environments. The Authors show that a rule
based postprocessing of segments can give more stable result. Oﬄine, online and extrema
types of rules were investigated. The proposed extrema-type segmentation algorithms is
enhanced by a rule base to extract higher energy level segments from noise. The algorithm
performs about 8% better than threshold or dynamic threshold algorithms, yet its numerical
complexity is low.
In their invited paper on Speech Segmentation Algorithm Based on an Analysis of the Nor-
malized Power Spectral Density, Dzmitry Pekar and Siarhei Tsikhanenka present a new
approach to speaker independent phoneme detection, which does not require any prior infor-
mation about the signal, acoustic models of phonemes, or speaker’s individual characteristics.
In their approach, the distance between normalized power spectral densities is measured in
adjacent, short-time segments and veriﬁed using velocity of changes in short-time signal en-
ergy. The proposed algorithm enables to reveal a phoneme structure of pronounced speech
with about 90% probability.
The invited paper on Relaxing the WDO Assumption in Blind Extraction of Speakers from
Speech Mixtures is presented by Włodzimierz Kasprzak, Ning Ding, and Nozomu Hamada.
The time-frequency masking approach in blind speech extraction includes the spectrogram
masking used to reconstruct the sources. Usually the binary mask is generated under strong
W-disjoint orthogonality (WDO) assumption which is often violated in practice, thus leading
to weak quality of reconstructed sources. The Authors propose WDO to be relaxed by
allowing some frequency bins to be shared by both sources. Along with a detection of
instantaneous fundamental frequencies, a harmonic structure of speech is explored to support
creation of the mask. The proposed method is proved to be eﬀective and reliable in both
simulations and in experiments with genuinely acquired mixtures.
The signature biometrics is discussed by Joanna Putz-Leszczyńska and Michał Kudelski in
their paper on Hidden Signature for DTW Signature Verification in Authorizing Payment
Transactions. The authors propose to form the on-line signature template using an approach
that combines the dynamic time warping (DTW) technique with the least squares estimation.
The veriﬁcation algorithm employs a standardized error signals between the signature in
question and the model. The method can also be used in mobile or embedded systems. The
Authors describe a real-world implementation of the algorithm, namely the complete system
designed for biometric payment transactions authorization. The authorization is performed
directly at a point of sale.
In the paper on Simulation Models of Biometric Authentication Systems Using Multi-Agent
Approach, Adrian Kapczyński and Tomasz Owczarek present an application of multiagent
approach to biometric authentication systems. After presenting the state of the art, four
simulation models of biometric authentication environments are examined. Those models
are appropriately parameterized and explored under various conditions with the use of pro-
grammable modeling environment for simulating natural and social phenomena.
The next two papers discuss the problem of creation of biometric templates. Since the
variability of biometric data obtained for the same person is an intrinsic property of every
biometric system, the problem of ﬁnding “a best representative” of the enrollment set, called
the template, is present since the beginning of biometrics. This problem is solved diﬀerently
for diﬀerent biometric types, yet usually the template somehow averages the collected data
samples. Andrzej Pacut in his paper on Probabilistic Issues in Biometric Template Design
discuss various basic possible meanings of the term “the best representative”, basing his
derivations on minimization of various average dissimilarity indexes in L1 or L2 spaces. He
solves the underlying minimization problems and discuss some properties of the resulting
templates. In particular, for i.i.d. samples of independent component vectors, a probability
is derived how likely it is for a vector of medians to belong to the sample.
Marcin Chochowski in his paper on The Template Selection in Biometric Systems Based
on Binary Iris Codes considers the general problem of a small enrolment sample size as
compared to sample vector lengths, using as an important example the iris biometrics. He
shows by simulations that the averaging is justiﬁed also in the case of iris template creation.
This is an important fact, which can signiﬁcantly improve the performance of biometric
template protection methods. In particular, binary iris coding algorithms using the majority
code as the template lead to better results.
The next paper on Impact of Crosstalk into High Resistivity Silicon Substrate on the RF
Performance of SOI MOSFET, Khaled Ben Ali, César Roda Neve, Ali Gharsallah, and Jean-
Pierre Raskin discuss crosstalk propagation through silicon substrate, which is a serious
limiting factor of the performance of the RF devices and circuits. They analyze experimen-
tally the substrate crosstalk in high resistivity silicon substrate, and discuss its impact on
the RF behavior of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOS transistors. The authors demonstrate an
eﬃciency in the reduction of the sideband noise tones of the solution that employs a trap-rich
polysilicon layer located underneath the buried oxide (BOX) of the high resistivity (HR) SOI
wafer. They also propose an equivalent circuit to model and analyze the generation of these
sideband noise tones.
Ayodeji James Bamisaye and Michael O. Kolawole in their paper on Capacity and Quality
Optimization of CDMA Networks discuss coverage and capacity issues of the process of
planning cellular mobile networks of third generation (3G) that aims to allow the maximum
number of users sending and receiving signal of adequate strength. The paper describes
conceptual expressions required for network coverage and capacity optimization analysis,
examines service quality issues, and presents some practical solutions to CDMA networks.
The paper of Sunilkumar S. Manvi, Lokesh B. Bhajantri, and Vittalkumar K. Vagga on
Routing Misbehavior Detection in MANETs Using 2ACK proposes a routing misbehavior
detection in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) using 2ACK scheme. The MANETs routing
protocols are designed on the assumption that all participating nodes are fully cooperative.
This may not be fulﬁlled due to the open structure and scarcely available battery-based
energy. As there is no retransmission of packets once it is sent in MANETs, care must be
taken not to loose packets. The authors analyze and evaluate the 2ACK technique to detect
and mitigate the eﬀect of a routing misbehavior and propose to embed certain security aspects
to the 2ACK scheme to check conﬁdentiality of the message. They use a veriﬁcation of the
original hash code with the hash code generated at the destination. If 2ACK is not received
within the wait time or the hash code of the message is changed then the node to next hop
link of sender is declared as the misbehaving link. The performance of the proposed setup
is checked by simulations.
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Abstract—Efficient and robust segmentation of iris images
captured in the uncontrolled environments is one of the chal-
lenges of non-cooperative iris recognition systems. We ad-
dress this problem by proposing a novel iris segmentation al-
gorithm, which is suitable both for monochrome and color eye
images. The method presented use modified Hough transform
to roughly localize the possible iris and pupil boundaries, ap-
proximating them by circles. A voting mechanisms is applied
to select a candidate iris regions. The detailed iris boundary
is approximated by the spline curve. Its shape is determined
by minimizing introduced boundary energy function. The de-
scribed algorithm was submitted to the NICE.I iris image seg-
mentation contest, when it was ranked 11th and 10th out of
total 97.
Keywords—biometrics, image segmentation, iris recognition.
1. Introduction
One of the main problems with the iris recognition tech-
nology is a diﬃculty of acquiring good quality iris images
in uncontrolled environments. In out-of-laboratory scenar-
ios the probability of capturing undisturbed eye images not
aﬀected by noise, blurring and diﬀerent kinds of occlu-
sions is very low. Therefore the overall performance of
iris-based biometric systems is highly inﬂuenced by the ef-
ﬁciency of segmentation algorithm. This paper introduces
a new iris segmentation method that can be used to extract
iris regions of both color and monochrome images. The
simpliﬁed Hough transform for circle-like object is intro-
duced which signiﬁcantly reduces the computation time in
the coarse localization of the pupil and the iris. The active
contours based on splines are used to accurately estimate
the iris boundaries and separate the iris from the eyelids
and the eyelashes. A discrete optimization technique based
on dynamical programming is used to robustly ﬁt the active
contours. The proposed method has been tested using color
images from UBIRIS.v2 database from NICE.I (Noisy Iris
Challenge Evaluation – Part I) competition [1], [2].
2. Related Work
The segmentation of the iris image in color and in the
infrared light are slightly diﬀerent. Iris recognition sys-
tems usually use monochrome images captured in infrared
light, because for that light wavelengths the performance
of the system is the highest. However color images con-
tain more information which is usable for localization and
segmentation. The NICE.I competition participants intro-
duced segmentation algorithms which work on color im-
ages captured in visible light [3]–[10]. Tieniu Tan et al.
in his winning algorithm use integrodiﬀerential constella-
tion method [3] which accelerates the integrodiﬀerential
operator used by Daugman [11], [12]. They also introduce
the curvature model for eyelids detection and histogram
based reﬂection removal. Luengo-Oroz, Faure and Angulo
applied mathematical morphology for polar image ﬁlter-
ing and approximated the iris boundary by looking for the
shortest paths in generalized gray-level distances [4]. La-
bati and Scotti start with integrodiﬀerential approach to
coarsely localize the iris boundaries, then search for con-
tinuous boundary segments in polar image and interpolate
the missing fragments using low-pass ﬁltering [10]. They
use the Gabor ﬁlters to detect and remove eyelashes. Dae
Sik Jeong et al. detect pupil and iris simultaneously using
two circular edge detectors [9]. If the number of specular
reﬂection on the image is too low they use AdaBoost eye
detection technique to check if it is possible that the eye
is closed. Then they use adaptive convolution kernels to
detect separable eyelashes and parabolic Hough transform
to detect eyelids. Finally they apply color-bases iris area
detection. Peihua Li et al. introduced limbic boundary lo-
calization algorithm combining Hough transform, K-means
clustering and skin color modeling [8]. They detect eye-
lids using parabolic integro-diﬀerential operator combined
with RANSAC-like techniques. Other autors usually use
integrodiﬀerential operator for iris and pupil localization,
the parabolic Hough transform for eyelids removal and the
local histogram thresholding for the eyelashes detection.
3. Color of an Eye
The light rays which travel through the pupil usually re-
ﬂects many times before they come out of the eye interior.
Most of the light is absorbed, so only a small amount of
it is visible on the eye image making pupil a very dark
object. However the fundus, which is the interior surface
of the eye, and includes: retina, optic disc, macula, fovea
and posterior pole, has a red tint for the human. Therefore
under very high illumination, pupil may be observable as
red, which we can experience in the red-eye eﬀect. The hu-
man iris color ranges from brown to green, blue, gray and
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hazel. It depends on many factors as texture, pigmentation,
ﬁbrous tissue and blood vessels. The melanin, which is
the main iris pigment, is responsible for the colors which
vary from yellowish-brown through dark brown to black de-
pending on the concentration and the location of pigments.
Other colors are observed due to selective reﬂection and
absorption of biological molecules which are a part of dif-
ferent iris components (e.g., red color of hemoglobin in
blood, colors produced by collagen in tissues, yellowish
color of lipochrome). Some colors of iris may also be a re-
sult of the light diﬀraction and scattering (e.g., blue color
is an eﬀect of process called Tyndall scattering which has
place in turbid layer of the iris). The sclera is the lightest
part of the human eye. It contains mainly collagen and
elastic ﬁber and it has usually white color, due to lack of
pigment. A very light blue tint may be observable in chil-
dren, for which the sclera is very thin, and a light yellow
tint may be visible in elderly people due to fatty deposits
or illness.
Due to the color richness of irises it is diﬃcult to deﬁne
their characteristic color subspace and distinguish the iris
area based only on its color. However information about
the color can be used to ﬁnd the boundary between the iris
and the sclera and between the iris and the pupil. If the
reﬂections are removed the pupil area is the darkest part of
the image regardless of the color component used. On the
other hand, the iris area contains at least one color com-
ponent which has a signiﬁcant higher values than for the
pupil area. Therefore in order to distinguish the pupil and
the iris we generate a monochrome image with intensity
values of each pixel equal to maximum intensity values of
red (R), green (G) and blue (B) color components of the
source eye image Ipupil-iris = max(IR, IG, IB). The sclera is
the lightest part of the eye image. Usually all the color
components have very high intensity values in the sclera
region. Therefore in oﬀer to ﬁnd the outer iris bound-
ary we generate second monochrome image with intensity
values equal to the minimum of the original image color
components Isclera-iris = min(IR, IG, IB).
4. Segmentation algorithm
We noticed that the diﬀerences in intensity between the
sclera and the iris are more signiﬁcant that the diﬀerences
between the iris and the pupil. Therefore our algorithm
starts with the search for the outer iris boundary, and later
searches its inner boundary. The pupil location and the size
can be easily approximated when the iris size and the iris
location is known.
In the ﬁrst step of the segmentation we remove the high-
lights using histogram thresholding technique. Afterwards
a directional image is computed, which for each image
pixel approximate a local gradient of the intensity. Two ﬁl-
ters based on directional derivarates of Gaussian are used
to estimate the gradient components: horizontal gx(x,y)
and vertical gy(x,y). The Gaussian-based ﬁlters are used
in order to reduce the noise and high-frequency distur-
bances. The resulting array stores the gradient directions
Θ(x,y) = arctan( gy(x,y)gx(x,y) ) and the gradient absolute values
g(x,y) =
√
gx(x,y)2 + gy(x,y)2. Afterwards a subset S of
all points is created, for which the absolute gradient mag-
nitude is greater than a speciﬁc threshold. These points
are candidate circle perimeter points. Similarly to the stan-
dard Hough transform an accumulator array A(x,y,r) is pre-
pared. Its values are initially set to zero. The algorithm
updates the accumulator array for each candidate boundary
point and for each radius with the absolute values of the
gradient in the candidate boundary points as follows:
x˜i ← xi− r cosΘ(xi,yi),
y˜i ← yi− r sinΘ(xi,yi),
A(x˜i, y˜i,r) ← A(x˜i, y˜i,r)+ αg(xi,yi).
The array value A(x,y,r) is increased if and only if there
is a probability that a candidate point from S lay on the
perimeter of the circle in the center in (x,y) and radius r.
To compensate the inaccuracy in the gradient magnitude
and direction estimation, the accumulator array is convolved
with 3-dimensional Gaussian ﬁlter. The local maxima in
the smoothed accumulator array are the candidate circle
centers. Next we use an iterated procedure to select k local
maxima which corresponds to the k best candidates. In each
iteration the global maximum is found by full search. The
global maximum coordinates together with corresponding
accumulator array value A(x j,y j,r j) are put on the centers
candidate list. After that all the values of the array in the
stored maximum neighborhood are set to zero to suppress
any false center, and the algorithm proceed to the next it-
eration. When the process is ﬁnished a voting mechanism
decide if the candidate passes to the next phase. The mech-
anism compares the accumulator array values of each two
consecutive candidates. If the relative diﬀerences of the ar-
ray values between the ith and (i+1)th maximum is greater
that the predeﬁned threshold, all the maxima from i+1 to
k are discarded. The range of the x, y and r parameters de-
pends on the image size and the image capture conditions.
Usually the circle center (x,y) is within the image range
but not too close to the image border. The iris radius is not
greater than 1/3 of the image height and the iris to pupil
size ratio is usually between 1.5 and 3.
After the coarse approximation of iris and pupil center is
ﬁnished the detailed boundary is modeled with splines. The
spline is deﬁned in the polar coordinates system anchored
in the circle center. We use the 1st degree periodic spline
based on the K control points called later knots. The num-
ber of knots K depends on the circle radius R and spacing
constant c as follows: K(r) = 2⌈log2 piR⌉−c. The spline is
deﬁned as a piecewise function, which returns the distance
from the circle center based on the angle α and the param-
eters vectors α̂ and r̂:
R(α, α̂, r̂) = R∗(α, r̂k, r̂k+1, α̂k, α̂k+1) for α ∈< α̂k, α̂k+1) ,
where
R∗(α, r̂k, r̂k+1, α̂k, α̂k+1)=
1
∆α
(
r̂k(α̂k+1−α)+ r̂k+1(α−α̂k)
)
r̂0 ≡ r̂K
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The knots angular coordinates are ﬁxed and uniformly
distributed: α̂k = k∆α , for k = 0 . . .K, where ∆α = 2piK .
The second coordinate of each knot r̂k is determined by
the minimization of the introduced boundary energy func-
tion E . This energy function takes into account the intensity
changes in the direction of radius calculated between the
knots, the deviation of the resulting shape from the circle
and the length of the boundary. The boundary is deﬁned
piecewise so the energy function E can be decomposed into
sum of partial energies Ek.
E(α̂, r̂) =
k=0
∑
K
Ek(α̂ , r̂) ,
where
Ek(α̂ , r̂) = λ1
αk∫
αk+1
−
∂ (I⋄ ∗G⋄)
∂ r (R(α, α̂ , r̂),α) dα
N(α̂ , r̂,k)
+λ2
∣∣∣R− 1∆α
∫ αk
αk+1
R(α, α̂ , r̂) dα
∣∣∣ .
The ﬁrst term of the energy function calculates the blurred
directional derivarate of the image intensity along the ra-
dius. The calculation is made for the polar image repre-
sentation. The partial derivarate of the image I⋄(r,α) is
convolved with the polar Gaussian ﬁlter G⋄(r,α). The re-
sulting image emphasizes the iris or pupil boundary. The
boundary points has higher intensity values in the resulting
image and therefore the integral in the ﬁrst term obtains
lowest values for the curves which best ﬁts the pupil and
the iris boundaries. The normalizing function N(α̂, r̂, k)
is used to compensate diﬀerent path segment lengths. The
second term of the equation introduces the weighted penalty
for the deviation of the ring curve from the circle with
radius R.
Fig. 1. An eye image with the iris outer boundary approximated
by the splines in the cartesian (top) and the polar (bottom) coor-
dinate systems. Small circles indicate the spline knots positions.
The white vertical line in the polar image shows the starting point
of the spline shape optimization.
The knots second coordinates rk accept only discrete val-
ues, and should not change signiﬁcantly between two neigh-
boring knots. The diﬀerences from one knot to another
should be small as the iris boundary is rather smooth. We
could add the penalty for roughness to the energy func-
tion but we preferred to limit these diﬀerences as follows:
|rk − rk+1| ∈ {0,1, . . . ,L− 1,L}. In that way we obtained
a discrete and limited space of the parameters to be opti-
mized rk. As the optimization of the energy function can be
easily decomposed the dynamic programming can be used
to ﬁnd the optimal solution. The only problem is that the
optimization horizon is periodic, and we need to ﬁx one
knot, or in other words we need to ﬁnd the proper starting
point. In our algorithm we used a simple heuristic for that
purpose, which ﬁnds the stable boundary fragment and se-
lects a point in the middle of it. Figure 1 shows the outer
iris boundary approximated by the splines both in the orig-
inal and the polar image. The small white circles indicate
the knots positions.
Usually algorithm localizes more than one possible irise
or pupil. To select the proper one we analyze the image
intensity values near the shape boundary. A single score
based on the t-test is used to select the best candidate. If
we denote Xo as the intensity values of the pixels near
the boundary but outside the shape and Xi as the intensity
values of pixels near the boundary but inside the shape the
score can be described as follows:
s =
|Xo−X i|√
0.5(Var(Xo)+Var(Xi))
.
The two voting mechanisms, ﬁrst based on accumulator ar-
ray value and the second based on the s successfully elim-
inate the non-iris and non-pupil image objects.
5. Tests and results
The presented algorithm was evaluated in The Noisy Iris
Challenge Evaluation, Part I, organized by the Soft Com-
puting and Image Analysis Group (SOCIA Lab) of the Uni-
versity of Beira Interior [1], [2]. The aim of the contest
was to localize the undisturbed parts of the iris in the color
iris images. The two parts of the second version of the
UBIRIS database were used as a training set and an eval-
uation set . The UBIRIS.v2 consists of color eye images
with the high level of noise to simulate the less controlled
image acquisition conditions. The images include noise
factors such as: poor focus, specular reﬂections, oﬀ-angle
shots, no-iris images, rotation, motion blur, closed eyes, oc-
clusions by eyelashes, eyelids, glasses and contact lenses.
Some sample images from database are shown in Fig. 2
The database contain 500 close-up iris images and cor-
responding binary masks indicating the position of unoc-
cluded iris area. The binary masks were prepared manually
by the SOCIA Lab. The images were captured in visible
light using digital camera from the distance of 3 to 7 m
with resolution 400× 300 pixels. A sample image with
a binary mask from the training set is shown in Fig. 3.
The segmentation algorithms were evaluated using two per-
formance indicators. The ﬁrst one is the classiﬁcation error
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Fig. 2. Sample images from UBIRIS.v2 database.
Fig. 3. A sample image from UBIRIS.v2 database (a) with
corresponding binary mask indicating iris area (b).
rate E∗, which is measured as the average proportion of
the corresponding disagreeing pixels between the manually
segmented images Mi(x,y) and images segmented by the
algorithm Ai(x,y). It is calculated as the average normal-
ized Hamming distance between the binary segmentation
masks for all images as follows:
E∗ =
1
N ∑i E
∗
i ,
E∗i =
1
W H ∑x,y (Mi(x,y)⊕Ai(x,y)) ,
where H is the image height, W is the image width and ⊕
is the binary ExOR operation.
The second performance indicator measures the average
type-I and type-II error rates. It tends to compensate the
disproportion between the a priori probabilities of the “iris”
and “non-iris” pixels in the image. For a single image the
second measure is deﬁned as the average value of the the
false-positives FPi and the false-negatives FNi as follows:
E# =
1
2N ∑i (FPi + FNi) ,
FPi = 1−
∑x,y (Mi(x,y)∧Ai(x,y))
∑x,y Mi(x,y)
,
FNi = 1−
∑x,y (¬Mi(x,y)∧¬Ai(x,y))
∑x,y¬Mi(x,y)
,
where ∧ is a binary AND operation (logical conjunction)
and “¬” is binary negation.
When the E∗ error rate was used our algorithm was ranked
11th out of 97 participants with score 3.41%. The best re-
sult obtained in the competition was 1.30% and the mean
and the median of the ﬁrst 10 best algorithms were 2.53%
and 2.85% accordingly. When the E# error rate was used
our algorithm was ranked 10th with the score 11.70%.
The lowest error rate in this classiﬁcation was 5.50%, and
the mean and the median of the ﬁrst 10 algorithms were
8.28% and 7.30%. The scores of the ﬁrst 24 participants are
shown on Figs. 4 and 5. The algorithm was implemented
Fig. 4. Classiﬁcation error rates of the ﬁrst 24 participants.
Fig. 5. Average type-I and type-II error rates of the ﬁrst 24 par-
ticipants.
in C++ and it is worth to mention that although it was not
optimized the segmentation time of the single eye image
never exceeded 1 s for the images from UBIRIS database.
In our opinion, the results were satisfactory and promising.
The main advantages of the method were: the two-phase
iris segmentation scheme with coarse localization based on
Hough transform and ﬁne segmentation based on spline
based active contours. The voting system enabled proper
selection of the genuine iris region and reﬂection removal
in preprocessing reduced the errors in the coarse and de-
tailed iris localization. Unfortunately the method has some
drawbacks. The submitted version of the algorithm was not
fully optimized for the search of pupil, and for some im-
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ages the location, the shape and the size of the pupil was
guessed based only on the training set and the iris outer
boundary. The algorithm had also problems with images,
where the iris was not visible. Moreover, it was found later
the explicit eyelid, eyelashes and shadow detection models
were very important in the NICE.I competition and all the
leading algorithms had them implemented. Masking the
areas occluded by eyelids and eyelashes signiﬁcantly re-
duced the classiﬁcation error. The conclusion of our tests
is that the noisy iris image segmentation still remains an
open problem, which deserves more eﬀorts.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an eﬃcient and robust al-
gorithm for the segmentation of the iris image captured in
uncontrollable conditions and less-cooperative context. The
algorithm was prepared in response to the NICE.I compe-
tition and works on color images, but after some modiﬁ-
cations it can be applied to the state-of-art iris recognition
devices. The performance evaluation results obtained in the
competition shown that the presented approach is promis-
ing, but some improvements are required. There is a need
to better model the eyelids and eyelashes areas and to in-
troduce more context-based approach. The main advantage
of the presented algorithm is the coarse-to-ﬁne iris local-
ization method which roughly approximates the iris shape
with circle and later accurately tracks its boundaries with
spline-based active contours.
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Abstract—The paper proposes a new iris coding method based
on Zak-Gabor wavelet packet transform. The essential compo-
nent of the iris recognition methodology design is an effective
adaptation of the transformation parameters that makes the
coding sensitive to the frequencies characterizing ones eye. We
thus propose to calculate the between-to-within class ratio of
weakly correlated Zak-Gabor transformation coefficients al-
lowing for selection the frequencies the most suitable for iris
recognition. The Zak-Gabor-based coding is non-reversible,
i.e., it is impossible to reconstruct the original iris image given
the iris template. Additionally, the inference about the iris
image properties from the Zak-Gabor-based code is limited,
providing a possibility to embed the biometric replay attack
prevention methodology into the coding. We present the final
prototype system design, including the hardware, and evaluate
its performance using the database of 720 iris images.
Keywords—biometrics, iris recognition, Zak-Gabor transform.
1. Introduction
Biometric researchers are still looking for the ideal biomet-
rics, i.e., both a part of the human body and the applied
methodology of its symbolic description fused in one sys-
tem that is characterized by high usability, produces no
errors, is robust with respect to variations of attributes of
the human body within a large time scale, immune to dis-
eases, resistant to forgery, and produces no social, religious
and ethical objections.
The iris is a complex set of interworking muscles, placed
anteriorly to the human eye, thus easy to be observed and
measured. It is strongly protected by the cornea and eye-
lids, minimizing the probability of injuries during human
life. The structure of the iris tissue is characterized by high
stability over the human life span, high degree of struc-
tural richness, and almost neglectful dependence on human
genotype [1], allowing for recognizing identical twins. In
consequence, iris seems to have all of the attributes we’d
like to have in biometrics. This paper presents a new iris
recognition methodology, that was used to construct fast,
highly reliable and non-invasive biometric system.
2. Iris Images and Their Preprocessing
2.1. Iris Image Capture and Database of Images
Estimation of the method parameters presented in this work
are based on proprietary database of 720 iris images, called
here further BioBase. The data was collected for 180 diﬀer-
ent eyes, with 4 images of each eye. We used 3 images of
each eye to calculate the iris templates, and the remaining
single image of each eye in the veriﬁcation stage. Images
were collected by IrisCUBE camera (Fig. 1) designed and
constructed by the authors to capture the iris from a conve-
nient distance, with the desired speed and a minimal user
Fig. 1. IrisCUBE camera employed to collect the database used
in this work.
cooperation. The camera has an automatic optics to com-
pensate for small depth-of-ﬁeld that is typical in iris recog-
nition systems. The IrisCUBE camera implements selected
aliveness detection methods [2] to deliver actual biometric
samples, what still is not a wide practice in commercial
iris acquisition systems. The quality of acquired iris im-
ages exceeds the highest quality level speciﬁed in ISO stan-
dard (marked as ‘High’ in [3]). Since the hardware used
allows for one-eye capture, the images taken may be mutu-
ally rotated and the rotation of images used in the estima-
tion stage was corrected using the correlation techniques.
The remaining fourth image (used in the veriﬁcation stage)
was not altered and the rotation correction mechanism is
inscribed in the recognition methodology.
2.2. Iris Segmentation
The raw images contain the iris and its surroundings, thus
the iris must be ﬁrst localized. To detect a boundary be-
tween the pupil and the iris, we use a method being a spec-
imen of a commonly applied family of methods sensitive to
circular dark shapes, and unresponsive to other dark areas
as well as light circles, such as specular reﬂections. Our
implementation is based on a modiﬁed Hough transform
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that employs the image gradient (the so called directional
image) rather than solely the image gradient value (the so
called edge image, which neglects the gradient direction).
A boundary between the iris and the sclera is approximated
by Daugman’s integro-diﬀerential operator [1] applied to
two opposite horizontally placed angular sectors, 45◦ each,
since the entire circular iris boundary may be partially dis-
turbed by eyelids. The two radii of the resulting arcs are
averaged to construct a circle approximating the outer iris
boundary.
The iris ring limited by the two circular boundaries may
still be disrupted by irregular objects like reﬂections or eye-
lashes, hence it is desirable to use occlusion detection that
does not assume any particular occlusion shape. We thus
assess a non-uniformity along the radial direction within
the iris ring and then construct map of irregular occlu-
sions. To do so, we ﬁrst calculate the sample variances
of the iris image intensity for a set of radial sectors along
entire iris ring. These variances are then compared to the
maximum allowed variance obtained for directions in which
the probability of iris occlusion is minimal (i.e., set of di-
rections placed horizontally on both sides of the iris ring).
Those directions in which the calculated variance exceeds
the threshold value is marked as an occlusion direction, and
the appropriate occlusion radius is stored.
Based on the localized occlusions, we select two opposite
90◦ wide angular iris sectors for coding. The experiments
(see also [1]) revealed much higher correlation of the iris
Fig. 2. (a) Raw camera image processed by our system. The
eyelids were automatically detected, and the sectors free of oc-
clusions are selected. Star-like shapes on the pupil are reﬂections
of the illumination NIR diodes, and the ’+’ marks represent the
pupil and the iris centers. Full circles correspond to the detected
eyelid occlusions. (b) Left and right iris stripes automatically
determined for the image shown on (a).
image in the radial direction as compared to the angular
direction, thus each iris sector is transformed by resampling
and smoothing to a P×R rectangle, where P = 512 and
R = 16. The rows fℓ of these two rectangles will be further
referred to as iris stripes (Fig. 2).
3. Iris Features
3.1. Choice of Features
It is often convenient to characterize a discrete-time signal
in the frequency domain, thus describing stationary energy
distribution. For non-stationary signals, it might be worth-
while to characterize the frequencies locally, and to ﬁnd the
distribution of signal energy in local (possibly overlapping)
time segments by application of time-frequency or time-
scale analysis. Similarly, any constant (time-independent)
space-homogeneous 1D or 2D pattern (e.g., image) can
be characterized in a 1D or 2D frequency domain using
“position” statement instead of “time”. If a pattern is not
space-homogeneous, its spatial frequency contents may be
analyzed locally, with the use of space-frequency or space-
scale analysis. Two important candidates for such anal-
ysis are windowed Fourier transform (WFT, also called
“short time Fourier transform”, or STFT) and wavelet trans-
form (WT). Both approaches diﬀer. WFT makes use of
window functions constant in size, and frequency shifts are
achieved by modulating the window. This property is some-
times at a disadvantage, since for each frequency, the num-
ber of cycles inscribed in the analysis window diﬀers, re-
sulting in diﬀerent averaging horizons for diﬀerent frequen-
cies. In turn, wavelet analysis achieves frequency shifts by
scaling the position index. Scaling does not change the
number of cycles inscribed into the analysis window, thus
providing an even analysis for each frequency. These prop-
erties of WFT and WT result in diﬀerent tilings within the
2D position-frequency plane, namely linear for WFT and
logarithmic for WT.
The Gabor transform belongs to WT family, and uses
a Gaussian window characterized by its width. The win-
dow width signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the resulting iris features
and must be carefully chosen. We use the space-frequency
analysis that employs waveforms indexed by space, scale
and frequency simultaneously, what results in a larger set
of possible tilling in the space-frequency plane, possibly
redundant. This directs our methodology toward a wavelet
packet analysis. There is a need to select appropriate fre-
quencies and scales simultaneously to make the transfor-
mation sensitive to individual features existing in the iris
image. In this paper we propose a systematic selection of
appropriate scales and frequencies of the iris coding. Al-
though the iris texture makes a 2D pattern, we simplify it
to a set of 1D patterns with a certain loss of information
and apply the space-frequency analysis locally to the iris
circular sectors to describe their local features and to con-
struct a compact iris features set. This approach enables
our method to be applied for databases of images of vari-
ous resolution.
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3.2. Gabor Expansion
Gaussian-shaped windows are not orthogonal (the inner
product of any two of all windows is nonzero), there-
fore Gabor’s expansion coeﬃcients cannot be determined
in a simple way. Suggested algorithms include making the
window function bi-orthonormal to the Gaussian-shaped
elementary function and the matrix-based algorithm [4].
However the Gabor’s expansion coeﬃcients determination
by application of Zak’s transform [5] is considered as the
fastest method and it is often referred to as Zak-Gabor’s
transform. In this section we explain brieﬂy the princi-
ples of Gabor expansion coeﬃcient calculation through the
Zak’s transform for one iris stripe and ﬁxed window width.
Denote by gs a one-dimensional Gaussian elementary func-
tion of the width index s, sampled at points 0, . . . ,P− 1,
namely
gs(p) = e−pi
(
(p+ 12 )/2
s
)2
, p = 0, . . . ,P−1 , (1)
where s = 2,3, . . . ,S, and for the stripe length P = 512 we
set S = 8. If P is (typically) chosen to be even, the 12 term
in Eq. (1) makes gs to be an even function.
Let M be the number of possible translations of gs, and K
be the number of frequency shifts, where, following Bas-
tiaans [5], we always take M = P/K. A shifted and mod-
ulated version gmk;s of the elementary function gs can be
constructed, namely
gmk;s(p) = gs(p−mK)eikp2pi/K, p = 0 . . .P−1 , (2)
where m = 0, . . . ,M − 1 and k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 denote the
space and frequency shifts, respectively, and gs is wrapped
around in the P-point domain. The ﬁnite discrete Gabor
transform of the iris stripe fℓ is deﬁned as a set of complex
coeﬃcients amk;sℓ that satisfy the Gabor signal expansion
relationship, namely
fℓ(p) =
M−1
∑
m=0
K−1
∑
k=0
amk;sℓgmk;s(p), p = 0 . . .P−1 . (3)
Following Bastiaans [5], we further set K = 2s. Note that
once the frequency index k is kept constant, gmk;s may be
localized in frequency by a modiﬁcation of s. This is done
identically as the scaling in a wavelet analysis, hence we
call s the scale index. The number of Gabor expansion
coeﬃcients amk;sℓ may be interpreted as the signal’s number
of degrees of freedom. Note that the number S of scales
together with the stripe size P determine both M and K.
3.3. Zak’s Transform
The discrete ﬁnite Zak transform Z fℓ(ρ ,φ ;K,M) of a sig-
nal fℓ sampled equidistantly at P points is deﬁned as
the one-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of the se-
quence fℓ(ρ + jK), j = 0, . . . ,M−1, namely [5]
Z fℓ(ρ ,φ ;K,M) =
M−1
∑
j=0
fℓ(ρ + jK)e−i jφ2pi/M , (4)
where M = P/K. Discrete Zak’s transform is periodic both
in frequency φ (with the period 2pi/M) and location ρ
(with the period K). We choose φ and ρ within the fun-
damental Zak interval [5], namely φ = 0,1, . . . ,M−1 and
ρ = 0,1, . . . ,K−1. Similarly to the Fourier transformation,
one may reconstruct the original function fℓ from its Zak
transform by way of the inverse discrete Zak transform,
using the following formula
fℓ(ρ + jK) = 1M
M−1
∑
φ=0
Z fℓ(ρ ,φ ;K,M)ei jφ2pi/M (5)
and restricting the domain of the results to the fundamental
Zak interval.
3.4. Application of Zak’s Transform
Application of the discrete Zak transform to both sides of
Eq. (3) and rearranging the factors yields
Z fℓ(ρ ,φ ;K,M) =
=
M−1
∑
j
[
M−1
∑
m
K−1
∑
k
amk;sℓgs(ρ+ jK−mK)eikρ2pi/K
]
e−i jφ2pi/M =
=
[
M−1
∑
m=0
K−1
∑
k=0
amk;sℓe
−i2pi(mφ/M−kρ/K)
]
·
·
[
M−1
∑
j=0
gs
(
ρ + jK)e−i2pi jφ/M
]
=
= Fasℓ(ρ ,φ ;K,M)Z gs(ρ ,φ ;K,M) , (6)
where Fasℓ[ρ ,φ ;K,M] denotes the discrete 2D Fourier
transform of an array of asℓ that represents Gabor’s ex-
pansion coeﬃcients determined for the iris stripe fℓ and
scale s, and Z gs[ρ ,φ ;K,M] is discrete Zak’s transform of
the elementary function gs.
This shows that Gabor’s expansion coeﬃcients can be re-
covered from the product form Eq. (6). Once K and M are
chosen to be powers of 2 (making also the signal length P
to be a power of 2), the calculation of both Z f [ρ ,φ ;K,M]
and Z g[ρ ,φ ;K,M], and inversion of 2D Fourier series can
employ fast Fourier transform thus yielding computation
times proportional to those in the FFT.
3.5. Definition of Iris Features
Calculation of Gabor’s transform for all iris stripes and
for all scales results in a set of coeﬃcients a indexed
by the quadruple: within-stripe position, frequency index,
scale and stripe index (m,k,s, ℓ). Inspired by Daugman’s
work [1], we deﬁne the signs of the real and imaginary parts
of Zak-Gabor coeﬃcients as the feature set B, namely
B =
{
sgn(ℜ(amk;sℓ)), sgn(ℑ(amk;sℓ))
}
, (7)
where: m = 0, . . . ,M−1, k = 0, . . . ,K−1, ℓ= 0, . . . ,2R−1
and s = 2,3, . . . ,S.
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Since the Fourier transform is symmetrical for real signals,
for each position m the coeﬃcients with the frequency in-
dex k > K/2 can be ignored. Since M = P/K, for each s
there are (N − 1)P/2 coeﬃcients to be determined. Tak-
ing into account that this analysis is carried out for all iris
stripes, and remembering that R = 16, S = 8 and P = 512,
the total number of coeﬃcients calculated for the iris im-
age is R(S−1)P = 57,344. Both real and imaginary parts
are coded separately by one bit, hence N = |B| = 114,688
features may be achieved, where | · | denotes the number
of elements in a ﬁnite set. The features, positioned iden-
tically for each iris, may thus form a binary vector. Thus,
matching two features requires only a single XOR opera-
tion, and the Hamming distance can be applied to calculate
the score.
We stress that B should not be confused with the so called
iriscodeTM invented by Daugman. The latter one is a re-
sult of an iris image ﬁltering, while B is constructed with
Gabor expansion coeﬃcients. We now describe how to se-
lect a subset of features B to be included in a ﬁnal feature
set B∗.
3.6. Feature Set Selection
The selection of scales and frequencies of Zak-Gabor
coeﬃcients included into the code, and thus selection of
the scale s in Eq. (1) and the frequency index k, cannot
be guessed a priori, due to signiﬁcant and undetermined
iris texture variability. Both parameters are interdepen-
dent, have a strong inﬂuence on the overall method’s ef-
ﬁciency and should be considered simultaneously. More-
over, the full feature set B is signiﬁcantly oversized, since
it consists of features representing all, possibly inade-
quate, frequencies of the analyzed image. We thus pro-
pose a two-stage method that selects optimal Zak-Gabor
based features and can be used to estimate optimal fea-
ture set given the quality of iris images. Since only cer-
tain subset of B will be included into the ﬁnal feature set,
all elements of B will be further referred to as candidate
features.
Stage one: selection of useful features. The ﬁrst selec-
tion stage consists of choosing a subset B0 of candidate
features B, called here the useful features. To determine B0,
we analyze a variability of candidate features.
For each feature b we calculate the within-eye sum of
squares SSW (b), and the between-eye sum of squares
SSB(b). Intuitively, a feature is useful if at least SS(W)n <
SS(B)n . Typically, the number of bits that meet this require-
ment is still too high (approximately half of bits bn) and
ends up with highly correlated features. We thus introduce
a stronger selection mechanisms and categorize features to
maximize SSB and minimize SSW solving this multicrite-
ria problem by minimizing the distance from the most de-
sired point on SSW × SSB plane. This point was set as(
minb∈B SSW (b),maxb∈B SSB(b)
)
, Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Within-eye sum of squares versus between-eye sum of
squares and the area of useful features. Each dot corresponds to
real or imaginary part of one Zak-Gabor coeﬃcient. The “desired”
point is also marked (we favor coeﬃcients with minimum within-
eye and simultaneous maximum between-eye sum of squares).
We use the order introduced by the above procedure in
the set of candidate features B in a procedure removing
a high correlation of candidate features to increase an “in-
formation density”. We include kth candidate feature into
the set B0 only if it is not strongly correlated with all the
features already selected.
We base our useful feature deﬁnition on the decidability
coefficient d′ [1] calculated for a given feature subset. We
calculate the decidability coeﬃcient for each set of candi-
date features included into B0. The decidability varies with
the number of candidate features included: it ﬁrst grows to
reach the maximum and then decreases. Experiments show
that the decidability d′ is highest for the correlation thresh-
old around 0.3, Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Decidability coeﬃcient versus number of useful features
selected for a few sample correlation coeﬃcients (0.2, 0.3, 0.7
and 0.8) allowed within the useful features set.
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Fig. 5. Score distributions for 360 genuine (left) and 64,440
impostor (right) comparisons, denoted by ξg and ξi, respectively.
Only the useful features B0 are used. No sample errors were regis-
tered for a wide range of acceptance threshold τ ∈ (0.2932,0.358),
and in particular for optimal threshold τ0 = 0.3256.
Fig. 6. 2D histogram of how families Bk,s are “populated” by
useful features B0 determined separately for the real (a) and imag-
inary (b) parts of Zak-Gabor coeﬃcients.
For this solution there is no between-eye – within-eye over-
lap of sample distributions, i.e., there are no false matches
and no false non-match examples in the estimation data set,
Fig. 5. The resulting 324 useful features pass to the sec-
ond feature selection stage. We may add that our procedure
included only such features for which SSW < SSB.
Stage two: selection of feature families. Let ν(k,s) de-
note the number of useful features in the candidate features
family Bk,s, which represent all candidate features that are
labeled by the same scale k and frequency s, and diﬀer by
space indices m and ℓ, namely
Bk,s = {sgn(ℜ(amk;sℓ)),sgn(ℑ(amk;sℓ)) : (8)
m = 0, . . . ,M−1, ℓ= 0, . . . ,2R−1} .
The higher is ν(k,s), the more important are the frequency
indexed by k and the scale indexed by s in iris recognition.
To decide for the best frequencies and scales, independently
for real or imaginary parts of the Zak-Gabor coeﬃcients,
we sort Bk,s by decreasing ν(k,s) separately for real and
imaginary parts of coeﬃcients. Figure 6 depicts the ‘popu-
lation’ of scale-frequency families by winning features B0.
Note that the number of winning features is not identical
for all families.
We further prioritize the families that are most frequently
‘populated’ by the useful features. The sorting rule for
families of features mirrors the rule used for useful fea-
tures selection: we sort Bk,s by the decreasing number of
useful features B0 included in a given family, separately for
real and imaginary parts of coeﬃcients. We check the de-
cidability d′ and separation d (the diﬀerence between maxi-
mum genuine score and minimum impostor score, note that
d > 0 denotes perfect separation between distributions of
genuine and impostor scores) and chose the families result-
ing in maximum d′ for a given database, Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. Decidability d′ and separation margin d versus the number
of sorted feature families Bk,s included in the feature set.
This rule allows ﬁnding the frequency-scale pairs of real
and imaginary parts of Zak-Gabor coeﬃcients, which, if
chosen as iris features, result in the best separation of dis-
tributions of genuine and impostor comparison scores. The
feature families set resulting in maximum d′ constitutes
the final feature set B∗, which in our case contains only
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Fig. 8. Same as in Fig. 5, except the selected feature families are
used to build the iris feature set. No sample errors are registered
for a wide range of acceptance threshold τ ∈ (0.3271,0.3701),
and in particular for optimal threshold τ0 = 0.3486.
four families, what ends up with 1024 bit code. For this
ﬁnal feature set, we still achieved no sample veriﬁcation
errors, Fig. 8.
3.7. Personalize Feature Subsets
Once the optimal feature families, namely the best scale-
frequency pairs indexed by s and k, are selected, the iris
features set is calculated for those chosen s and k and all
m = 1, . . . ,M − 1, and ℓ = 0, . . . ,2R− 1. Each Zak-Gabor
coeﬃcient can ‘measure’ the correlation between the mod-
ulated Gaussian elementary function gmk;s and the corre-
Fig. 9. Decidability versus minimum value of Zak-Gabor coef-
ﬁcients, required to be included in the feature set. For BioBase
data, best decidability d′ = 10.5095 is achieved if using coeﬃ-
cients amk;sℓ ≥ a
thr = 459
sponding iris stripe. The question arises how ‘robust’ are
the consecutive Zak-Gabor coeﬃcients against noise, and
iris tissue elastic constrictions and dilations.
Due to a signiﬁcant variability of the iris tissue, some gmk;s
may not conform with the iris body, resulting in small co-
eﬃcients. Such a situation is dangerous, since once the co-
eﬃcients are close to zero, their signs may depend mostly
on a camera noise, and consequently may weaken the ﬁ-
nal code. This motivates personalization of the iris feature
sets that employ only those Zak-Gabor coeﬃcients that ex-
ceed experimentally determined threshold athr, which is the
minimum value of Zak-Gabor coeﬃciens amk;sℓ required
to become a relevant coefficient being a base of an iris
feature.
To answer the question how big the value of athr should be,
we maximize the decidability d′ using athr as a parameter
given a database of iris images. By increasing athr a greater
number of coeﬃcients are neglected. According to obser-
vations (Fig. 9) the system reliability ﬁrst increases, then
deteriorates, and the maximum d′ = 10.51 for athr = 459
can be found, which is higher than d′ = 7.67 achieved for
a full set of 1024 feature bits (cf. Fig. 8). Although the
separation margin d is not increased signiﬁcantly for the
determined athr, the distribution tails are larger, and the
score averages for the comparison of the same and diﬀerent
eyes are spaced more widely compared to non-personalized
technique, Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Same as in Fig. 5, except the personalized features
are used for each person, in the way to guarantee the best pos-
sible decidability d′ for BioBase data, and the optimal threshold
τ0pers = 0.2185.
To distinguish between relevant and irrelevant features
within the ﬁnal feature set B∗, we introduce a set of mask-
ing bits, thus enlarging twice the required data for the iris
template (we need to add 1024 bits to the existing set of
1024 bits representing iris features).
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4. Iris Recognition System
4.1. Iris Template Creation
Image quality inﬂuences the reliability of the feature set.
Consequently, a quality check is usually performed during
enrollment which is slightly longer than the veriﬁcation
stage. We propose a two-stage procedure that leads to tem-
plate internal consistency. This procedure has been applied
in the prototype system. The ﬁrst stage encompasses raw
image quality check (calculation of the focus factor, eye-
lids/eyelashes coverage, identiﬁcation of existence of spec-
ular reﬂections). After a successful check, eyeball rotation
is corrected using correlation methods for all three images
used for template creation. Since the aim is to enroll sam-
ples which are close in terms of the comparison score, the
second stage investigates the consistency of acquired im-
ages as measured within the feature space. To check this,
all possible comparisons are made between template fea-
ture sets. To pass the consistency check, all resulting scores
should be lower than the acceptance threshold. We used
thresholds established at the estimation stage (Subsecs. 3.6
and 3.7) as those values guarantee no sample errors, yet
it is a choice of system administrator who may tune the
template quality settings adequately to his needs. Conse-
quently, as the iris template we select this feature set, for
which the distance to the remaining feature sets is minimal
(best candidate approach).
4.2. Eyeball Rotation Correction and Iris Verification
Small eyeball rotations in consecutive images may lead
to considerable deterioration of within-eye comparison
scores, Fig. 11. Since during veriﬁcation the iris image
Fig. 11. Comparison score ξ vsersus mutual rotation angle α
for two images of the same iris (results shown for one sector).
Note that without rotation compensation, a non-match would be
observed. The eye rotation tolerance αtol (given the acceptance
threshold) of a single code, illustrating its robustness to eyeball
rotations is also marked; for BioBase data and the acceptance
threshold τ0 = 0.3486 the average tolerance α tol ≈ pi/60.
corresponding to the template is unavailable, the rota-
tion cannot be corrected by maximizing the correlation
between the images and another methodology must be
applied.
We use an iterative minimization of the comparison score
between Zak-Gabor-based features determined for a set of
small artiﬁcial shifts of the iris stripes being veriﬁed. This
method is applied to both iris sectors independently, and
the resulting codes corresponding to both sectors are com-
pared separately. Obtained scores are averaged into the ﬁnal
score. However, correcting each incoming image is not rea-
sonable, since a number of them do not require additional
action, due to initial code robustness to eyeball slope. Thus,
we apply a staged veriﬁcation procedure that compensates
for eye rotation only if necessary, i.e., if the comparison
score does not drop below the acceptance threshold. Such
an approach takes into account engineering aspects, since
this minimizes the veriﬁcation time. Approximately 55% of
iris images in BioBase captured for veriﬁcation do not
require rotation correction for the threshold τ0 = 0.3486,
and in the remaining genuine transactions we needed only
5 iterations (i.e., calculation of iris template for artiﬁcially
shifted iris stripes) to ﬁnd the best match.
5. System Evaluation
5.1. Recognition Methodology Performance
For the purpose of evaluation, Ng = K = 180 genuine and
Ni = K(K − 1)/2 = 32,220 impostor comparisons were
made, where K = 180 is the number of veriﬁcation im-
Fig. 12. Sample distributions of scores for non-personalized
recognition method employing iterative minimization for eyeball
slope correction. No sample errors were encountered for BioBase
data and selected threshold τ rot = 0.3350.
ages, each representing diﬀerent eye. Prior to the eyeball
slope correction procedure, one should select the accep-
tance threshold τ rot. Note that the thresholds τ rot = 0.3486
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Fig. 13. Same as in Fig. 12, except the personalized recogni-
tion method is employed. No sample errors were encountered for
BioBase data and selected threshold τ rotpers = 0.2610.
used for Zak-Gabor-based coding for initially rotated sam-
ples (and τ rotpers = 0.2185 when the personalized coding
is used) are no longer valid, since the score calculation
in this approach diﬀers, i.e. it is iteratively minimized.
Thus, to select the operating thresholds, full inspection
is performed for all possible eyeball rotations and we
set τ rot = 0.3350 and τ rotpers = 0.2610 for non-personalized
and personalized coding, respectively. No sample errors
were encountered for BioBase data and selected thresholds,
Figs. 12 and 13.
5.2. Operating Times
The methodology (and its variants) presented in the pa-
per was implemented as the Software Development Kit [6]
and was integrated with the IrisCUBE camera forming
Table 1
Iris image acquisition and processing times achieved by
the prototype system employing IrisCUBE camera,
averaged for all BioBase acquisition sessions
Task
Average time
[s]
Head positioning by skilled volunteer 2.5
Acquisition of frames 1.0
Best frame selection 1.5
Iris boundary localization 0.8
and occlusions detection
Representation of iris image 0.5
as a sequence of stripes
Zak-Gabor coeﬃcients calculation 0.05
and transformation into a features vector
Matching (with iterative 0.25
minimization)
Total 6.6
a standalone recognition system prototype. Current proto-
type is based on a PC workstation equipped with a 2.0 GHz
Pentium processing unit, 1 GB RAM, controlled by
Windows XP operating system, yet the system require-
ments guarantying reasonable processing times are much
lower.
Table 1 summarizes acquisition and processing times
measured for all IrisCUBE acquisitions for BioBase. Al-
though short training was oﬀered to volunteers prior to
data collection, the acquisition times are prone to relatively
high uncertainty, due to the huge variability and unpre-
dictability of human skills while positioning the subject’s
head. Processing times depend only on software implemen-
tation, hence the results may be predicted with a higher
certainty in comparison to the volunteer behavior. The en-
tire veriﬁcation time, including the volunteer’s mandatory
cooperation and image acquisition, typically does not ex-
ceed 7 s, which is recognized by volunteers as an accept-
able result.
6. Summary
The iris recognition project detailed in this paper encom-
passes the entire recognition system. We proposed a sys-
tematic approach of selection of the Zak-Gabor based
coding parameters employing variance analysis of the iris
features. The procedure allows selecting the frequency
and scale of the image transformation appropriate in terms
of the system reliability to the given iris image quality
and resolution. This feature selection procedure can be ap-
plied also to other iris coding methods based on wavelet
analysis. Presented methodology was used in a number of
applications, for instance in remote access scenario and
biometric smart card development. It was also evaluated
in iris recognition system prototype with eye aliveness
detection.
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Paper Image Preprocessing
for Illumination Invariant Face
Veriﬁcation
Mariusz Leszczyński
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Abstract—Performance of the face veriﬁcation system depend
on many conditions. One of the most problematic is varying
illumination condition. In this paper 14 normalization algo-
rithms based on histogram normalization, illumination prop-
erties and the human perception theory were compared using
3 veriﬁcation methods. The results obtained from the exper-
iments showed that the illumination preprocessing methods
signiﬁcantly improves the veriﬁcation rate and it’s a very im-
portant step in face veriﬁcation system.
Keywords—DLDA, face verification, histogram normalization,
homomorphic filtering, illumination normalization, LDA, PCA,
preprocessing techniques, quotient image, retinex.
1. Introduction
Face is one of the most commonly used by people to
recognize each other. Over the course of its evolution,
the human brain has developed highly specialized areas
dedicated to the analysis of the facial images [1]. In the
past decades, face recognition has been an active research
area and many types of algorithms and techniques has
been proposed to equal this ability of human brain. It
is however questioned whether the face itself is a suﬃ-
cient basis for recognizing, a person from large popula-
tion with great accuracy. Indeed, the human brain also re-
lies on many contextual information and operate on limited
population.
The most problematic perturbation aﬀecting the perfor-
mance of face recognition systems are strong variations in
pose and illumination. Variation between images of diﬀer-
ent faces in general is smaller than taken from the same
face in a variety of environments [2]. In face veriﬁcation
system authenticates a person’s claimed identity and decide
that claimed identity is correct or not. In this case we have
limited user group and in the most cases we can forced
or demand frontal pose orientations. Unfortunately we still
have problems with illumination condition. Face recogni-
tion tests [3]–[6] revealed that the lighting variant is one of
the bottlenecks in face recognition/veriﬁcation. If lighting
conditions are diﬀerent from the gallery identity decision
is wrong in many cases.
There are two approaches to this problem. Model-
based [7], [8] and preprocessing-based. Model-based at-
tempt to model the light variation. Unfortunately, this re-
quires large amount of training data and sometimes fall
when we have complicated lighting conﬁguration.
The second approach using preprocessing methods to
remove lighting inﬂuence eﬀect without any additional
knowledge. In this paper, we compare 14 normalization
algorithms using 3 veriﬁcation methods.
2. Histogram Normalization
Illumination preprocessing on 2D images can be divided
into two groups: histogram transformation and photometric
normalization.
2.1. Histogram Equalization (HQ)
Histogram normalization is one of the most commonly
used methods. In image processing, the idea of equaliz-
ing a histogram is to stretch and/or redistribute the original
histogram using the entire range of discrete levels of the
image, in a way that an enhancement of image contrast is
achieved. The most common used histogram normalization
technique is histogram equalization where one attempts to
change the image histogram into a histogram that is con-
stant for all brightness values. This would correspond to
a brightness distribution where all values are equally proba-
ble. For image I(x,y) with discrete k gray values histogram
is deﬁned by:
p(i) =
ni
N
, (1)
where: i ∈ 0,1, . . . ,k−1 grey level and N is total number
of pixels in the image.
Transformation to a new intensity value is deﬁned by:
iout =
k−1
∑
i=0
ni
N
=
k−1
∑
i=0
p(i) . (2)
Output values are from domain of [0,1]. To obtain pixel
values in to original domain, it must be rescaled by the
k−1 value.
Figure 1 shows two face images with diﬀerent light con-
dition and preprocessed images with corresponding his-
tograms.
2.2. Histogram Truncation and Stretching (HT)
Histogram stretching consists in distributing the pixel ap-
pearance frequencies over the entire width of the histogram.
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Fig. 1. Two sample images with histogram before (upper) and after (lower).
Fig. 2. Two sample images with histogram after histogram truncation and stretching.
Thus, it is an operation that consists in modifying the his-
togram in such a way as to distribute the intensities on the
scale of values available as well as possible. This amounts
to extending the histogram so that the value of the low-
est intensity is zero and that of the highest is the maxi-
mum value. In this way, if the values of the histogram
are very close to each other, the stretching will make it
possible to provide a better distribution in order to make
light pixels even lighter and dark pixels closer to black.
Additional ten percentage of the lower and upper ends of
an image histogram are truncated. This solves the problem
when few very bright or dark pixels have the overall ef-
fect of darkening or brightening the rest of the image after
rescaling (see Fig. 2).
2.3. Histogram Modeling
Histogram preprocessing is not only limited for HQ and
stretching. We can model it with diﬀerent density func-
tion where brightness distribution will be mapped to a spe-
ciﬁc probability distribution. According to [9], [10] general
mapping function for the distribution function f (x) may be
calculated from:
N−R + 0.5
N
=
t∫
x=−∞
f (x)dx , (3)
where: R is rank of the pixels ordered from smallest inten-
sity to the largest intensity value with assigned rank from
1 to N.
The right side of Eq. (3) represents target cumulative
distribution function (CDF). The searching t parameter
will be computed by from the inverse CDF of the left
side Eq. (3).
2.4. Normal Distribution (ND)
The ﬁrst consider distribution is normal distribution, which
is the most commonly observed probability distribution. It
was ﬁrst described by De Moivre in 1733. Laplace used the
normal curve in 1783 to describe the distribution of errors.
Subsequently, Gauss used the normal curve to analyze as-
tronomical data in 1809. The normal curve is often called
the Gaussian distribution and its deﬁned by the following
equation:
f (x) = 1
σ
√
2pi
exp
(
−(x− µ)2
2σ2
)
, (4)
where: µ is the mean and the second, σ is the standard
deviation.
In our experiments (Fig. 3) we use the standard normal
distribution, where µ = 0 and σ2 = 1.
2.5. Lognormal Distribution (LN)
The lognormal distribution is an asymmetric distribution.
Many physical, chemical, biological, toxicological, and sta-
tistical processes tend to create random variables that follow
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Fig. 3. Two sample images with histogram after mapping the
histogram to a normal distribution.
lognormal distributions. For example, lognormal distribu-
tions can model certain instances, such as the change in
price distribution of a stock or survival rates of cancer pa-
tients or failure rates in product tests.
Density function for this distribution is deﬁned by:
f (x) = 1
xσ
√
2pi
exp
(
−(lnx− µ)2
2σ2
)
, (5)
for our experiments (Fig. 4) mean µ = 0 and standard de-
viation σ = 0.25.
Fig. 4. Two sample images with histogram after mapping the
histogram to a lognormal distribution.
2.6. Extreme Value Distribution (EV)
The third distribution is called extreme value distribution
and appropriate for modeling many rare events, and has the
following probability density function:
f (x) = σ−1 exp
(x− µ
σ
)
exp
(
− exp
(x− µ
σ
))
, (6)
where: µ is the location parameter, and σ is the distribution
scale (set to 0 and 1 in the experiments, see Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. Two sample images with histogram after mapping the
histogram to a extreme value distribution.
2.7. Exponential Distribution (EN)
The exponential distribution is a commonly used distribu-
tion in reliability engineering. Density function for this
distribution is deﬁned by:
f (x)− 1β exp
(−x
β
)
, (7)
where β is the scale parameter. In our experiments (Fig. 6)
we use the standard exponential distribution, where β = 1.
Fig. 6. Two sample images with histogram after mapping the
histogram to a exponential distribution.
3. Photometric Normalization
The second approach for illumination normalization is
based on human perception theory and illumination prop-
erties.
3.1. Single Scale Retinex (SSR)
In 1971 Land and McCann introduce the idea that im-
age I(x,y) is the product of two components, illumination
L(x,y) and reﬂectance R(x,y) [11].
I(x,y) = L(x,y)R(x,y) . (8)
Illumination contains geometric properties of the scene
(i.e., the surface normals and the light source position) and
reﬂectance contains information about the object. Based on
the assumption that the illumination varies slowly across
diﬀerent locations of the image and the local reﬂectance
may change rapidly across diﬀerent location, the pro-
cessed illumination should be drastically reduced due to
the high-pass ﬁltering, while the reﬂectance after this ﬁl-
tering should still be very close to the original reﬂectance.
The reﬂectance can be also ﬁnding by dividing the image
by the low pass version if the original image, which is
representing illumination components.
Land proposed a technique called retinex, which is a com-
bination of the words retina and cortex. Its try to explain
model of the human visual system. The most interesting
point for illumination normalization is the assumption, that
perception depends on the relative or surrounding illumi-
nation. It means that reﬂectance R(x,y) equals the quotient
of image I(x,y) and the illumination L(x,y) calculated by
the neighborhood of I(x,y). It improves the visibility of
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dark object while maintaining the visual diﬀerent of the
light area.
Single scale retinex algorithm proposed by Jobson and
Woodell [12] deﬁnes a Gaussian kernel to estimate
the neighborhood illumination. Additional the logarithmic
transformation is employed to compress the dynamic range.
Reﬂectance image is takes from the form:
RSSR(x,y) = log I(x,y)− log
[
F(x,y)∗ I(x,y)
]
, (9)
where: ∗ denotes the convolution operation and F(x,y) is
the surround Gaussian function.
Figure 7 shows two sample face images received from sin-
gle scale retinex.
Fig. 7. Two sample images received from SSR.
3.2. Mutli Scale Retinex (MSR)
Rahman [13] improved previous method by estimating illu-
mination as a combination of several weighting (ωn) Gaus-
sian ﬁlters with diﬀerent scales (N). Reﬂectance image is
deﬁned by:
RMSR(x,y)=
N
∑
n=1
ωn
{
log I(x,y)−log
[
F(x,y)∗ I(x,y)
]}
. (10)
Two sample face images received from multi scale retinex
are shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Two sample images received from MSR.
3.3. Adaptive Single Scale Retinex (ASR)
ASR was presented by Park in [14]. The proposed method
estimates illumination by iteratively convolving the input
image with a 3× 3 smoothing mask weighted by a co-
eﬃcient via combining two measures of the illumination
discontinuity at each pixel, see Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. Two sample images received from ASR.
3.4. Homomorphic Filtering (HOMO)
Homomorphic ﬁltering [15] using the same properties as
previous methods, that reﬂectance is connected with high
frequency. In this case high-pass ﬁltering is performed in
frequency domain using Fourier transform. The processed
image can be found by following equation:
I′ = eRe
(
IFT (FT (log I)∗H)
)
, (11)
where: H is a high-pass Butterwoth’s ﬁlter, FT – Fourier
transform, IFT – inverse Fourier transform.
In Fig. 10 are shown two sample images received from
homomorphic ﬁltering.
Fig. 10. Two sample images received from HOMO.
3.5. Single Scale Self Quotient Image (SSQ)
The self quotient image was developed by Wang [16] in
2004 and is based on Land’s human vision model. From
Eq. (8) it can be derived that the reﬂectance is given by:
I(x,ky) 1
L(x,y)
= R(x,y) . (12)
Because illumination can be consider as the low frequency
component then, it can be estimated as:
L(x,y) ≈ F(x,y)∗ I(x,y) , (13)
with F(x,y) is a low pass ﬁlter.
From Eqs. (12) and (13) the self quotient image Q(x,y) is
deﬁned as:
Q(x,y) = I(x,y)
F(x,y)∗ I(x,y)
≈ R(x,y) . (14)
Two sample face images received from single scale self
quotient are shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Two sample images received from SSQ.
3.6. Multi Scale Self Quotient Image (MSQ)
Properties of the previous Q(x,y) are dependent on the ker-
nel size of ﬁlter F(x,y). If it will be to small than Q ≈ 1
and all reﬂectance information will be lost. On the other
hand if kernel size will be too large then will appear halo
eﬀects near edges. To avoid this problems Wang propose
multi scale approach where:
Q(x,y) =
n
∑
k=1
mkT{Qk(x,y)} , (15)
where: mk are weighting factors, T is nonlinear function
and Qk are quotient images corresponding to k scale.
Qk(x,y) = I(x,y)( 1
N
WkGk
)
∗ I(x,y)
, k = 1, . . . ,n , (16)
where: N is normalization factor, WkGk are weighted Gaus-
sian kernels.
Figure 12 shows two sample face images received from
multi scale self quotient.
Fig. 12. Two sample images received from MSQ.
3.7. DCT-Based Normalization (DCT)
This technique [17] is based on fact that illumination can
be consider as the low frequency component. First image
Fig. 13. Two sample images received from DCT-based normal-
ization.
is transform into frequency domain using discrete cosine
transform (DCT) and then some number of DCT coeﬃ-
cients are sets to zero. This removes some of the low-
frequency information contained in the images and re-
duce illumination inﬂuence (see Fig. 13). Target image
is obtained after applying inverse discrete cosine trans-
form (IDCT).
3.8. Wavelet-Based Normalization (WAV)
Next method combine two approaches based on histogram
normalization and illumination low frequency properties.
In the ﬁrst step discrete wavelet transform is used to decom-
pose the facial image into approximation, horizontal, verti-
cal and diagonal components. The approximation compo-
nents represents low level image components. Next equal-
izes the histogram of the approximation coeﬃcients matrix.
As a ﬁnal step it performs an inverse wavelet transform to
recover the normalized image.
In Fig. 14 are shown two sample face images received after
wavelet-based normalization.
Fig. 14. Two sample images received after wavelet-based nor-
malization.
4. Feature Discrimination
Biometric pattern veriﬁcation is conceptually diﬀerent from
traditional class membership veriﬁcation. This is involving
with following terms:
1. We deal always with a subset of the whole collection
of classes.
2. The number of classes used in training time of recog-
nition system is small and usually diﬀerent from
classes which are recognized in exploiting time.
Since natural human centered pattern classes cannot be
used in person veriﬁcation biometric systems, another cat-
egorization has to be sought. It appears that diﬀerences
of human features for the biometric measurements of the
same person (within-class diﬀerences) and for diﬀerent per-
sons (between-class features) create a consistent categoriza-
tion including two speciﬁc classes. The speciﬁcity of this
two classes follows from the fact that means of these two
classes are both equal to zero. Moreover, for the within-
class feature variation (varw) could be sometimes greater
than between-class feature variation (varb), i.e., usually the
squared within-class errors are of the same magnitude as
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squared between-class errors. Therefore, it is natural to
look for such a linear transformation W : RN → Rn of orig-
inal measurements x ∈ RN (e.g., vectorized pixel matrix of
face image or its 2D frequency representation) into a tar-
get feature vector z = W tx for which intra-class diﬀerences
are decreased while inter-class diﬀerences are increased.
This is the problem of the classical linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [18]. However from the previous works
described in [19] it is already known that in case of face
veriﬁcation the dual linear discrimination analysis (DLDA)
leads to better results than the optimization of Fisher ra-
tio (LDA). Diﬀerence between DLDA and Fisher LDA if
a way we founding optimal W :
Fisher LDA W = argmaxw
varb(Z)
varw(Z)
,
dual LDA W = argminw
varw(Z)
varb(Z)
,
(17)
where: Z = [z1, . . . ,zL] and L number of images. In our next
experiments we are using LDA, DLDA and oldest method
principal components analysis [20]. PCA-based face recog-
nition method was proposed in [21] and became very pop-
ular. Using PCA method we ﬁnd a subset of principal
directions (principal components) in a set of the training
faces. Then like in LDA we project faces into the space of
these principal components and get the feature vectors.
5. Experimental Results
The experiments are carried out on normalized images
taken from the following databases (Fig. 15):
– Altkom (80 persons 1680 images),
– Banca (52 persons 474 images),
– Valid (106 persons 1575 images),
– WUT database (143 persons 769 images).
Which gives 391 persons with 4525 images. Picture from
this databases were taken in diﬀerent light conditions and
except the Altkom database in some time interval. Accord-
ing to [22] images are normalized to the size 46×56 based
on ﬁxed eye center position.
To quantify veriﬁcation performance we are using receiver
operating characteristic (ROC). This characteristic shows
the tradeoﬀ between two types of veriﬁcation’s errors false
rejection error against false acceptance error. To more clar-
ity presentation in Table 1 we show only the equal error
rate (EER), which is the value were false rejection and false
acceptance errors are equal. Based on the results we can
conclude that except homomorphic ﬁltering all compared
methods gives veriﬁcation improvements, especially using
DLDA as the discriminative algorithm. The best results
was conducted using multi scale quotient images where we
get 38% less errors.
Fig. 15. Face databases – from upper Altkom, Banca, Valid,
WUT.
Table 1
Performance comparison of diﬀerent normalization
methods
EER
OCA LDA DLDA
ORG 0.2138 0.2571 0.2173
HQ 0.1737 0.1868 0.166
HT 0.1935 0.1976 0.1656
ND 0.1681 0.1746 0.164
LN 0.1772 0.2058 0.1857
EV 0.1585 0.1857 0.1521
EN 0.1535 0.1845 0.165
SSR 0.1941 0.2178 0.1896
MSR 0.1987 0.2073 0.1883
ASR 0.1423 0.1898 0.1458
HOMO 0.3464 0.3376 0.26
SSQ 0.1566 0.1957 0.15
MSQ 0.1494 0.1865 0.1346
DCT 0.226 0.2287 0.1854
WAV 0.1813 0.17 0.1435
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6. Conclusion
In this paper we analyze 14 illumination invariant algo-
rithms. The performance of the presented methods were
compared on database contains 4525 images of 391 per-
sons taken in diﬀerent light conditions. The results ob-
tained from the experiments showed that the illumination
preprocessing methods signiﬁcantly improves the veriﬁca-
tion rate. The best results were achieved using human per-
ception related MSQ algorithm, with 38% less veriﬁcation
errors compared to the same DLDA discriminant method
with using not preprocessed images. Very promising seems
to be combination of both analyzing approaches (histogram
and photometric normalization) as a ﬁeld to future work.
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Abstract—A consistent particle filtering-based framework for
the purpose of parallel face tracking and recognition from
video sequences is proposed. A novel approach to defining
randomized, particle filtering-driven local face features for the
purpose of recognition is proposed. The potential of cumulat-
ing classification decisions based on the proposed feature set
definition is evaluated. By applying cumulation mechanisms
to the classification results determined from single frames and
with the use of particle-filtered features, good recognition rates
are obtained at the minimal computational cost. The pro-
posed framework can operate in real-time on a typical mod-
ern PC. Additionally, the application of cumulation mecha-
nisms makes the framework resistant to brief visual distor-
tions, such as occlusions, head rotations or face expressions.
A high performance is also obtained on low resolution images
(video frames). Since the framework is based on the particle
filtering principle, it is easily tunable to various application
requirements (security level, hardware constraints).
Keywords—biometrics, face recognition, particle filtering, video
analysis.
1. Introduction
1.1. Problem Statement
We consider an identification scenario with the use of
a video input signal. It is assumed that individuals enter-
ing the controlled zone cannot be effectively tracked over
the entire stay-in-the-zone period, e.g., due to the large
number of people walking along the main routes or due
to the complicated topography of the zone. However, mul-
tiple identity recognitions with the use of local cameras
installed in various locations around the controlled zone
are possible. Cameras are installed in a way that enables
frontal capture of subjects’ faces, i.e., at the average height
of a human and in specific places where frontal face im-
ages can be captured. Such places could be near paint-
ings in galleries, supermarket shelves, shop windows, ad-
vertising posters, mirrors, elevator exits, escalators, at the
ends of narrow corridors, etc. Based on multiple identifica-
tions, a rough track of an individual’s (sequence of visited
places) can be retrieved or an alarm can be raised when
the selected individual enters a prohibited area in the con-
trolled zone. It is assumed that the controlled zone is rel-
atively small, so that the number of individuals to identify
simultaneously is limited. Additionally, we assume that in-
dividuals who enter the controlled zone were previously en-
rolled to the system or are enrolled on entry. Consequently,
a closed-set identification scenario is considered.
The presented usage scenario may be primarily regarded as
tracking by identifying and is similar to the usage scenario
of the Face Cataloger from IBM [1], [2]. Both solutions
are used to answer the question who is where? within
the controlled zone. Information gathered from tracking
by identifying can be useful for warehouse, museum or
gallery management, since it permits assessment of the at-
tractiveness of the presented items. The application can
also be effectively used to control higher security regions
within the controlled zone, particularly, when two groups
of subjects are considered. such as, e.g., employees and
visitors. Unlike in the IBM’s Face Cataloger scenario, we
assume utilization of video-specific information not only for
the purpose of tracking but also for the purpose of iden-
tity recognition. Additionally, the Face Cataloger utilizes
a badge identification system for the purpose of subject
identification at the entrance. We do not utilize any exter-
nal systems and we assume low computational requirements
for the proposed framework.
1.2. Particle Filtering
Particle filtering is used as a basis for the proposed frame-
work and therefore it is shortly presented here. By defi-
nition, particle filters are sequential Monte Carlo methods
based upon point mass representations (particles) of proba-
bility densities. Such representations can be applied to any
state space model and generalize the traditional Kalman
filtering methods [3]. The key idea of the Monte Carlo
methods is to approximate a difficult analytical problem by
a much simpler problem represented by a statistical sam-
ple [4]. The stochastic nature of the Monte Carlo simulation
in computer environment is achieved by the use of pseudo-
random number generators. The Monte Carlo simulation is
considered to be one of the most influential and landmark
algorithms of the 20th century [5].
An implementation of the particle filtering principle – par-
ticularly well known in the computer vision research area –
is the Condensation algorithm of Isard and Blake [6]. The
Condensation is also utilized within our proposed frame-
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work. For the purpose of tracking, it requires at least two
models to be defined, namely the object model (usually
including object’s dynamics model) and the observation
model. Selection of the models is essential for performance
of the whole solution.
Probably the most practically useful property of the particle
filters is that they do not require any functional assump-
tions (linearity, Gaussianity, unimodality) about the den-
sities. Initial state density p(~x0) must however be given,
i.e., some initialization (e.g., initial face detection) must
be done. Common drawback of the particle filtering tech-
niques is a degeneracy problem, which consists in concen-
tration of most of the weight on a relatively small subset
of particles [3], [7], [8]. Full discussion of the particle
filtering and degeneracy problem can be found in the cited
literature.
Within the proposed framework, the particle filtering prin-
ciple is utilized for the purpose of face tracking with the
use of local face features (called primary face features), de-
fined as small face patches. Color distribution within these
features is analyzed for the purpose of tracking. For the pur-
pose of recognition, the frequency analysis of the features
is run. As a result, two types of secondary face features
are obtained from the primary face features, namely color
distribution- and frequency analysis-based secondary fea-
tures. Definitions of the secondary face features as well as
comments on selecting the primary features are given in
the next section.
2. Local Face Features
2.1. Primary Face Features
Typically, particle filtering-based trackers assume that
particle model is very similar (or identical) to the object
model. In the context of the proposed framework, it would
mean that particles are face candidate locations, and thus
the observation area associated with each particle is of
a size of the face candidate [9], [10], [11]. The final ob-
ject state vector would then be calculated as mean value
of all the particles. However, processing such big particles
is usually computationally expensive. Therefore we utilize
small particles (of a size between 10×10 and 40×40 pix-
els), which refer to local face patches and are understood
as primary face features. Such solution results in computa-
tional time savings per each particle at the cost of the more
complicated procedure of estimation of the whole face area.
Namely, face area cannot be straightforwardly determined
as the mean value of all particles. Instead, the distribution
of all particles in image space must be analyzed to obtain
rough face area estimation. For the case of many faces in
the scene, this must involve automatic clustering of the par-
ticle set. Finer face area estimations are retrieved with the
use of dust filtering procedure, which we proposed previ-
ously [12]. The dust filtering consists in classifying single
pixels as skin or non-skin pixels only within the initial,
roughly estimated face areas. The enhanced results of the
single-pixel-classifications are then used to determine face
areas more precisely. Details of the procedure of rough
face area estimation from the particle distribution and of
the dust filtering procedure can be found in [12].
Primary face features, i.e., particles are resampled accord-
ingly to the Condensation schema. Each nth primary fea-
ture has assigned a weight pin, which is used for the pur-
pose of resampling. Additionally, random diffusion and
deterministic drift are applied to steer the particle motion
in the image space. For the purpose of determining the
drift, a tracking history of the normalized face area loca-
tions ( ˆR(t), where t < 0) is stored. Predicting a new lo-
cation of the face area ˆR(0) is based on a simple model,
namely
ˆR(0) = ˆR(−1)+ ( ˆR(−1)− ˆR(−2))+ ε(0), (1)
where ε(t) is an i.i.d. zero-mean noise.
2.2. Secondary Face Features for Tracking
For the purpose of face tracking, primary face features (par-
ticles) must be resampled. This is done with the use of
color distribution features retrieved from the primary face
features and compared to a universal skin color model. Skin
color is a low level feature, which appears to be highly
discriminative and computationally fast. It is easy to un-
derstand and robust to geometrical changes. As many re-
search studies have shown, the skin tones of different eth-
nical groups differ mainly in their intensity values [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], being clustered in chrominance val-
ues. This makes it possible to use a universal skin color
model to represent all skin types. Main disadvantage of
color features is that cameras are not able to distinguish
changes of the actual surface colors from changes caused
by varying illumination. Consequently, illumination is the
most influential factor, which changes color values recorded
by a camera. Lighting compensation techniques have been
proposed to reduce this problem [13], [18], [16].
In the proposed framework, color is the main cue used
for the purpose of tracking by particle filtering and for
the purpose of quick face normalization by means of the
previously proposed dust filtering method [12]. Due to
utilization of color features, real time processing can be
achieved with the use of a typical modern PC. We repre-
sent color distributions of the local face features as 64×64
bin hue-saturation (HS) histograms of HSV colorspace.
The V-channel (value/intensity) is ignored. We compare
the HS histograms of local patches to the reference skin
color model with the use of the Bhattacharyya distance
dn = dBhatt [pn,q], where pn is the HS histogram determined
from the nth particle and q is the reference color histogram.
The Bhattacharyya distance is defined with the use of the
Bhattacharyya coefficient ρ [p,q], which is a similarity mea-
sure between two color distributions p(u) and q(u), namely
ρ [p,q] =
∫ √
p(u)d(u)du. (2)
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In the context of discrete densities represented by his-
tograms p = {p(u)}u=1...64×64 and q = {q(u)}u=1...64×64,
the Bhattacharyya coefficient is defined as
ρ [p,q] =
64×64
∑
u=1
√
p(u)d(u). (3)
For two identical normalized histograms we obtain ρ = 1,
indicating the perfect match. The Bhattacharyya distance
dBhatt [p,q] is then defined as
dBhatt [p,q] = 1−ρ [p,q]. (4)
Particles (primary features) are then re-weighted accord-
ingly to the Condensation schema: the new weight pin of
nth particle is calculated as
pin = exp(−λ d2n). (5)
We use value of λ = 20 as suggested in [9], [19].
2.3. Secondary Face Features for Recognition
Particles which are found to be located within the dust-
filtered face area, are then used for retrieval of secondary
features for the purpose of identity recognition. We de-
fine these secondary features as the discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) coefficients of the respective primary features
(particles). Whereas the secondary features for the purpose
of tracking where retrieved from H- and S-channels of
HSV colorspace, the secondary features for the purpose
of recognition are calculated with the use of V-channel.
We selected the DCT coding mainly due to its ease of
application, known successful applications to face recog-
nition [20], [21], and the potential of introducing iden-
tity recognition mechanisms into the existing compression
schemes, which already utilize the DCT commonly.
Having precisely estimated the face area, relative location
of each primary feature within the face area can be re-
trieved and thus the corresponding feature in the template
can be found and compared against a given feature. This
means that – for the purpose of recognition – the features
are valid only in combination with their relative location
within face area. The combination of frequency and lo-
cation properties is similar to other existing face recogni-
tion approaches, where localization data is used in com-
bination with some transformed local features, e.g., elastic
bunch graph matching (EBGM) [22] or active shape mod-
els (ASM) [23]. However, in the previously known meth-
ods, features to be detected are precisely defined and the
feature detection is the most computationally expensive part
of these algorithms. In our proposed approach, we intro-
duce primary features into the particle filtering framework.
Consequently, the costly detection is skipped, randomized
feature locations are utilized and feature sets used for the
purpose of recognition differ from video frame to video
frame. Such feature sets can be easily processed in real
time, still providing good image exploration. Furthermore,
such definition makes it possible to employ low resolution
face images in which accurate detection of facial landmarks
is hardly achievable [24].
The main drawback of the proposed feature set definition
is that the set of stored template features should be exten-
sive. Since any feature locations (as a result of particle
filtering) can be achieved within the actually processed im-
age, features for all possible locations within the templates
should be pre-calculated. They might also be calculated
on-demand, but this would lead to the high extension of
the processing time. Furthermore, the face areas being pro-
cessed should be well aligned with the template images, so
that the actually corresponding features in the image and in
the template can be compared (precise alignment or feature
detection is an issue for all face recognition methods). For
the purpose of testing the proposed face feature set def-
inition approach, we utilized fast face normalization with
the use of the dust filtering. Additionally, sizes of faces in
test sequences were compliant with sizes of template face
images. As presented in next sections, this provided good
recognition rates at a low computational cost. Application
of more precise normalization procedures is expected to
further improve the recognition quality (at a higher com-
putational cost).
3. Recognition from Video
A video sequence provides more information in compar-
ison to a still face image. This information is distributed
over video frames, which have some relation to the real time
that passes during the video recording. Such distributed in-
formation can be cumulated in order to provide a stronger
decision than a single-frame (or still image) based decision.
The sequential hypothesis testing paradigm may be applied
for the purpose of identity recognition over a sequence.
The initial weak classifications become stronger when new
video frames become available. An input to the recogni-
tion module are dust-filtered face areas from the tracking
module. The tracking module provides consistency of the
track, i.e., it assures that consecutive faces passed to the
recognition module are correctly labeled as belonging to
a given individual (though the individual’s identity remains
unknown to the tracking module).
As described above, secondary features from each frame are
retrieved and compared to the respective secondary features
of the stored templates. For the purpose of comparison,
the DCT secondary features are zig-zag reorganized [25]
to form feature vectors. The feature vectors can then be
compared directly with the use of various distance metrics.
We evaluated L1, L2 and L∞ distances and L2 resulted in the
best performance. Therefore, it is used for the purpose of
performance evaluation further in this article. The distance
between DCT feature vectors is expressed as
dL2(~x,~y) =
√
n
∑
i=1
(xi− yi)2, (6)
where ~x = [x1, . . . ,xn]
T and ~y = [y1, . . . ,yn]T are DCT-
transformed feature vectors to be compared, and n + 1 is
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Fig. 1. Face image space and time exploration achieved by applying particle filtering to a talking head video sequence. Randomized
positions of particles in each frame provide image space exploration and determine a set of face features used for the purpose of
recognition. Single particle-related distances from each frame are cumulated to give a face-in-frame distance. Face-in-frame distances
are cumulated to obtain a face-in-sequence distance. Sample video frames used for the presented processing were taken from [26].
the length of the feature vector (including 0 indexed co-
efficient). The DCT coefficient indexed 0 represents the
average of the image patch and therefore is ignored for the
purpose of recognition.
3.1. Cumulation of Classification Results
A result of comparing the particle-related local features is
a set of distance measures between those features (retrieved
from a given face image) and corresponding features of
a template. These measures can be cumulated in order to
provide a distance between the whole face area and the tem-
plate, later referred to as the face-in-frame distance. The
face-in-frame distance is simply calculated as an average
of particle-related distance measures taken for only those
particles which fall within the normalized face area, namely
D(F,T ) = avg(all dL2(~x, ~xT ) : x ∈ F) , (7)
where ~xT is a DCT feature vector in template T corre-
sponding to DCT feature vector ~x retrieved from a given
face image F , and x is a particle (primary feature) from
which ~x is determined.
Face-in-frame distances are then cumulated for the purpose
of comparing the whole sequences of faces against given
templates, resulting in face-in-sequence distances. Conse-
quently, it can be concluded that distance cumulation is
applied at two different levels:
• Space level: cumulation of distance values (scores) of
particle-related local features (distributed over a face
image) in order to obtain a single face-in-frame dis-
tance.
• Time level: cumulation of face-in-frame distance val-
ues (distributed over a video sequence) in order to
obtain a face-in-sequence distance.
Comparisons of local features can also be understood as
weak local classifications, which are then cumulated to
provide stronger frame-related classifications (face-in-frame
distances). Cumulation of frame-related distances pro-
vides yet stronger classification of video sequences (face-in-
sequence distances). Face image space exploration is a re-
sult of the integrated framework by which the probabilistic
nature of the particle filtering-based tracking is passed to
the recognition task. Consequently, more face image space
can be explored and tested for the purpose of recognition
without significantly increasing the processing burden. Two
levels of distance cumulation within the proposed frame-
work are depicted in Fig. 1. The face-in-sequence distances
are then utilized for the purpose of recognition, which is
done by building a ranking of identities. Since we consider
a closed set scenario, all stored templates are compared
(scanned) against the actually processed face image and
the ranking is determined.
Integration of the tracking and recognition within one
framework brings additional advantage, namely identity cue
can be used for the purpose of tracking corrections. In
case of processing multiple faces in the scene, some face-
to-track assignment conflicts occur. A feedback from the
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recognition module can additionally support conflict reso-
lution mechanisms and thus improve tracking accuracy. We
described this idea in [27].
3.2. Multi-Image Template
Quality of a template has a great influence on the overall
recognition performance. The template quality can be im-
proved by using more than one image for template creation.
The simple template extension technique, which directly
uses several images to create a multi-image template, can
be used: the query face image F is compared to each image
of the multi-image template T ∗ and the best match between
the query image and template image is selected as the ac-
tual face to multi-image template distance D∗, namely, for
K-image multi-image template
D∗(F,T ∗) = min
1≤k≤K
D(F,T ∗k ), (8)
where T ∗k is kth image of the multi-image template and D is
the face-in-frame distance calculated between the given face
and a single template image. Performance improvement
achieved by extending the template representation and with
the use of the simple comparison procedure is analyzed in
the following sections.
4. Definition of the Framework and Its
Parameters
4.1. Testing Environment
For the purpose of testing the performance of the proposed
framework, we used 55 video sequences of the Open Video
Project (OVP) [26]. The downloaded sequences are talk-
ing heads videos of different individuals. The length of
sequences varies from 851 to 8265 frames. Talking head
Fig. 2. Variations in test video sequences from Open Video
Project [26]. Test videos are frontal and almost-to-frontal talking
head sequences without any additional constraints on the individ-
ual’s head motion and facial expression. Variations in head size,
video quality and background type are noticeable.
videos of 35 different individuals have been extracted, re-
sulting in 100 to 1187 talking head frames per individual
(340 talking head frames per individual on average). Talk-
ing head sequences contain frontal and almost-to-frontal
shots (less than 30 degrees profile) without any extra con-
straints on the individual’s head motion or facial expres-
sion. Changes in captured head size due to camera zoom
or head motions are present. A few sample frames from
the test video sequences are presented in Fig. 2.
It is to notice that – since we consider a sequential recog-
nition from video sequences – the beneath reported cumu-
lative match characteristics (CMC) are cumulated not only
over identities but also over sequence time. For example,
the 80% 1-rank identification rate means that the actual
subject identity was returned in the first position in the
ranking for 80% of the time (video frames) in all test se-
quences. Various aspects of the proposed framework have
been evaluated and the results are presented beneath.
4.2. Optimal Feature Vectors
Selection of DCT coefficients for the purpose of building
feature vectors for identity recognition can influence the
overall recognition performance. The DCT coefficients se-
lection is related to the question of how much identity-
specific information is carried by various signal frequen-
cies. Ekenel and Stiefelhagen [28] showed that selection of
the number of coefficients influences performance and that
extending this number over a certain limit does not signifi-
cantly improve performance. Sanderson et al. [29] showed
that increasing the dimensionality from 15 to 21 provides
only a small recognition improvement, while it significantly
increases the computational requirements.
In order to find an optimal set of DCT coefficients we
run several tests for the closed-set scenario on the full test
database, but with the use of different feature vector def-
initions. The testing was done with the use of the whole
proposed framework. Although all framework parameters
will only be introduced hereinafter, we think it is reason-
able to present the results regarding selection of the DCT
Table 1
Influence of the number of DCT coefficients
on the identification rates obtained for full database
testing in the closed-set scenario
Indexes of selected Identification rate [%]
DCT coefficients 1-rank 5-rank 10-rank
1-5 66.64 79.49 85.66
1-10 65.15 79.15 86.21
1-15 64.16 78.92 85.70
1-20 62.16 77.50 84.74
1-25 60.48 76.54 83.89
6-15 41.24 60.27 74.74
16-25 22.70 44.58 59.92
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coefficients here. For the purpose of this testing fixed par-
ticle positions were used, so that the results of different
test runs (for different feature vector definitions) are com-
parable. The identification rates obtained with the use of
differently defined feature vectors are gathered in Table 1
and depicted in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Influence of the feature vector definition on CMCs ob-
tained from full database testing in the closed set scenario.
The obtained results show that lower frequencies (low co-
efficient indexes) contain most of the identity-related in-
formation. Extending the feature vector by higher frequen-
cies does not improve the performance significantly and ex-
cluding lower frequencies drastically reduces performance
quality. It can also be observed that differences between
the cases of 1-5, 1-10, 1-15, 1-20 and 1-25 are minor.
However, in the literature [30], [28], [29], it is rare that
as few as five coefficients are suggested. We finally se-
lected DCT coefficients 1-10 to be used as the local feature
representation in our framework. Such a definition results
in good recognition performance and keeps the represen-
tation compact and is used for the evaluation presented in
the following sections. It is to comment that before cal-
culating the DCT coefficients, contrast of the whole face
area (in a given frame and in a template) is enhanced by
the histogram equalization technique, which improves sys-
tem performance [28]. No other illumination compensation
techniques are applied.
4.3. Face-in-Sequence Scoring and Classification
Having obtained face-in-frame distances against a set of
templates, a cumulated distance for the video sequence,
i.e., face-in-sequence distance, can be obtained. Cumula-
tion of the distances can be done in the following ways:
• Fixed lag cumulation. Face-in-sequence distance is
based on the distances of n previous frames (cumu-
lation lag = n). Results are available at any ith frame
(time) of the sequence, such as i > n.
• Fixed point (growing lag) cumulation. Face-in-
sequence distance is based on all previous frames.
Results are available at any frame of the sequence.
• Adaptive lag cumulation. Face-in-sequence distance
is based on the varying number of previous frames.
Results may be available at any frame of the sequence
(but with different strength) or when a given minimal
number of frames is available.
In all cases previous frames must be understood as face
areas retrieved from previous frames and with reference to
a given track.
In order to achieve good classification when large lag val-
ues are used (a high number of previous frames is consid-
ered), it must be ensured that tracks are consistent, i.e., the
subject-track pairs are not swapped during tracking. Oth-
erwise, classification of a sequence (track) containing face
images of various subjects will be dominated by the pre-
vailing subject. In consequence, application of the fixed
point scoring is not appropriate for high security scenarios
and should rather be applied to other non-security scenar-
ios, e.g., for the purpose of video summarization [31]. For
security applications, utilization of the fixed or adaptive
lag is more appropriate. The lag value does not only in-
fluence classification strength, but it also defines response
delay (e.g., updating identity classification result or raising
an alarm), when the subject identity within a track changes
(which, first of all, may be a result of tracking error). Re-
sponse delay can also be understood as a resistance to brief
misclassifications: the higher the lag value, the more the
duration of the misclassification (e.g., caused by occlusion)
will not affect classification result. The trade-off between
a quick response to identity change and the resistance to
misclassifications is actually the problem of tuning a bio-
metric system to achieve optimal false acceptance and false
rejection rates (FAR and FRR). An optimal solution does
not seem to exist in general and should be found with re-
spect to application specific requirements, such as security
level, environmental conditions, input video quality, usabil-
ity requirements, hardware requirements (e.g., memory re-
quirements for storing previous frame distances). It may
be concluded that optimally the lag value should change
within some predefined range [lagmin, lagmax]. The value of
lagmin should be derived from the required minimal clas-
sification strength and misclassification-resistance, whereas
lagmax should be derived from maximal acceptable response
delay.
Level of the face-in-frame distances is dependent on the
input frame conditions, such as e.g. head rotation or frame
quality. It means, that though the ranking of identities can
be preserved between the frames, the absolute level of dis-
tance values can vary strongly and influence the cumulated
distance. Therefore, for building the cumulated rankings,
a distance value normalization is required. For this pur-
pose we utilize min-max normalization of face-in-frame
distances, namely
D′FT =
DFT −DFmin
DFmax−DFmin
, (9)
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where: DFT = D(F,T ) is the calculated (unnormalized)
distance between frame F and template T , D′FT is the nor-
malized frame-to-template distance, DFmin and DFmax are
respectively minimal and maximal distances between the
given frame F and any template from the template set. As
a result of normalization the values of D′FT within the range
of [0,1] are obtained.
4.4. Occurrence of Classification Errors
During evaluation we have observed that erroneous or
weak classifications are usually a result of distortions in
video sequence. In such cases most of the templates seem
to be almost equally distant to the given frame. In other
words, the given frame is not particularly similar to any
given template. On the other hand, if the recognition is
strong, there are usually only a few good matches be-
ing clearly separated from others. This effect is illustrated
in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Local distortions in video cause face-in-frame distance
values to gather around an average value. In good quality frames,
best-matches are clearly separated from other matches. Here dis-
tortions are caused by digital storage medium errors.
Based on this observation it may be concluded that strong
classifications are possible when the subject’s face in the
video can be seen well. Since bad matches are similarly
bad for all the templates, distance value cumulation should
enable the brief erroneous classifications to be overcome
when a longer period of time is considered.
5. Distance Value Cumulation
Mechanisms
5.1. Utilizing Video Sequentiality
By video sequentiality we mean the high dependency of
a video frame on previous frames. It may be informally
said that almost every video frame is very similar to the
preceding frame. In the identity recognition context the
sequentiality may be utilized to overcome brief misclassi-
fications, since an identity recognized in a given frame is
very likely to have also appeared in previous frames. This
property can be utilized by applying a cumulation mecha-
nism, i.e., ranking the identities of each video frame with
respect to previous frames. A simple approach is to use
the sum of face-in-frame distances on a lag of k previous
frames as a cumulated distance. Namely, the cumulated
distance Dcum for the jth frame Fj of the sequence against
a given template T on a lag of k previous frames is de-
fined as:
Dcum(Fj,T ) =
1
k
k−1
∑
i=0
D(Fj−i,T ). (10)
Implementing the cumulation mechanism results in a higher
recognition rate (as calculated per every video frame). Sim-
ilarly, extending template representation from one image to
a three image multi-image template increases recognition
rates. The observed performance improvement is summa-
rized in Table 2 and depicted in Fig. 5. It is observed that
increasing the template quality improves the performance
more than introducing cumulation mechanism only.
Table 2
Identity recognition improvement obtained as a result
of introducing cumulation mechanism (with lag L = 10)
and extending template representation: 1-rank
identification rates presented
Solution
1-rank
ident. rate [%]
One-image templates, no cumulation 34
One-image templates with cumulation 41
Three-image templates, no cumulation 50
Three-image templates with cumulation 61
Fig. 5. Identity recognition improvement obtained as a result of
introducing cumulation mechanism (with lag L = 10) and extend-
ing template representation: CMCs depicted.
5.2. Cumulation Schemes
Fusion of face-in-frame distances can involve a simple sum
rule or can be combined with extra distance value transfor-
mation. Let us denote D as the original distance determined
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by scoring a given face-in-frame and D′ as the distance af-
ter transformation. We propose and evaluate the following
transformation methods:
– linear mapping D′ = D , (11)
– square root transformation D′ =
√
D , (12)
– quadratic transformation D′ = D2 . (13)
Linear mapping is used by a basic sum rule approach: it
corresponds to a simple summation of all frame distances
over the sequence. Square root and quadratic transforma-
tions are meant to emphasize Eq. (12) or de-emphasize
Eq. (13) differences between similarly good matches. As
described above, all face-in-frame distances are min-max
normalized before applying transformations of Eqs. (11),
(12), (13).
CMCs for different fusion approaches with the cumulation
lag of L = 10 and three-image template representations are
depicted in Fig. 6. The best performer, namely the square
root fusion approach, achieved 1-rank identification rate
of 61%, 5-rank rate of 77% and 10-rank rate of 85%.
The simple sum rule (linear mapping) performed almost
equally well.
Fig. 6. CMCs obtained with the use of different fusion schemes,
cumulation lag of L=10 frames and three-image template repre-
sentations. Application of cumulation mechanisms significantly
improves performance in comparison to the non-cumulation ap-
proach.
It is again observed that application of any cumulation
mechanism improves the recognition performance signif-
icantly in comparison to single frame based identification.
It is also concluded that the simplest summation rule may
be optimal solution, since differences in performance qual-
ity between simple rule and square root fusion are minor.
5.3. Definition of the Cumulation Lag and the Influence
of Input Video Frequency
During evaluation it was discovered that defining the cu-
mulation lag by the number of frames was confusing – it
is rather the time period which should be defined as a cu-
mulation lag. Time-based definition of the cumulation lag
remains independent of video frequency, unlike definition
by number of frames. Time-based definition describes the
admissible range of appearance changes better than does
the number of frames. We observed that given a time de-
fined cumulation lag, changes in recognition performance
caused by different input video frequencies are minor and
can be disregarded. In other words, the most influential
factor on identification rates is the period of distortions in
video in relation to the cumulation lag (i.e., how long can
distortions maximally last), and this property is easier to
describe by defining the cumulation lag in time units.
5.4. Optimal Lag Value Selection
Selection of the lag value L determines the recognition per-
formance of the system and its response-delay to the iden-
tity change of the observed individual. Choice of an optimal
lag value is application-specific but a general policy can be
defined:
• For high security the lag value should be low to pro-
vide a quick response.
• For high user-friendliness the lag value should be
higher to minimize the number of false rejections.
To evaluate influence of the lag L on the overall perfor-
mance, we evaluated the proposed framework with the use
of various cumulation lag values. Lag L= 1 is equivalent
to the case with no cumulation mechanism. For this config-
uration the 1-rank identification rate of 50% was obtained,
which confirms the weak nature of the used frame clas-
sifier. For a cumulation lag equal to 8 s (200 frames)
1-rank identification rate of 81%, 5-rank identification
rate of 90% and 10-rank identification rate of 93% were
obtained. CMCs for various cumulation lag values with the
use of the square root fusion approach Eq. (12) are depicted
in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. CMCs for the square root fusion approach and various
cumulation lag values L. Increasing the L value improves recog-
nition performance. Graphs for 25 fps sequences.
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The obtained results confirm expectation that extending the
cumulation lag improves the recognition performance of
the framework. It is also observed that cumulating only
a few previous frame distances improves performance sig-
nificantly. The more frame distances are already cumulated,
the less influence on performance is observed by adding
new distances. It is however to remember, that no track
swapping errors were considered during this test: i.e., an
indexed track have never skipped to another individual
(assumption of tracks consistency). In the target applica-
tion, as mentioned previously, not only recognition rate, but
also response delay must be considered when selecting the
optimal lag value.
5.5. Fixed Point Approach
Increasing the lag improves recognition performance. As
a result, it may be expected that the fixed point (growing
lag) cumulation approach would provide higher identifica-
tion rates. The drawbacks of this approach, as described
previously, include the risk of high response delay when
a tracking error occurs. For the purpose of testing the
progress of identification rate in fixed point approach we
extracted a subset of 100-frame long sub-sequences from
the testing database. Rank 1 and rank 5 recognition rate
changes observed over frames of the extracted video se-
quences are depicted in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Rank 1 and rank 5 identification rates over 100-frame
sequences with the fixed point cumulation approach (all previous
frame distances considered).
From the results it can be concluded that extending the
cumulation lag does not need to be indefinite. In early
processing steps, as the cumulation lag value is low, the
recognition performance increases rapidly with new frames.
Later on however, as many previous frames are already con-
sidered, the cumulated score becomes saturated. This leads
again to the idea of utilizing an adaptive lag as the most
practical approach. It should be remembered that this test
was run with sub-sequences of the original testing database,
therefore the reported results vary from those presented pre-
viously for the whole database.
5.6. Processing Times and Further Enhancements
The proposed framework was tested on an Intel Core 2 Duo
E6750 computer, 2.67 GHz with 2.00 GB RAM. Process-
ing times were tested in a whole framework combined with
a detection module, which is not described in this paper and
which initializes the tracking process. The detection, track-
ing and normalization functionalities were implemented in
the Visual C++ environment and with the use of OpenCV
1.0 library [32]. The recognition module was implemented
in Matlab 6.5. No special code optimization was applied.
Processing times were calculated for the following con-
figuration parameters and environmental conditions: in-
put video frame of size 320×240 pixels, particles of size
8× 8 pixels, normalized face areas of size 64× 64 pix-
els, face detection by Haar-like face detector [33], generic
skin color model represented by 64×64 hue-saturation his-
togram, face area normalization by means of dust filtering
with pixel-step equal to 4, 10-subject closed set identifi-
cation scenario, three-image template representations, one
person in the scene.
In the basic configuration, 335 ms per frame were needed to
run all the tasks of detection, tracking and recognition with
the use of 50 particles. Face detection was the most time
consuming task – tracking and recognition itself needed
85 ms per frame on average. Frame preprocessing, which
involved data retrieval from the video buffer and transfor-
mation from RGB to HSV colorspace, required 3 ms of the
processing time.
Some process optimizations, which should further reduce
computational requirements, are possible. First of all, face-
in-frame to template comparisons are currently realized by
linear scanning of the whole set of templates. Therefore,
the recognition processing time is proportional to the num-
ber of subjects in the database. Effective indexing and
sorting techniques are subject to further research with the
aim of ensuring that a quick search during identification
can be carried out.
Additionally, average cost of face detection can be reduced
by minimizing the frequency of running the detection pro-
cess. The detection can be, for example, triggered by an
external event, such as door open etc. Furthermore, track-
ing and recognition do not need to operate on every single
frame, but can wait until detection is finished. This would
result in the longest processing time per frame of 250 ms
occurring during the detection phase. After detection, the
whole frame processing would require 85 ms (tracking and
recognition only) – this means that a speed of 11 fps can
be achieved and 5 fps is regarded as sufficient for handling
normal head motions [34]. For the purpose of detection
in a testing environment the frontal face detector and pro-
file face detector were utilized. Profile detection involved
horizontal mirroring of the whole frame. Reducing de-
tection to frontal faces only can save 190 ms of proces-
sing time.
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Consequently, simultaneous frontal face detection, track-
ing and recognition in every frame results in a process-
ing speed of more than 6 fps. A lower accuracy in detec-
tion may be accepted for many applications, in particular
due to utilizing video as an input signal: in many prac-
tical cases it may be reasonable to invoke detection less
accurately (i.e., detecting frontal faces only), but more
frequently. Detection by tracking approach [12], [35] can
also be utilized to further reduce processing times. Achiev-
ing the optimal architecture of the modules (sub-processes)
is, however, a non-trivial and application-specific issue.
The advantages of using the distributed hardware architec-
ture should be considered for the proposed framework. Due
to construction of sub-processes, detection can be easily re-
alized by other processing units than tracking and recogni-
tion. Separating tracking and recognition between different
processing units is also possible. In the distributed envi-
ronment each process would run independently and retrieve
required data from the supporting process (e.g., tracking
from detection or recognition from tracking). A further de-
gree of parallelization could be achieved by computing the
DCT for various particles on separate units.
6. Conclusions
We proposed and evaluated a consistent particle filtering-
based framework for face tracking and recognition from
video. Presented results proved that sequentiality of the
video signal can be effectively used for the purpose of in-
creasing identification rates. This is achieved by applying
distance cumulation mechanisms. Even utilization of weak
classifiers, which result in the 1-rank identification rate of
50% when no cumulation mechanism is applied, can lead
to 1-rank identification rate of 81% when a cumulation lag
of 8 s (200 frames) is used. The strength of the classifi-
cation increases as more frame distances are collected for
the purpose of classification. The classification result is
available at any video frame, so it can be obtained even at
early steps of the sequence processing, though with lower
accuracy. The number of previous video frames used for
the purpose of classification, i.e., the cumulation lag, can
be adapted to the needs of a particular application.
The proposed particle filtering-based determination of lo-
cal face features enables good exploration of a face space
over a video sequence and results in high recognition per-
formance, while keeping computational requirements at
a modest level. Consequently, real-time processing can be
achieved on an ordinary modern PC. The trade-off between
quality and computational requirements can easily be opti-
mized for the purpose of specific applications by tuning the
number of particles. Additional tuning is possible by adapt-
ing the cumulation lag to given environmental conditions
or application requirements.
A particle filtering-based definition of a face feature set, in
combination with cumulation mechanisms, is resistant to
small rotation- and expression-caused appearance changes.
It also provides good recognition performance from low
resolution input videos and performs well in combination
with fast dust filtering-based face normalization (in low
resolution videos, precise classical normalization, such as
that based on eye positions, is often not possible at all).
The proposed system opens new fields for future research.
One of the most promising directions is integration of
our solution with speaker recognition technology. Both ap-
proaches can operate on data retrieved from talking head
video sequences, provided that voice is recorded. The in-
tegration should ensure mutual support between face-based
and voice-based recognition, in particular in cases when
one of two signal sources becomes unclear or temporar-
ily unavailable. Hardware focused research should also be
conducted in order to examine the advantages of the par-
allelizing sub-processes of the proposed system, and thus
decrease the overall processing time. Additionally, research
on the usage of particle filtering-determined (randomized)
feature sets for the purpose of recognition in other scenar-
ios, including recognition from still images, should pro-
vide interesting conclusions for applications with limita-
tions on processing time. In-depth examination of distance
fusion schemes – both at the frame level and sequence
level – could bring further performance improvements. The
possibility of using other classifiers (instead of Euclidean
distance-based one) to determine face-in-frame distances
should be examined. Other secondary feature representa-
tions (apart from DCT), e.g., derived from training-based
methods, such as the PCA, should also be evaluated within
the proposed framework.
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Abstract—This paper presents the automated speech signal
segmentation problem. Segmentation algorithms based on en-
ergetic threshold showed good results only in noise-free envi-
ronments. With higher noise level automatic threshold calcu-
lation becomes complicated task. Rule based postprocessing
of segments can give more stable results. Off-line, on-line and
extrema types of rules are reviewed. An extrema-type segmen-
tation algorithm is proposed. This algorithm is enhanced by
a rule base to extract higher energy level segments from noise.
This algorithm can work well with energy like features. The
experiments were made to compare threshold and rule-based
segmentation in different noise types. Also was tested if multi-
feature segmentation can improve segmentation results. The
extrema rule-based segmentation showed smaller error ratio
in different noise types and levels. Proposed algorithm does
not require high calculation resources. Such algorithm can be
processed by devices with limited computing power.
Keywords—rule base, speech analysis, speech endpoint detec-
tion, speech segmentation.
1. Introduction
Speech segmentation is a process of labeling signal areas
with symbolic information in some application. Speech
segmentation is important to various automated speech pro-
cessing algorithms: speech recognition, speech corpus col-
lection, speaker verification etc. In many papers speech
segmented using wavelet [1], fuzzy methods [2], artifi-
cial neural networks [3] and hidden Markov models [4].
Such segmentation algorithms give high accuracy, but also
require large amount of calculation resources. In some
cases this is not possible, such as mobile devices, when
calculation power is weak and/or network speed is lim-
ited. In such situations, it is needed to have an algorithm
to extract segments as accurate as possible and to send
only them through network for external processing. Com-
mon approach to speech signal zone identification is using
a threshold value.
Threshold based segmentation works in this way: feature
samples which exceed chosen threshold T H are marked as
useful signal areas, see Fig. 1. In this case, if threshold is
too low THlow the various noisy segments will be marked
as signal, if too high T Hhigh – important information at the
beginning and the end may be lost. If it is known, that in the
signal there is only one segment, it is possible to calculate
threshold by evaluating noise samples in the beginning and
the end of speech signal [5]. This algorithm for continuous
speech will not work if there is no enough noisy signal
at the ends of the signal. To have more accurate results,
Lu proposed to use multi-feature segmentation supported
by rule base to discriminate speech from music [6].
Fig. 1. Threshold-based segmentation.
To improve segmentation it is possible to use background
knowledge of vocal tract and peculiarities of the language.
Common segmentation errors: short peaks in the signal are
noise segments, two segments with short space in between
can be a sibilant consonant. This knowledge can be defined
as a rule base, and be used in postprocessing of initial seg-
mentation results. Rule based postprocessing of segments
can give more stable results [7]. Off-line and on-line rules
are working with different types of signals. Signals re-
trieved from corpus is possible to postprocess with off-line
rule base. Such rules will not perform good in on-line
mode, when the signal being processed from microphone.
1.1. Off-Line Rules
The postprocessing using a rule base can fix errors like
segment interruption at the ends and short segments of
noise. Waheed [7] proposed to use two rules (li – the
ith segment length; di i+1 – distance between i and i + 1
segment):
– if li < minLength and di i+1 > minSpace, then the
segment i is discarded, similarly if li+1 < minLength
and di i+1 > minSpace, then the segment i+1 is dis-
carded,
– if (li or li+1) > minLength and di i+1 > minSpace and
(li + li+1) < maxLength, then the two segments are
merged, and anything between the two segments that
was previously left, is made part of the speech.
The rule model proposed by Waheed works in off-line
mode, when an earlier recorded signal is processed. This
model for postprocessing requires to have two segments,
that causes processing latency, li + di i+1 + li+1, which can
be not acceptable for automated speech recognition. On-
line rules must cause smaller latency.
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1.2. On-Line Rules
In on-line mode, when signal processing is part of a record-
ing stream, a segment can be recognized faster if the recog-
nition is done in parallel, as soon as this segment starts.
For that purpose it is needed to have rules for current
frame [8], see Fig. 2. Such rule base has validation la-
tency. minLength, until recognition module can start to
process the segment in parallel and minSpace – till the end
of segment is found.
Fig. 2. Postprocessing rules for each frame: 0 – noise frame,
1 – speech frame, c – current position, si – segment start, ei –
segment end.
The rule base engine consists of working memory, asser-
tions and a set of IF-THEN rules. The rule base inference
is defined as a forward chaining system. The interpreter
walks through the rules and applies them in order to take
certain action. The rule is selected using a “first applicable”
conflict resolution strategy, where rules have a specified or-
der. Thus firing the rule with highest priority that matches
current frame facts.
Rules specify how to act on the assertion set:
– R1 signalFrame∧ noiseState : mark frame as seg-
ment start,
– R2 signalFrame∧ startState∧ validLength : accept
start marker,
– R3 signalFrame∧ endState : join to previous seg-
ment,
– R4 noiseFrame∧ startState∧¬validSpace : reject
segment,
– R5 noiseFrame∧segmentState : mark frame as seg-
ment end,
– R6 noiseFrame ∧ endState ∧ validSpace ∧
¬validLength : reject segment,
– R7 noiseFrame∧segmentState : accept marked seg-
ment end.
The noise states can last as long as noise frames are pro-
cessed. Same thing is applied for signal state with segment
frames. From the start state the machine can go to a noise
state if segment start has rejected (R6) or to a segment state
if it approved (R2). From the end state it can go to noise
state when segment end is approved (R7) or to segment
state if segments are joined (R3).
On-line and off-line rule-based approaches are dependent
on result that gives a segmentation algorithm. Threshold
algorithms can be used for such frame classification, but
this approach has weaknesses that were mentioned be-
fore. Automated syllables-like strong segments extraction
was described by [9]. Similar extrema-based segmenta-
tion can be used to find strong elements in the signal.
This paper presents such extrema-type rule-based algo-
rithm.
This article is organized in four sections: Section 2 de-
scribes proposed segmentation algorithm, in Section 3
experiment results are presented and Section 4 is a con-
clusion.
2. Extrema-Based Segmentation with
On-Line Rule-Based Processing
Proposed segmentation is based on detecting local minima
and maxima of signal feature. Segments are constructed
using extrema and processed with the help of a rule base
(see Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Extrema-based segmentation: 0 – noise segment, 1 –
speech segment, c – current position.
2.1. Extrema-Based Segmentation
Extrema-based segmentation is working with energy-like
signal features. First of all a feature value is calculated
for given signal sample. Local minimum and maximum
are calculated. Atomic segments are initialized. A single
atomic segment contains two minima and a single maxi-
mum in between. In the next step atomic segments are pro-
cessed with a rule-based module and complex segments are
constructed. A complex segment has its own features, as:
A – area(power), S – number of sub-segments, L – length
(see Fig. 4). Complex segments are classified into classes
Fig. 4. Segment features.
using such defined segment features. Most powerful seg-
ments represent parts of vowels. Less powerful segments
represent transitions between vowels (consonants) and oth-
ers segments are background noises.
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Fig. 5. Extrema-based segmentation with rule-based postprocessing.
2.2. On-Line Rule-Based for Extrema Segmentation
The segmentation algorithm state diagram is depicted in
Fig. 5. The rule base receives calculated values from the
segmentation module and it calculates assertions. Deci-
sion are made using these assertions in the rule interpreter
module. Instruction executor send an event, dependent on
the decision, to the processing module: automated speech
recognition, automated speech corpus collector etc.
A simplified signal feature model shows how rules can be
used, see Fig. 6. The processed signal has a lot of atomic
segments. Extracted atomic segments has to be rejected or
grouped into complex segments that point the areas where
speech signal exists.
Fig. 6. Feature simplified segment model.
It is possible to define rules that can be used for segment
union and rejection. Examples of possible rules: segments
labeled by S(signalIncreasing), Z(signalDecreasing) and
M(variation) can be joined and W (weakSegment) can re-
moved.
Rules specify how to act on the assertion set:
– R1 isMinimum: a change point detected,
– R2 isMaximum∧signalIncreasing: join previous and
current segments,
– R3 isMaximum ∧ signalDecreasing: join previous
and current segments,
– R4 isMaximum∧ previousWeakSegment: reject pre-
vious segments,
– R5 isMaximum: accept previous segment.
Rules interpreter is responsible for invoking certain actions
and context changes, see Fig. 5. Such rules cause segment
detection latency up to time point when a next maximum
is found.
Proposed algorithm should perform better than a threshold
algorithm in different environment types. The extrema-
based algorithm should adapt automatically to different
noises. It should work well with different features such
as spectral flux, signal entropy, loudness, envelope, LPC
residual. Experiments show [8] that rules-based segmenta-
tion results can be improved by using not a single feature,
but several features in parallel.
3. Experiment
For the experiments there were compared 3 types of
segmentation algorithms: threshold, dynamic (adaptive)
threshold and the extrema rule-based algorithm. Threshold-
based segmentation calculates the global statistics (his-
togram) of a feature for a complete recording and then
determines a fixed decision threshold [10]. This algo-
rithm showed good performance for single word detection
in a signal. Dynamic threshold-based algorithm was work-
ing on same principle, only threshold was adjusted every
10 frames. Rule based segment extractor was working on
proposed algorithm. Segmentation results of all 3 algo-
rithms were postprocessed by the rule base [8] to make the
results more accurate.
In experiment the noisy speech corpus Noizeus was used.
It was developed to facilitate comparison of speech en-
hancement algorithms among research groups [11]. The
noisy database contains 30 sentences (from three male and
three female speakers), corrupted by 8 different real-world
noises and with different SNRs. The noise signals were
taken from the AURORA database: suburban train noise,
babble, car, exhibition hall, restaurant, street, airport and
train-station noise.
From the Noizeus speech corpus following speech samples
were taken: “The birch canoe slid on the smooth planks.”,
“He knew the skill of the great young actress.”, “Her purse
was full of useless trash.”, “Read verse out loud for plea-
sure”, “Men strive but seldom get rich.”, “The sky that
morning was clear and bright blue.”, “The set of china hit
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the floor with a crash.”. The Noizeus corpus distributes
audio signal in 8 kHz 16 bit mono audio format. The noise
signals were added to the speech signals at SNRs of 0 dB,
5 dB, 10 dB, and 15 dB. 198 speech samples were taken
in total.
Every segmentation algorithm was applied to signals de-
composed into 30 ms frames and with 66% overlap. Ham-
ming window was used to minimize the speech signal
discontinuities at the beginning and end of each analysis
frame. First order infinite impulse response filter was used
for pre-emphasis [5]. Automatically extracted segments
were compared with marked by the expert segments.
3.1. Result Evaluation
Experiment results are evaluated with modified voice activ-
ity detector minimum performance standard TIA/EIA-136-
250 [12]. In this standard there are 3 types of frames:
• Onset – few frames of speech at the beginning of
speech segment.
• Steady – speech frames between onsets and offsets.
• Offset – few frames of speech at the end of speech
segment.
Performance metrics are used:
• Probability of clipping speech onsets.
• Probability of detecting steady-state speech.
• Probability of clipping speech offsets.
• Normalized difference voice activity factor from
truth.
These 4 error values are combined into one criterion. Ideal
and testing segmentation results are processed in the same
time frame by frame. When an ideal segment is started, the
testing segment with the nearest boundaries are compared,
see Fig. 7. Also delta voice activity factor is estimated in
parallel.
Fig. 7. Segment evaluation by TIA/EIA-136-250: (a) ideal sig-
nal, (b) testing signal.
3.2. Experiment Results
There were executed two types of experiments. The first
one is to prove that rule based segmentation performs bet-
ter than threshold segmentation. In the second it is tested
if proposed algorithm shows better results in multi-feature
segmentation.
3.3. Single Feature Segmentation
In the first experiment series the spectral flux feature was
used as main segmentation feature. Spectral flux shows
rate of spectral change in a signal. It was chosen as it
showed good performance in speech segmentation [8]. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Segmentation errors in results of threshold, dynamic
threshold and rule-based segmentation.
Proposed rule algorithm overall performed better by 7.36%
in comparison with dynamic threshold and 9.33% in com-
parison with static threshold. As expected dynamic thresh-
old should perform slightly better than static one.
By comparing results in different type of noise types, ex-
trema type rule base segmentation performed with small-
est error ratio in all tested noise environments except the
restaurant noise (see Fig. 9). In the restaurant environment
Fig. 9. Segmentation error ratio comparison by noise type.
Fig. 10. Error ratio in rule, threshold and dynamic threshold-
based segmentation when SNR rises.
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Table 1
Error ratios indexed by SNR and noise types
Segmentation SNR [dB] Airport Babble Car Exhibition Restaurant Station Street Train
Dynamic 0 29.93% 30.75% 29.46% 29.78% 29.31% 28.77% 29.31% 28.79%
5 28.94% 29.57% 30.13% 28.65% 28.63% 28.46% 28.32% 30.69%
10 26.73% 24.51% 22.59% 26.59% 26.29% 24.66% 24.94% 26.98%
15 21.95% 22.32% 19.53% 23.18% 20.39% 24.74% 20.18% 21.13%
Threshold 0 47.57% 32.18% 55.54% 40.36% 17.38% 47.33% 28.65% 34.64%
5 25.63% 26.10% 44.75% 37.83% 22.60% 42.29% 30.32% 32.41%
10 30.42% 25.12% 25.88% 29.80% 16.10% 24.33% 32.38% 25.53%
15 13.97% 12.59% 18.19% 17.00% 19.55% 13.37% 25.50% 16.03%
Rules 0 23.36% 23.64% 17.50% 20.10% 26.80% 20.19% 19.03% 23.02%
5 23.61% 16.66% 20.94% 17.87% 24.92% 17.89% 19.23% 20.79%
10 18.56% 19.25% 18.59% 14.78% 16.94% 14.97% 18.50% 18.05%
15 17.16% 17.12% 15.52% 16.05% 17.24% 17.80% 15.58% 15.53%
music is played in background. The rule base made mis-
takes as this noise has many fluctuations. Proposed rules
failed to merge and reject segments that normally were ex-
pected so. Future investigation of rule base enhancement
may fix this problem. In the second place street and car
noises leaded to most mistakes. Dynamic threshold method
had stable results in all tested environments.
Figure 10 presents error ratio of segmentation results for
different noise level. Extrema type rule-based segmenta-
tion is more stable in higher noise levels, than threshold-
based segmentation. However dynamic threshold-based
segmentation performed similar in SNR = 15 dB, this was
caused by friendly conditions for noise level estimation.
Rule-based showed better performance in SNR = 5 dB and
SNR = 0 dB, as fluctuations created smaller segments and
allows more accurate segment detection.
In Table 1 error ratios are listed by noise levels and types
for each segmentation algorithm. Threshold segmentation
showed the worst result of all segmentation algorithms in
car noise with SNR = 0 dB, equals to 55.54% and the best
result in babble with SNR = 15 dB, equals to 12.59%. The
rule-based segmentation achieved the best result in exhibi-
tion noise, SNR = 10 dB equals to 14.78% and the worst
result in restaurant noise, SNR = 0 dB equals to 26.80%.
Threshold segmentation is less stable in different noise
types, but can show good performance in non-nosy en-
vironments.
The processing speed of each segmentation algorithm
was measured to find out how much CPU time extrema
segmentation process requires. In average a signal of length
2.3 s was processed in: 50 ms threshold, 55 ms dy-
namic and 69 ms extrema. Threshold-based and rule-based
segmentation time differ by 19 ms. This shows that in-
creased power demand is not significant. Such an algo-
rithm can be used in devices that have limited computation
power.
3.4. Multi-Feature Segmentation
The aim experiment of the multi-feature segmentation ex-
periment was to find out if parallel feature calculation can
perform better that single feature.
For the second experiment 6 features were chosen: spec-
tral flux, loudness, LPC residual, signal entropy, energy,
envelope. These features showed good result in speech seg-
mentation [8]. 41 possible combinations were created with
1 feature (6 combinations), 2 features (15 combinations)
and 3 features (20 combinations). Every feature of each
combination was processed in 3 steps:
– calculated feature values,
– segmented by selected algorithm,
– segmentation results were merged.
Merged final segmentation result was used to compare with
expert segmentation.
Multi-feature segmentation results are presented in Fig. 11.
It can be noted that the best result was showed by spectral
flux and loudness features. Other feature combinations with
spectral flux are in the top of the best results. spectral flux
feature alone is in the 6th place. This experiment showed,
that multiple feature usage may improve extrema type rule-
based segmentation results. Although, it is needed deeper
to investigate which feature group works better in noisy
environments.
Feature combination selection for threshold-based seg-
mentation was studied previously [8]. The order of feature
combinations presented in Fig. 11 is similar to the exper-
imental results with threshold segmentation. Although, in
our experiment continuous speech signals were tested in-
stead of short word commands, like in [8], also more types
of noises were tested. It was expected that segmentation er-
ror ratio will increase for continuous speech segmentation.
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Fig. 11. Multi-feature segmentation results with rule, threshold and dynamic threshold algorithms.
The segmentation with features: spectral flux and envelope
was higher error ratio in this experiment by 7.97% as in [8]
experiment.
4. Conclusions
In this paper an extrema type rule-based segmentation al-
gorithm was proposed:
• The main novelty is the postprocessing of extrema-
based segments by using several rules of segment
merging and deleting.
• The experiments showed that extrema rule-based seg-
mentation performed better than threshold or dy-
namic threshold-based algorithms by around 7%.
• The rule-based approach showed better result in high
noise levels environments.
• Multi-feature segmentation experiment showed that
the proposed algorithm it may also improve results
when using 2 or 3 features in parallel.
The rule-based algorithm showed weak results in some
noise type environments, this will be improved by tuning
rules in future works.
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Abstract—This article demonstrates a new approach to
speaker independent phoneme detection. The core of the al-
gorithm is to measure the distance between normalized power
spectral densities in adjacent, short-time segments and verify
it based on velocity of changes of values of short-time signal
energy analysis. The results of experiment analysis indicate
that proposed algorithm allows revealing a phoneme struc-
ture of pronounced speech with high probability. The advan-
tages of this algorithm are absence of any prior information
on a signal or model of phonemes and speakers that allows
the algorithm to be speaker independent and have a low com-
putation complexity.
Keywords— phoneme segmentation, power spectral density,
short-term signal energy, speaker independent, voice systems.
1. Introduction
Modern research in the field of speech technologies aimed
at creating robust speech systems that can be used as a ba-
sis of voice interfaces for managing the information en-
vironment.
This article describes an algorithm for converting acous-
tic information in speech segments into phonemes. The
algorithm is based on an analysis of speech spectral char-
acteristics. Human speech is a sequence of phonemes that
have their own unique spectral parameters: power spectral
density (PSD) [1], the centers of gravity of the sub-bands
of the spectrum [2], the slope spectrum [3], the funda-
mental frequency [4], formants [5], etc. An analysis of the
normalized PSD of the temporal segment of the speech
signal is used in the presented algorithm.
2. General Structure of the Algorithm
The general structural scheme of the proposed algorithm is
presented in Fig. 1.
3. Preprocessing
Preliminary signal processing is carried out to improve
the characteristics of the signal, such as reducing inserted
distortions and adjustment of the frequency range. The
first step is centering the signal – removing the constant
Fig. 1. General structural scheme of the algorithm.
component introduced by the hardware of the system ac-
cording to the expression:
si = si − smean , (1)
where
smean =
L
∑
i=1
si
L
, (2)
where: si — samples of the corrected signal, si – samples
of the original signal, L – number of samples.
The second step is pre-emphasizing which is performed to
adjust frequency range and to strengthen the information
contained in higher frequency components [6], [7]:
H(z) = 1−0.95z−1 . (3)
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4. Distance Evaluation between PSD
Adjacent Short-term Segments
After completing speech signal preprocessing, the next step
is carried out for the extraction of the numeric feature,
which is the normalized power spectral density. Human
speech has emotion, intonation, stresses, and therefore the
signal takes significant fluctuations in energy, even within
the same phoneme, which may lead to incorrect segmenta-
tion. Energy normalization is used to reduce the influence
of the mentioned factors: the energy of each time segment
should be equal to unity, which allows to take into ac-
count only the energy distribution in frequency, rather than
its absolute value. Calculating the distance between PSDs
is performed according to the algorithm, which is shown
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Structural scheme of algorithm for computing the distance
between PSDs.
In the first step the segmentation of the speech signal into
portions with 50% overlap is carried out, which improves
the temporal localization of spectral change. To reduce the
influence of boundary effects arising from the segmentation
of the signal, a weighted Chebyshev window is used, which
is determined by the following expression:
w(n) =
n
∑
k=0
(−1)k(n− k−2)!z−2k0
(N −n− k−1)!k!(n− k)! , (4a)
z0 = ch
(
1
N−1
arch
1
h
)
, (4b)
where N – number of samples in short-term segment.
In Eqs. (4a) and (4b) the coefficients a(n) are defined for n
from 0 to L, where L = N/2−1 for an even N. The values
are determined from the condition of even symmetry of
the weight function. These coefficients are normalized by
equating their sum to unity.
At the next step the time segment undergoes a discrete
Fourier transform to obtain the signal spectrum:
Y (k) =
N−1
∑
n=0
y(n)exp(− j2pikn/N) , (5)
where: y(n) = w(n)s(n) – weighted samples of speech sig-
nal, k = 1,2, . . . ,N −1 – spectral components number.
Taking into account the additive nature of noise, the signal
in time domain can be represented as:
y(n) = s(n)+ d(n) , (6)
where: s(n) – source signal, d(n) – noise.
Then, the power spectrum is described by the following
expression [8]:
|Y (k)|2 = |S(k)|2 + |D(k)|2 + S∗(k)D(k)+ D∗(k)S(k) , (7)
where: S(k) – spectrum of the source signal, Y (k) – spec-
trum of the real measured signal, D(k) – noise spectrum,
which is calculated during pauses in the absence of speech
signals, S∗(k), D∗(k) – imaginary part of the spectrum of
not noisy signal and noise signal, respectively.
Terms on the right side of expression (7) can be estimated as
E[|D(k)|2], E[S∗(k)D(k)], E[D∗(k)S(k)], where the complex
assessment is eliminated assuming that the noise d(n) is
a zero mean and is not correlated with the signal s(n).
Then the estimation is calculated according to the following
expression:
|S(k)|2 = |Y (k)|2 −E[|D(k)|2] . (8)
In the next step the signal energy is normalized according
to the expression:
S(k) = S(k)(
∑
z
|S(z)|p
)1/p , (9)
where: S(k) – original kth spectral component, Sik – nor-
malized spectral component, p – parameter, which is p = 2.
Then the distance between ith and jth PSDs is defined by
the expression:
ri = ∑
k
∣∣∣∣S(k)i −S(k) j
∣∣∣∣
E
, (10)
where the exponent E is a parameter that determines the
sensitivity of the algorithm to the spectral changes.
The final step aims to give a threshold to the distance be-
tween PSDs and to remove the small values from the char-
acteristics:
r =
{
0,r < E[r]
r,r ≥ E[r] , (11)
where E[r] – average distance between two PSDs, calcu-
lated across the signal.
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Fig. 3. The stages of calculating the distance between twp PSDs:
(a) original signal, (b) distance between PSD, (c) distance between
PSD after threshold.
Figure 3 shows the stages of calculating the distance be-
tween PSDs. There are three types of fragments in Fig. 3c:
fragments of the long zero which correspond to quasi-
stationary segments, broad emissions which are associated
with noise segments and narrow peaks which are related
to the transitions between the quasi-stationary segments or
random spectral changes. Since the vocal tract has iner-
tia, then the sequence of transition segments appears as
closely spaced peaks which correspond to the restructuring
of the vocal organs. To isolate them in a typical contin-
ued fragment, smoothing is performed by the method of
least squares, which is similar to passing the signal through
a low pass filter, which is determined by:
r˜k =
1
2L f + 1
L f
∑
n=L f
rk−nbn , (12)
where: L f – length of the filter, in this particular
case L f = 9, bn – filter coefficients. As the filter
coefficients it is advisable to use the values: bn =
{(−21, 14, 39, 54, 59, 54, 39, 14,−21)/231}. This allows
achieving the required smoothing while maintaining the
necessary detail.
The application of smoothing shifts the edges of the peaks.
To neutralize the mentioned effect the algorithm for analysis
of the growth rate peak is used in accordance to which flats
edges are cut which rate of change in each point Eq. (13)
is less than average rate over all peak Eq. (14) multiplied
by weighting factor thr (see Fig. 4):
r′k =
−r˜k+2 + 4r˜k+1−3r˜k
2
, (13)
E[r′] =
1
W −2
W−1
∑
i=2
r′i , (14)
where W – peak length.
Fig. 4. Structural scheme of the analysis procedure of the edges
of the peaks.
Next, the analysis of the edges of the peaks is performed,
according to procedure in Fig. 4.
Experimental selected value of the weighting factor thr
was in the range of 12%–17%. Figure 5 shows result of
smoothing emissions.
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Fig. 5. The results of smoothing: (a) before smoothing, (b) after
smoothing.
5. Delimitation Segments
The purpose of this stage is to define the representatives
of smoothed PSD, representing individual phonemes and
the transition boundaries between phonemes. In first step,
the duration of the peaks is analyzed, according to the al-
gorithm presented in Fig. 6.
In the above algorithm: Lpeak – the duration of peak, Lmin –
the minimum allowable length of the segment. A phoneme
Fig. 6. Structural scheme of algorithm analysis of the duration
of the peaks.
length takes values from 50 ms to 250 ms [9], therefore,
50 ms can be taken as the minimum acceptable duration of
the segment. When the duration exceeds the peak threshold,
it exhibits two boundaries on the peak width, limiting the
found segment, otherwise, put up one, to the maximum
peak.
After a preliminary determination of boundaries a proce-
dure that checks for the presence of missed boundaries is
performed. Based on testing of different criteria for de-
ciding on the loss of the border, the most efficient test
was the difference between the lengths of the two largest
segments. If the longest segment has a duration of twice
or more greater than the second length of the segment,
it is necessary to check first on the presence of a merger
of phonemes. Since the analysis in the frequency domain
has not given the significant differences in the characteris-
tics, then further analysis is conducted in the time domain,
where the analyzed characteristic is the rate of change of
short-time signal energy, which is determined according to
the algorithm shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. Structural scheme of the algorithm for evaluation values
of rates of change in short-term signal energy.
Calculation of short-time energy is carried out according
to the expression:
Ei =
N/2
∑
j=0
s2i, j , (15)
where: Ei – energy of the ith time segment, si, j – jth count
in the ith time segment.
Median filter removes random emissions, makes the curve
of the values Ei smoothed and allows avoiding big leaps
in rate of change E ′i of short-time energy Ei which is cal-
culated similar to the expression (13). Threshold process-
ing E i is conducted according to expression (11) with the
threshold E[E ′] defined by the expression (14). To isolate
specific fragments E˜i curve of rate of change of signal en-
ergy, all values are passed through a low pass filter Eq. (12).
After these steps, the output is a similar to that which arises
in the analysis of the distance between PSDs, which allows
the use of an algorithm to analyze the duration of the peaks
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as shown in Fig. 6. The detected segment or border of an
interval occupied with the checked fragment is added to set
of borders and segments that have been found before.
6. Boundaries Adjustment
The repeated processing of the values of distances between
PSDs leads to a shifting of maximum peaks and the need
to adjust the positions of boundaries of detected segments.
The speech signal does not undergo significant changes for
up to 20–25 ms, therefore, its spectral composition does
not undergo significant changes either.
Then, the estimated boundary can occupy the position as
at the beginning of the quasi-stationary section, and in the
end. Therefore it is necessary to adjust boundaries in the
range [tc − 20 ms; tc + 20 ms], where tc – the current po-
sition of the border segment. The position is accepted as
more refined, if the following equation is fulfilled:
rnewi > r
old
i , (16)
where: rnewi – distance between PSDs in the new position of
the boundary, roldi – distance between PSDs in the old po-
sition of the boundary. Distances are calculated according
to expression (12).
7. Experiments
The experimental validation of the algorithm was conducted
to determine the probability of correct segmentation.
Table 1
The results of the segmentation algorithm
@
@
@
@
@
WB
[sample]
Property
[%] P8000right P8000wrong P11250right P11250wrong P16000right
648 bit 39,1 54,2 31,7 59,4 –
6416 bit 41,5 48,2 36,3 57,2 –
1288 bit 49,9 21,3 51,2 15,4 41,1
12816 bit 75,7 11,8 56,4 17,8 49,6
2568 bit 43,4 25,3 46,8 23,4 62,2
25616 bit 50,1 18,4 63,3 19,5 89,4
5128 bit – – 38,1 26,4 41,8
512416 bit – – 41,4 19,1 51,4
@
@
@
@
@
WB
[sample]
Property
[%] P8000right P8000wrong P11250right P11250wrong P16000right
648 bit – – – – –
6416 bit – – – – –
1288 bit 31,7 57,1 31,4 – –
12816 bit 27,4 63,1 28,7 – –
2568 bit 15,7 53,1 25,8 58,8 24,4
25616 bit 9,2 68,4 21,1 67,1 19,9
5128 bit 30,7 59,7 16,3 73,8 11,5
512416 bit 24,1 67,1 12,1 90,7 8,9
Denote the following notations:
• PFright – percentage of correctly exposed boundaries
at the sampling rate equal to F [Hz]:
PFright =
Nright
Ntotal
100% , (17)
where: Nright – number of correctly exposed borders,
Ntotal – total count of boundaries which is calculated
at the beginning of experiments.
Fig. 8. The distance between PSDs depending on the length of
the window at the sampling rate Fs = 800 Hz: (a) 64 samples,
(b) 128 samples, (c) 256 samples.
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• PFwrong – the relative number of wrongly exposed
borders:
PFwrong =
Nwrong
Ntotal
100% , (18)
where: Nwrong – number of wrongly exposed borders.
• PFmissed – percentage of missed boundaries defined by
the following expression:
PFmissed = 1−PFright (19)
• WB – length of analyzable short-term segment in sam-
ples with the B bits per sample ratio.
The experimental digital speech signals have a sampling
frequency in the range from 8000 Hz to 32000 Hz. If it
goes below this range, the completeness of the presentation
of the speech signal is not achieved; and above this range,
there is a redundancy of representation, and excessive in-
crease in computational complexity.
The analysis of the results of the experiment (Table 1)
shows that to achieve the best segmentation results it is
necessary to choose a combination of settings. This fact is
explained by the excessive reduction of the window length
that leads to noise pollution characteristics of the distance
between PSDs (Fig. 8a), which causes the appearance of
false boundaries. That’s why calculations of the values in
the lower left side of the table were not carried out. Other-
wise, a decreased temporal localization of spectral changes
appears (Fig. 8b), which reduces the accuracy of segmen-
tation.
In the course of the experiment 50 samples of the speech
signal were tested which priori contained Ntotal boundaries.
The samples were uttered by male and female speakers.
8. Conclusion
The proposed algorithm for segmentation of digital speech
signals is based on the analysis of the normalized power
spectral density which allows determination of the phone-
mic structure of pronounced speech with probability up to
90% without any priori information about signal, acoustic
models of phonemes, or speaker individual characteristics
which allows performing segmentation task of speech pro-
nounced by different speakers.
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Abstract—The time-frequency masking approach in blind
speech extraction consists of two main steps: feature clus-
tering in a space spanned over delay-time and attenuation
rate, and spectrogram masking in order to reconstruct the
sources. Usually a binary mask is generated under the strong
W-disjoint orthogonal (WDO) assumption (disjoint orthogo-
nal representations in the frequency domain). In practice,
this assumption is most often violated leading to weak quality
of reconstructed sources. In this paper we propose the WDO
to be relaxed by allowing some frequency bins to be shared
by both sources. As we detect instantaneous fundamental fre-
quencies the mask creation is supported by exploring a har-
monic structure of speech. The proposed method is proved to
be effective and reliable in experiments with both simulated
and real acquired mixtures.
Keywords—blind source extraction, harmonic frequencies, his-
togram clustering, spectrogram analysis, speech reconstruction,
time-frequency masking, W-disjoint orthogonal.
1. Introduction
Blind source separation (BSS) is an approach for estimat-
ing source signals by using only mixed signals observed
at many input channels [1], [2], [3]. The source recon-
struction is performed blindly, without possessing informa-
tion on each source, such as its location and active time,
and having no knowledge about the mixing matrix. Many
methods have been proposed for BSS problems, among
them the most popular approaches are: independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA) [2], multichannel blind deconvolu-
tion (MBD) [3] and time-frequency masking (TFM) [4].
ICA and MBD rely on statistical independence of the
speech sources and that sources are mixed instantaneously
or by FIR filters. However, it is difficult for ICA or MBD to
solve the underdetermined case in which the source number
is greater than the microphone number.
Time-frequency (T-F) masking methods are based on the
assumption called W-disjoint orthogonal (WDO) (e.g., the
DUET method [4], [5]). This assumes a sparse represen-
tation of speech in the frequency domain: although the
observed signal is a mixture of several sources, most part
of its time-frequency (spectrogram) cells contain one of
the source signals’ component only. Some other assump-
tions are also proposed in the method known as SAFIA
[6], that performs sound source segregation based on es-
timating the incident angle of each frequency component.
The T-F masking methods firstly make histogram (or clus-
ter) analysis in the attenuation- and time delay-space, in
order to detect the number of speakers and their charac-
teristics, and secondly they perform source reconstruction
via spectrogram masking. These methods work well for
anechoic mixtures and significantly different orientations
of speakers w.r.t. the microphone set.
Several novel algorithms have been developed recently,
such as time-frequency ratio of mixtures (TIFROM) [7],
DEMIX [8] and uniform clustering [9], that try to over-
come some weak points of basic T-F masking algorithms.
These improvements focus on making more efficient clus-
tering in the 2-D attenuation rate- and delay-time space.
Other recent research topic line is to provide proper mi-
crophone arrangements for T-F masking, e.g., an array of
microphones or a triangle of microphones [10], [11]. Some
background knowledge about speech signals can also help.
In the HS method [12] it is proposed to use harmonic struc-
ture as the clustering feature.
Today the T-F masking methods work quite well for ane-
choic mixtures. However still there are some drawbacks
of them. One of them is the error of phase-difference es-
timation, which is especially large in the low frequency
band. It seems that in this range of frequencies, say up to
1 kHz, the assumptions of WDO is not satisfied. But one
can not simply filter out these frequency components or
skip it during source reconstruction, as they carry crucial
information about signal’s energy. The problem gets even
more complicated if echoic mixtures are processed.
This paper proposes several improvements to both steps in
T-F masking, the feature clustering and source reconstruc-
tion, that are relaxing the strict WDO assumption.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the BSS
problem is briefly introduced and a basic T-F masking ap-
proach is defined. In Section 3 an analysis of the time-delay
feature across the whole frequency spectrum is performed.
The observation of large errors of time-delay estimation in
the low frequency band leads to the first improvement - the
use of a restrictive mask based on local and global energy
distribution analysis (Section 4). The second problem is
to improve the spectrogram masks for source reconstruc-
tion. A novel method for multi-valued mask generation is
proposed (Section 5). Experimental results verify that cru-
cial improvements in both histogram analysis and source
reconstruction has been achieved (Section 6).
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2. T-F Masking
In the following, we introduce the BSS problem and main
processing stages of a T-F masking approach:
– extraction of spectrogram features and their cluster-
ing,
– spectrogram mask generation and source reconstruc-
tion.
In experiments we focus particularly on a situation where
the number of sources N = 2, and the number of sensors
M = 2.
2.1. The BSS Problem
In discrete time domain, suppose that sources s1, . . . ,sN are
convolved and mixed. This is observed at M sensors
x j(τ) =
N
∑
k=1
∑
l
h jk(l)sk(τ − l) , j = 1, . . . ,M , (1)
where: h jk(l) represents the impulse response from source k
at sensor j, N is the number of sources, and M is the
number of sensors.
The time domain signals x j(τ) sampled at frequency fs are
converted to frequency domain into a time-series of vector
signals X j(t, f ) by applying a L point STFT to consecutive
signal frames:
X j(t, f ) =
L/2−1
∑
r=−L/2
x j(r + tS)win(r)e−i2pi f r , (2)
where: win(r) is a window function, S is the window shift
size, t is the integer time frame index, and f is the integer
(0 ∼ L2 ) frequency bin.
The time-frequency approach to blind speech separation
utilizes instantaneous mixtures at each time frame t and
frequency bin f :
X j(t, f ) ≈
N
∑
k=1
H jk( f )Sk(t, f ) , (3)
where: H jk( f ) is the frequency response of the mixing
system, and Sk(t, f ) is a frequency domain representation
of the k-th source signal.
In time-frequency domain, signals have the property of
sparseness. In mathematical form, this is described as:
S1 (t, f ) ·S2 (t, f )≈ 0 , ∀(t, f ) . (4)
2.2. Spectral Feature Clustering
Currently most T-F masking algorithms utilize two features:
– the delay time calculated from the phase difference
between observations,
– the attenuation rate between observations.
We limit our interest only to the delay-time. Due to our
experimental setup, where all sources are located at the
same distance from the microphone center, the attenuation
rate provides no cues for separating among sources.
2.2.1. Delay Time Calculation
The anechoic mixing process can be expressed as[
X1 (t, f )
X2 (t, f )
]
=
[
1 1
e− j 2pi f δ1L e
− j 2pi f δ2
L
][
S1 (t, f )
S2 (t, f )
]
, (5)
where: δi ( i =1,2) is the delay between two microphones,
and L is the number of STFT points.
Assuming that microphone 1 is the reference point, under
the condition of WDO, the mixing model can be simplified
to [
X1 (t, f )
X2 (t, f )
]
=
[
1
e− j 2pi f δiL
]
Si (t, f ) . (6)
The delay δi is obtained using a phase correlation func-
tion [6]:
δ (t, f ) = L
2pi f φ(t, f ) , (7)
where φ(t, f ) is the phase difference,
φ(t, f ) = ∠X1(t, f )−∠X2(t, f ) . (8)
2.2.2. Delay Time Histogram
Since speech signal has sparsity property against both time
and frequency, to reconstruct the original signals, time-
frequency cells must be clustered into two groups. The
delay between observed signals can be an effective feature.
Using the estimated delays and creating their histogram,
we shall be able to detect two histogram peaks, δ1 and δ2,
corresponding to two sources.
2.3. Spectrogram Masking for Source Reconstruction
Source reconstruction is performed by binary mask detec-
tion for the spectrogram’s cell, for each expected source,
due to some specific feature, followed by an inverse short
time Fourier transform (ISTFT). The binary mask approach
depends strongly on the clustering quality of given feature.
Though the delay data δ (t, f ) are spread, the peaks can
approximately estimate the direction of sources.
In conventional method the clustering is given by drawing
the separation line at the middle of two histogram peaks.
Then the binary masks are generated by
M1(t, f ) =
{ 1 if |δ (t, f )− δ1|< |δ (t, f )− δ2| ,
0 otherwise (9)
M2(t, f ) =
{ 1 if |δ (t, f )− δ1|> |δ (t, f )− δ2| .
0 otherwise (10)
Therefore, the speech mixture signal can be separated by
binary masks Mi(t, f ), and the separated signals ˆSi(t, f ) are
given by the following:
ˆSi(t, f ) = Mi(t, f )X j(t, f ) . (11)
Finally, by using the ISTFT, the separated signals are trans-
formed in time domain.
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3. Analysis: the WDO Assumption
3.1. Experimental Set-Up
Some experiments are performed in a conference room to
certify our methods. The geometrical arrangement and pa-
rameters are shown in Fig. 1, and other parameters are
shown in Table 1.
Fig. 1. The arrangement for signal acquisition.
Table 1
Experimental parameter setup
Sampling frequency fs = 8000 Hz
Microphone distance d = 40 mm
Sound velocity c = 340 m/s
Window type Hamming
STFT frame length L = 1024
Frame overlap ∆ = 512
We use sources and mixtures coming from the ASJ con-
tinuous speech corpus [13], available for research work.
One source is located at orientation expressed with respect
to the normal line of the base line of two microphones.
The normal line corresponds to the direction of 0 degree.
The first source can be oriented as follows: starting from
0◦ it can take next orientations with 10-degree increments
up to 80 degrees. The other sources can be located from
10◦ to 90◦ with 10 degree-increments. Hence the small-
est possible orientation difference between two sources is
10 degrees, whereas the largest one is 90 degrees.
3.2. Phase Difference Errors
Although in principle the time-frequency masking based
on time delay between microphones is a good method for
the BSS problem, in real circumstances there appear large
errors of phase difference estimation. For example, the cal-
culated delay time derived from phase difference between
two microphone signals should be less than d/c, where d is
the distance between microphones, c is the sound velocity,
but the estimated delays for lower frequencies obviously
often violate this restriction. Fig. 2 shows examples of
the time delays as a function of individual frequency bins
{τ = f ( f req)} for real and simulated mixtures.
Fig. 2. Time delays as a function of frequency: (a) in real
mixtures and (b) simulated mixtures.
Due to large errors, both histogram analysis and cell clus-
tering by the use of delay values will be very difficult in
the lower frequency band.
3.3. Cut-Off Frequency
One way to cope with the large estimation error in low
frequency band is deleting these lower frequency compo-
nents when generating binary mask. If we set the cut off
frequency very low, the separated signal will still contain
the error components. On the other hand, if we set the cut
off frequency very high, it will affect the tone quality of
separated signals.
The selection criterion for the cut-off frequency is keeping
the tone quality of separated signals, at the same time, elim-
inating error components as much as possible. As demon-
strated in reference [12] and by experiments, the cut off
frequency need to be set around 400 Hz. In this paper
instead of applying a general and simple cut-off we will
individually examine each cell according to some energy
criteria (Section 5).
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4. Orientation Histogram Generation
and Analysis
4.1. 1-D or 2-D Histogram?
With similar magnitude of sources no significant differ-
ences in attenuation rate appear. In Fig. 3a a histogram
of symmetric attenuation values (A – 1/A) is shown, com-
puted for already restricted, selected cells. For simulated
mixtures there is only one clear maximum, at 0, that cor-
responds to attenuation ratio, A = 1. The reason for this
observation is easy explained as the sources are of normal-
ized amplitude and both mixtures are approximately in the
same amplitude range. Hence in the ideal case of simulated
data there is no gain of using attenuation ratio. Our element
selection rules (that will be explained later) are sufficient
to get clear 1-D direction histograms.
Fig. 3. The 1-D histogram of symmetric attenuation ratio for
(a) simulated mixtures and (b) real acquired mixtures.
But is the attenuation ratio helpful for echoic mixtures?
In Fig. 3b the attenuation histogram is now deteriorated
and it shows a second local maximum, around –0.5. But
there is no correspondence of this maximum to any of the
sources. By checking where these values come from we
conclude that they are the result of a significantly delayed
echo, which still is a mixture of sources.
To summarize this discussion: attenuation ratio can even-
tually help if the mixed signals are of significantly different
amplitudes. But these can not be echoic mixtures.
4.2. Orientation Instead of Delay Time
In our approach we compute a histogram of orientation an-
gles instead of delay times. For this feature the histogram
bins are linearly matching the angle scale, e.g., the differ-
ence of, say, 10 degrees corresponds to the same number of
bins when θ is nearly 90 degrees or near 0 degrees. But in
the histogram of delay times, the linear decomposition of
histogram bins in the time space will correspond to a non-
linear scale in the orientation space, due to the mapping by
the sin() function.
In fact, for the arrangement given in Fig. 1, where two
sources are located at the same distance of 2 m from the
center of two microphones, we can write:
θ (t, f ) = arcsin(δ (t, f ) · c/d), (12)
where: c is the average speed of sound and d – the base
distance between two microphones.
Fig. 4. A difficult separation case of two sources at orientations
of 80 and 90 degrees with respect to the normal to base line
of microphones: (a) the orientation histogram succeeds, whereas
(b) the delay-time histogram fails
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The delay time δ (t, f ) can be measured from the mixture
spectrogram according to Eqs. (7) and (8). From Eq. (12) in
turn we observe that the delay time is nonlinearly dependent
on the orientation angle. We can write:
δ (θ ) = d
c
sin(θ ) . (13)
Let us observe the Fig. 4, which illustrates the most difficult
case in T-F based speech separation when both sources are
oriented very closely and at 80 and 90 degrees with respect
to the normal to base line of microphones, i.e., nearly in-
line with this base line. Still two clear local maxima are
present in the orientation histogram, but not in the time
delay histogram. In the latter case the time delays are nearly
the same and they fall into a single histogram bin.
4.3. Confidence of Time Delays versus Energy-Based
Selection
It is already well recognized that particular F-T cell’s pro-
vide features with different quality or error, as in practice
the WDO principle is often violated. The recently proposed
methods, called TIFROM and DEMIX, use a “confidence
measure” to select elements of the T-F signal (mixture)
representation, which are with high probability “produced”
by a single source only. The “confidence” is based on
multiple PCA analysis in the attenuation-delay space for
samples coming from the local neighborhood (say 3×3) of
given element in the T-F space. The principal PCA-based
axis is determined for each T-F cell and a confidence value
is established that reflects the eigenvalue related to such
principal eigenvector. The confidence value plays the role
of a weight and allows to generate a weighted histogram.
In our experiments, where both sources have similar am-
plitude, this approach performs worse.
Fig. 5. Selection mask for spectrogram cells based on confidence
value (top), compared with energy-based selection mask (bottom)
(for real mixtures).
As it is seen in Fig. 5, if we follow the DEMIX approach
and allow only highly confident elements (with confidence
value > 90, we still enable most of the high energy, low-
frequency elements to contribute to our direction histogram.
As we have already shown, the delay information at low
frequency bins is deteriorated by large errors. Applying
our selection scheme we are able to concentrate on the
relatively error-free information. This is further validated
by results provided in Section 6.
4.4. Energy-Based Selection Criteria
Instead of computationally expensive approaches in
TIFROM or DEMIX, our proposition is to use a restric-
tive cell selection rule, considering two criteria.
1. The local maxima along each frequency-indexed col-
umn (Fig. 6).
2. Near global maximum cells along the time axis for
each frequency bin (Fig. 7).
Fig. 6. The spectrogram of first mixture and a local maximum-
based cell selection mask.
Fig. 7. Global-maximum-based cell selection mask (top) and the
combined local- and global-based selection mask.
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5. Many-Valued Masking
5.1. Classification Rule
The simple criterion for T-F mask generation, presented
in Section 2, which classifies a spectrogram cell according
to the smallest distance of its feature value to a histogram
peak of this feature, is not a proper solution. We propose
a more restrictive criterion that allows a feature peak-based
classification only for cells where the distances-to-peak are
relatively small. Then the appropriate mask is filled with
value 1 and the other with 0 at given cell. If the fea-
ture value differs to much from all the detected histogram
peaks, the masks are filled with some values from the inter-
val [0, 1], computed by some frequency distance functions:
Ai(t, f ), i = 1,2. The rule for creation of the two spectro-
gram masks is as follows:
M1(t, f ) =


1 if |θ (t, f )−θ1|< θmax
0 if M2(t, f ) = 1
A1(t, f ) otherwise
, (14)
M2(t, f ) =


1 if |θ (t, f )−θ2|< θmax
0 if M1(t, f ) = 1
A2(t, f ) otherwise
. (15)
The normalized frequency distance functions are:
A1(t, f ) = W1(t, f , f 01(t))W1(.)+W2(.) , (16)
A2(t, f ) = W2(t, f , f 02(t))W1(.)+W2(.) , (17)
where the f 0i(t)− s represents the fundamental frequency
of source i in window t. The distance function Wi(t, f , f 0i)
gives a weight in proportion to two distances of cell’s fre-
quency f to the two nearest harmonic frequencies of given
source (nL f 0,nH f 0).
5.2. Harmonic Frequencies
The next results illustrate processing steps for the detection
of two fundamental frequencies and their common multiple
frequency. Even in a general overview of the total energy
distribution along frequency bins we can already distinguish
local maxima that corresponds to fundamental frequencies
of both speakers and to magnifications around common
multiple frequency (Fig. 8).
As the fundamental frequency can change during the speech
the energy measurements are repeated every several con-
secutive frames. At first the gradient function is computed
from the energy function along frequency axis (Fig. 9).
Then the clearly visible local maxima peaks are detected
and their harmonic structure is analyzed in order to select
the fundamental frequencies and their common multiple
frequency (Fig. 10).
Fig. 8. Total energy distribution per frequency bins for real
mixtures.
Fig. 9. The energy gradient along the frequency axis computed
for real mixtures.
Fig. 10. The locations of two fundamental frequencies and a com-
mon multiple frequency for real mixtures.
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6. Results
6.1. Histogram Analysis – Experiments
In experiments it turned out that the most difficult case
is to distinguish between orientations of 80–90 degrees.
This was the reason while we prefer to use direction fea-
ture clustering instead of the time delay one. The direction
histogram for real data is not a simple mixture of two Gaus-
sians, centered at speaker directions, as the interference is
so that the second signal seems to “generate symmetric
peaks” around the center of the first signal (Fig. 11). This
interference effect could also be responsible for lower his-
togram peaks of the second source.
Fig. 11. Example of orientation histograms obtained for mixtures
of two sources.
Table 2
The estimated orientations θ1 and θ2 (in top and bottom
rows) based on the orientation histogram for two real
acquired mixtures
s2 at: 20◦ 30◦ 40◦ 50◦ 60◦ 70◦ 80◦ 90◦
s1 at 13 15 13 13 13 12 12 12
10◦ 22 29 41 46 55 73 78 87
Table 2 shows how well the clustering can be done for the
whole representative range of orientation angles [0◦, 90◦].
The detection of orientations for both speakers has im-
proved, especially in the most difficult range of orientations:
[80◦, 90◦].
6.2. Source Reconstruction
The performance of the spectrogram masking step will be
evaluated in terms of the WDO coefficient (measure of
W-disjoint orthogonality) [4]. This coefficient is computed
for given useful destination source and interference sig-
nal. Related criteria are: the preserved-signal ratio (PSR)
and the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). The definitions
are as follows:
W DO(d, i) = ||Md(t, f )Sd(t, f )||
2 −||Md(t, f )Si(t, f )||2
||Sd(t, f )||2
= PSR− PSR
SIR
, (18)
PSR = ||Md(t, f )Sd(t, f )||
2
||Sd(t, f )||2
, (19)
SIR = ||Md(t, f )Sd(t, f )||
2
||Md(t, f )Si(t, f )||2
, (20)
where: Sd(t, f ) is the desired source signal, Md(t, f ) is the
spectrogram mask for source d, and Si(t, f ) is the interfer-
ing signal. The range of WDO values is: 0 ≤WDO ≤ 1.
For ideal source reconstruction it would be WDO = 1.
The results in Table 3 clearly illustrate the statement
that a binary spectrogram mask does not allow a proper
extraction of speech sources from real echoic mixtures.
The WDO coefficients have low values within the range
of [0.26, 0.66].
Table 3
The WDO(1,2) and WDO(2,1) coefficients (in top and
bottom rows) for source reconstruction with ordinary
binary spectrogram masks (according to Eqs. (9)–(10))
s2 at: 20◦ 30◦ 40◦ 50◦ 60◦ 70◦ 80◦ 90◦
s1 at 0.39 0.46 0.66 0.59 0.50 0.49 0.29 0.26
10◦ 0.27 0.33 0.52 0.40 0.30 0.27 0.28 0.26
The results in Table 4 have been achieved by applying the
multi-valued mask for source extraction, proposed in this
paper. Here we focus on most difficult situations, when the
sources are close to each other and their orientations w.r.t.
the microphones are ending towards 90◦. The results are
significantly better than in the binary mask case. With the
multi-valued mask a sufficiently good source extraction is
Table 4
The WDO(1,2) and WDO(2,1) coefficients (in top and
bottom rows) for source reconstruction with multi-valued
spectrogram masks (according to Eqs. (14)–(17))
s2 at: 60◦ 70◦ 80◦ 90◦
s1 at
50◦ 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.88
0.90 0.89 0.87 0.85
60◦ – 0.90 0.90 0.88
– 0.89 0.88 0.85
70◦ – – 0.81 0.68
– – 0.75 0.58
80◦ – – – 0.45
– – – 0.27
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possible even for orientations in the range of 80◦ (and to
some part even to 90◦), where the binary mask definitely
failed.
7. Conclusion
This paper introduces several improvements to the time-
frequency masking approach to blind speech separation,
that relax the strict DOA assumption. After experiments
with anechoic (simulated) mixtures and echoic (real) mix-
tures of speech sources, acquired by two microphones, we
worked out methods that improve two steps of such con-
ventional approach – orientation histogram analysis and T-F
mask creation. The creation of an orientation histogram is
efficiently performed by considering the phase-difference
data of reliable cells only. For this we combine an energy
local maximum criterion along the frequency axis (for ev-
ery time frame) with near global maxima intervals along
the time axis (for each particular frequency bin).
Next improvement is due to the use of many-valued spec-
trogram mask. Thus we relax the strict WDO assumption,
that seems not to hold perfectly in practice. The clus-
tering feature is now only responsible for selecting cells
with obviously perfect behavior. Otherwise the harmonic
frequencies are applied as a new selection criterion. The
WDO coefficients for the reconstructed sources document
a significant improvement, even for close sources and for
large orientation angles – reaching nearly 90◦.
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Abstract—Traditional use of dynamic time warping for signa-
ture veriﬁcation consists of forming some dissimilarity mea-
sure between the signature in question and a set of “template
signatures”. In this paper, we propose to replace this set with
the hidden signature and use it to calculate the normalized er-
rors of signature under veriﬁcation. The approach was tested
on the MCYT database, using both genuine signatures and
skilled forgeries. Moreover, we present the real-world applica-
tion of the proposed algorithm, namely the complete biometric
system for authorizing payment transactions. The authoriza-
tion is performed directly at a point of sale by the automatic
signature veriﬁcation system based on the hidden signature.
Keywords—dynamic time warping, hidden signature, payment
transactions, signature verification.
1. Introduction
Despite an abundance of computers systems, handwritten
signature is still widely used in everyday life. It is still es-
sential for most of the ﬁnancial transactions, notarial deeds,
etc. However, there exists a considerable risk that some-
one can forge a signature. Forensic handwriting experts,
whose discipline is forensic document examination, can tell
a forgery from a genuine with almost 100% accuracy, but
it is hard to imagine to seat a graphologist next to every
bank worker. What is more, a forensic document exam-
iners usually needs more than few seconds to perform his
procedures. In spite of problems related to handwritten
signature, it is still irreplaceable in many places. That is
why there exists a great demand for automatic signature
veriﬁcation systems.
The ﬁrst article describing automatic signature veriﬁcation
systems was published in 1979 by Herbst [1], that is more
than 30 years ago. Even if the idea of automatic signature
veriﬁcation systems is a very good solution for banks and
other places, it is still not commonly used in everyday life.
This has a number of causes. First, in the very beginning,
this idea was more like science ﬁction, and paying with
plastic cards instead of paper money was not very common
outside the US. The high cost and low quality of digitaliz-
ing tablets also curbed the on-line veriﬁcation development.
But it changed. Now, there exist tablets designed for signa-
ture veriﬁcation. They are easy to get and their prices are
not too steep.
The digitalizing tablets are important, because they alow
for on-line signature capture. It means that the signature is
represented as a sequence in time. The characteristic fea-
ture of signatures is that the instances of one signature can
diﬀer strongly between each other. This can be caused both
by natural ﬂuctuations and physical or emotional states.
Two given instances can diﬀer in amplitudes or values at
certain points, but also in the signature dynamics. In other
words, the time scales of two signatures can be diﬀerent,
which makes direct (point by point) comparisons impossi-
ble. For that issue, a nonlinear sequence alignment method
is needed.
One approach that can be employed is dynamic time warp-
ing (DTW). The basic idea behind DTW is to “warp” the
time dimension of two varying time sequences in a non-
linear manner. This allows for measuring dissimilarity be-
tween them.
We successfully used this approach in our original signa-
ture veriﬁcation method. That is why in this paper we
concentrate on methods based on DTW. These methods
may diﬀer in many important aspects. For example, DTW
can be used only to compute the ﬁnal score or to construct
a classiﬁer. However, what all such systems have in com-
mon is the template creation stage, in which either several
(e.g., three, [2], [3]) or a single signature ([4], [5], [6]) is
selected to represent the training set. While this selection
has a big impact on the system quality, it is often arbi-
trary, and typically consists of choosing the signature(s)
being closest (in some metric) to the rest of the training
signatures. Some authors selected the template signature at
random, or without elaboration on the statistic used for the
selection [6].
The diversity of solutions shows two important problems
associated with it. Both of these problems lie in template
creation, which is seemingly very easy, and generally is
limited to selecting a subset of a persons signatures. How-
ever – and this is the ﬁrst problem – we do not know how
many signatures should be selected for the template. Sec-
ond, even if we resolve the ﬁrst problem, we still do not
know, which of the signatures should be selected.
The approach presented in this paper makes an eﬀort to
meet the mentioned needs. It is based on the well known
property of least square solutions, namely, that the aver-
age minimize the squared norm distance to all averaged
elements. While a direct averaging of signatures is not
possible (even signature instances of the same person may
have diﬀerent length and may diﬀer not only in magnitudes
of the measured quantities but also in their “local speed”),
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we may transform all training signatures to a common space
by warping and then ﬁnd their average in this space. This
approach carries on various properties of least squares,
while bringing in a possibility of local variation by proper
warping. The averaged warped signature is called the hid-
den signature. It is an artiﬁcial signature which has a fea-
ture of minimizing the mean dissimilarity between itself
and the signatures from the training set. By the limit laws
of probability theory, the hidden signature is “close” to the
mean value of the real signature after warping, thus assur-
ing the proper level of invariance with the training set. The
hidden signature can be calculated numerically.
Authorizing payment transactions is a straightforward area
of application for signature veriﬁcation systems. People are
accustomed to using their signature to conﬁrm the identity
when paying with debit cards or credit cards. However,
the veriﬁcation method that is commonly used, namely the
visual comparison performed by a cashier, leaves much to
be desired. The sales staﬀ is usually barely educated in the
ﬁeld of signatures veriﬁcation and the risk of both false ac-
ceptance and false rejection may be signiﬁcant. The above
facts argue for the need of developing the automatic sig-
nature veriﬁcation system for the purpose of authorizing
payment transactions.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section 2, we
show the proposed hidden signature estimation methodol-
ogy. In Section 3, we introduce the veriﬁcation algorithm
that employs hidden signature for veriﬁcation. Section 4
presents the application of the presented algorithm in au-
thorizing payment transactions. Section 5 concludes the
paper.
2. Hidden Signature Estimation
The hidden signature approach extends the least squares
approach. In the least squares approach, the least squares
model approaches the expected value as the number of ob-
servations increases to inﬁnity, and for independent data it
is also the most eﬀective (in the statistical sense, e.g., it
leads to a given error variance) for the least sample size.
Since our approach is a conjunction of the least square mod-
eling and optimal warping, the resulting model has some
optimality properties, and it approaches the expected value
of the signature, calculated with the use of warping. In
other way, it approaches a form which is independent on
particular signature instances. It is also independent on
sampling frequency (which is not true for other warping
models). This is why we may call it a }perfect instance of
a signature.
In [7], we proposed two main directions for hidden
signature estimation. First, iterative point-by-point averag-
ing, and second, evolutionary algorithms. Each of those
algorithms is constructed as an iterative procedure that
alternates the warping steps and the averaging steps. Let
(G1, . . . ,GN) be a set of training signatures (the results
presented here were calculated for N = 10). At each
iteration stage, the algorithm corrects its approximation of
the hidden signature G∗ = g∗(t), t = 1,2, . . . ,MG∗ , MG∗ ∈ N,
by minimizing the quality index:
VH = minj=1...H ∑i=1..N
ˆD(G∗ j,Gi) , (1)
where ˆD(G1,G2) denotes the dissimilarity measure be-
tween two signatures G1 and G2 (wide Eqs.(6), (7)).
Regardless of the estimation method, the resulting hid-
den signature depends on the coordinates selected to com-
pute the dissimilarity measure and the warping path. This
method was ﬁrst proposed in [7] together with several
others. All those methods yielded comparable results; the
method presented was chosen as preferred because of its
computation times, which were considerably shorter than
the times of the other methods.
2.1. DTW Background
Dynamic time warping is used to compute the optimal
alignment, written in a form of warping path w, between
variable length discreet sequences:
R = r(t), t = 1,2, . . . ,MR, MR ∈ N (2)
and
G = g(τ), τ = 1,2, . . . ,MG, MG ∈N . (3)
A warping path w is a parametric discrete curve parame-
terised by ℓ, that aligns R and G via a point-to-point map-
ping (Fig. 1). The warping path can be deﬁned as:
w(ℓ) = [wt(ℓ) wτ (ℓ)]
T ; ℓ ∈ 1, . . . ,Lw , (4)
where
wt(ℓ) ∈ {t}, t = 1, . . . ,MR ,
wτ (ℓ) ∈ {τ}, τ = 1, . . . ,MG , (5)
where wt(ℓ) and wτ(ℓ) are two parameterised by ℓ functions
of aligned sequence indexes. Thus, w(ℓ) maps successive
steps ℓ to a points (t,τ) where 1≤ t ≤MR and 1 ≤ τ ≤ MG.
The warping path length Lw is a consequence of the
minimisation process that minimise the overall distortion
Eqs. (6 and 7).
The overall distortion D(R,G,w):
D(R,G,w) =
Lw∑
ℓ=1
d (r(wt (ℓ)),g(wτ(ℓ))) (6)
is based on the sum of local distances d (r(wt (ℓ)),g(wτ(ℓ)))
between sequences elements at points, belonging to warp-
ing path. In the set of possible warping paths w ∈W, we
can ﬁnd the optimal warping path wˆ, such that its associated
distortion (dissimilarity measure) is at a minimum:
ˆD(R,G) = min
w∈W
D(R,G,w) ,
wˆ = arg min
w∈W
D(R,G,w) . (7)
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Fig. 1. The compared curves, and its alignment visualization (a).
Warping path on a two-dimensional grid: discrete warped time
τ ∈ [0,MG] versus discrete reference time t ∈ [0,MR] (b). The
compared curves are also plotted (the reference curve is plotted
vertically).
Allowing for diﬀerences caused by time warping, we still
encounter diﬀerences in sequence values at the aligned time
instances d (r(wt(ℓ)),g(wτ (ℓ))), where t = 1, . . . ,MR and
τ = 1, . . . ,MG. These diﬀerences can be measured at the
aligned times using typical distance metrics, for instance
with the L2 distance but it is not limited to:
d(a,b) = ‖a−b‖2 . (8)
2.2. Transformation from One Time Space to Another
The iterative point-by-point averaging (IPPA) is a method
built on the concept of an average signature. If the signa-
tures from a training set were the same length, the hidden
signature could be simply computed as an average in each
point.
However, like it was presented before, in each of the per-
sons signature realizations the time ﬂows diﬀerently. To
overcome this problem we proposed the algorithm that
Fig. 2. A transformation into a diﬀerent signature time space:
(a) the DTW nonlinear alignment of two time sequences R and G;
(b) the linear alignment between R and G′ (G in R time space).
transforms the training signatures into one common time
space, thus obtaining signatures of the same length. The
common time space, means that both signatures have the
same length and the optimal warping path has only diago-
nal steps, which means that alignment between signatures
is liner (Fig. 2b). The result of proposed transformation is
presented in Fig. 2.
We assumed that we need a simple and fast transformation
from one signature time space to a time space of second
signature. Therefore we proposed the following procedure,
transforming signature G into a time space of signature R,
thus obtaining G′ = g′(t), t = 1, . . . ,MR:
wˆ = arg min
w∈W
D(R,G,w) , (9)
g′(t; wˆ) =
∑ℓ:wt(ℓ)=t g(wˆτ(ℓ))
|l : wt(l) = t|
, , t = 1, ..,MR ,
where t denotes the time of R = r(t), t = 1, . . . , ,MR and
operator |.| set cardinality. The illustration of this transfor-
mation is presented in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. A transformation into a diﬀerent signature time space:
(a) calculation of the warping path w between R and G; (b) G is
transformed into the time space of R using the warping path w.
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2.3. Iterative Point-by-Point Averaging
The Eq. (9) denotes a method of a signature transforma-
tion into a time space of another signature. However, it is
assumed that the target time space is known. We assume
that during each successive iteration only one estimation
of hidden signature is calculated. Additionally, the hidden
signature size is given by M, that can be set equally for the
all users templates, or individually for each. In the begin-
ning, we proposed to calculate the hidden signature length
as the simple average (rounded down) of signatures from
the training set, independently for each user, namely:
M =
1
N
N
∑
n=1
Mn . (10)
Finally, we assume that in the initial iteration, all training
signatures {G1, . . . ,GN} are linearly graduated into a time
length M, the assumed size of a hidden signature (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Linearly graduation into a time length M.
As the result we obtain N training signatures of length M,
namely
{
G′(0)1 , . . . ,G
′(0)
N
}
.
Detailed mathematical description has been omitted for the
sake of simplicity. Using this starting set, it is possible to
calculate the initial estimation of hidden signature G∗(0):
g∗(0)(t) =
1
N
N
∑
n=1
g′(0)n (t), t = 1, . . . ,M . (11)
Then, in each successive iteration k = 1,2, . . . newly com-
puted hidden signature approximation is used to calculate
N warping paths between itself and the signatures from the
training set, thus minimizing the quality index:
wˆkn = wˆ
k
n(G∗
(k−1),Gn) = arg min
w
D(G∗(k−1),Gn,w),
n = 1, . . . ,N
(12)
then, the warping paths are used to transform the train-
ing signatures into the new hidden signature approximation
G∗(k) space using DTW. As the result of this operation,
we obtain N signatures with the lengths equal to the hid-
den signature length M. We can then calculate a new hid-
den signature approximation as a weighted mean for each
point:
g∗(k)(t) =
1
N ∑
n=1...N
g′n(t; wˆ
(k)
n ), , t = 1, . . . ,M (13)
where g′n is calculated from Eq. (9). This process repeats
in every iteration, because changing warping paths imply
changes in the hidden signature approximation. Visualiza-
tion of this method is presented in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. The iteration process of iterative point by point averaging
with one minimization at each stage.
To apply the hidden signature concept, we used it in our
two stage approach, which employs the DTW for comput-
ing the ﬁnal score. In [7], we showed that replacing the
representative of a training set with the hidden signature
allows to achieve better veriﬁcation results in the existing
global on-line system. Here, we extend our approach to
exploit the properties of the hidden signature by using its
certain statistics.
3. Veriﬁcation Algorithm – Error Signal
Approach
Error signals approach is a simple method dedicated for
on-line veriﬁcation with hidden signature.
3.1. Template
For the new approach to DTW, we proposed a parametric
template:
λu = {G∗(u),σ (u)} , (14)
where u denotes the user identiﬁer. This template consist
of the hidden signature G∗ and its corresponding standard
deviation σ sequence. Hidden signature is created form
users u training signatures {G1, . . . ,GN}. Standard devi-
ation is calculated as the roots of mean-square errors be-
tween the hidden signature and the training signatures at
each hidden signature point, independently for each feature
f ∈ {∆x,∆y, p} sequence:
σ f (i) =
√
1
N
N
∑
n=1
(g′n(i, f )−g∗(i, f )) , i = 1, . . . ,M ,
(15)
where feature sequences are used according to deﬁnition of
signature for each feature f sequence as:
G f = g(τ, f ), τ = 1,2, . . . ,MG, MG ∈ N . (16)
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Table 1
On-line systems comparison
Authors Year FAR [%] FRR [%] EER [%] No. of users Database
Quan et al. [9] 2006 7 100 MCYT Online
Miguel-Hurtado, O. et al. [5] 2007 8 100 MCYT Online
Garcia-Salicetti, Dorizzi [10] 2007 3.37 100 MCYT Online
Guru, Prakash [11] 2007 9.16 5.42 5.3 100 MCYT Online
Galbally, Ortega-Garcia [12] 2007 3.5 330 MCYT 330
Faundez-Zanuy [13] 2007 5.4 330 MCYT 330
Nanni and Lumini [14] 2008 5.2 100 MCYT Online
Yanikoglu and Kholmatov [15] 2009 7.22 100 MCYT Online
This work 2010 1.74 1.82 1.72 100 MCYT Online
The features f were selected, due to our previous experi-
ments, presented in [8]. Additionally, we want the system
to work with LCD tablets, and they allows only for x, y and
pressure acquisition.
3.2. Verification Stage
In the veriﬁcation stage, a signature in question Gq, after the
transformation into the hidden signature space G′q Eq. (9),
can be standardized for every feature, by point-by-point
subtraction of the hidden signature G∗ as the sequence of
mean values, and division by the standard deviations σ ,
given by Eq. (15):
g
′′
q(i, f ) =
g′q(i, f )−g∗(i, f )
σ f (i)
, i = 1, . . . ,M , (17)
where f ∈ {∆x,∆y, p}. The new resulting standardized se-
quences G′′q,∆x,G
′′
q,∆y,G
′′
q,p, are called the error signals, be-
cause they represent a normalize errors between signature
in question and hidden signature at each point of a se-
quence.
We propose the ﬁnal SCOREH used in at the veriﬁcation
stage. For the signature in question Gq its selected values
are used for the scores calculations:
SCOREH(G′′q;G∗,σ)=
∥∥∥∥[s2(G′′q,∆x) s2(G′′q,∆y) s2(G′′q,p)]T
∥∥∥∥
2
,
(18)
where: Q denotes the arithmetic mean value of the Q se-
quence, s2(Q) denotes the standard variance of non-zero
values of Q sequence, and ‖q‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm
of q.
The logical sense of these scores is that the error signal G′′f
is a resulting signal of normalization with a use of the
hidden signature. This means, the closer is the veriﬁed
signature GQ to the hidden signature, the lower are the
values at each point of the error signal.
The ﬁnal stage of veriﬁcation is very simple. The signature
in question Gq is accepted if following condition is satisﬁed:
SCOREH ≤ θ .
The threshold θ is calculated during the estimation phase.
3.3. Testing Methodology and Results
The tests were conducted on the MCYT on-line
database [16] (MCYT Online for 100 users). Our method-
ology was to evaluate in simulated real-world conditions.
For this goal, the database was divided into two parts.
The estimation data used for the estimation phase in-
cluded 40 persons, and the remaining 60 person data was
used as the testing data. The ﬁrst part of the data was
used for the estimation of the equal error rate (EER)
and the corresponding threshold θ . In the testing phase,
we checked the repetitiveness of our approach. We used
the remaining 60 persons of the 100-people database for
testing data, and ﬁxed the same threshold θ as that adjusted
for the ﬁrst database part. In practice, it was the level of
threshold θ for the EER obtained in the estimating phase.
We then obtained false acceptance rate (FAR) and false re-
jection rate (FRR). If results of FAR and FRR are close
to the EER obtained for the ﬁrst part of the database, then
they can be trusted. The presented results were obtained
after 1000 diﬀerent distributions of database for phases:
• estimating phase: EER = 1.72±0.25%;
• testing phase:
– FRR = 1.82±0.86%,
– FAR = 1.74±0.3% (skilled forgeries),
– FAR = 0.06±0.05% (random forgeries).
4. Implementation
We propose to employ the automatic signature veriﬁcation
system based on the hidden signature for the purpose of au-
thorizing payment transactions. In NASK Biometric Lab-
oratories, we designed an adaptation of the veriﬁcation al-
gorithm presented in Section 3 to the platform of payment
terminals. Together with the MCX Systems Company that
specializes in developing software for payment terminals,
we prepared the implementation that can be run directly on
the terminal used at a point of sale (POS). We also built
a prototype of a complete biometric system for authorizing
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payment transactions. The system consists of three compo-
nents: an enrollment stand, a POS terminal with biometric
signature veriﬁcation and a technique for storing biometric
templates.
The automatic signature veriﬁcation system can replace the
cashier in performing the veriﬁcation or can serve as a de-
cision support system for the cashier.
4.1. Hardware Platform
Payment terminals make a demanding programming en-
vironment due to a limited computational power, reduced
memory and (usually) only a software support for ﬂoating
point operations.
Fig. 6. Terminal with tablet.
For the purpose of our prototype system, we used the In-
genico i5100 terminal. It is equipped with ARM7TDMI
processing unit with computational power of about
30 MIPS. There is 2 MB of RAM memory available, yet
only 256 kB can be used by the algorithm due to the re-
quirements of other applications and the operating system.
The terminal is connected with the Wacom STU-500 LCD
signature tablet that is specially designed to capture digital
signatures.
The speciﬁcation of the terminal, together with time con-
straints related to payment transactions, required developing
a specialized implementation of the veriﬁcation system.
4.2. DTW Implementation
An eﬀective implementation of the DTW algorithm is cru-
cial from the performance point of view. The comparison
of two signatures in a given space is relatively cheap, yet
ﬁnding the optimal warping path requires solving a dy-
namic programming task with the quadratic time and space
complexity.
In order to overcome the problem, we performed numer-
ous steps that allowed us to reduce time and memory
requirements of the DTW algorithm. First, we limited
the maximum length of signatures to 500 points (longer
signatures were subjected to downsampling). Second, we
employed the Sakoe-Chuba Band constraint [17] to limit
the number of cells that are evaluated in the cost ma-
trix. We chose the window size according to a trade-oﬀ
between memory requirements and the veriﬁcation qual-
ity (only a minor increase of the ERR was observed af-
ter applying the constraint on the MCYT database). Fi-
nally, we reduced the memory requirements by using
two moving buﬀers combined with a bitmap of the cost
matrix (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7. Visualization of a discrete DTW implementation using
a cost matrix. The number of cells that are evaluated is limited and
two moving buﬀers are used to reduce the memory requirements.
The idea of using moving buﬀers is the following. Dynamic
programming algorithms can be visualized as “ﬁlling an ar-
ray”. In DTW, each cell of the array represents the total
cost of the best warping path reaching this cell (i.e., the
partial warping path ending in this cell). The array is ﬁlled
starting from the lower-left corner. After the whole array
is ﬁlled, the value in the upper-right corner represents the
minimal cost of the whole warping path. It is possible to
reconstruct the best warping path by moving back from the
upper-right corner, choosing always the neighboring cell
with the lowest (partial) cost value (according to the Bell-
man’s Dynamic Programming rule).
However, one may notice that it is not necessary to re-
member the whole array. Suppose that from a given cell
we can move only in three directions (right, up and diago-
nal upper-right). In order to ﬁll the nth column of the array
(starting form the lowest cell), we need only to know the
(n−1)th column. Hence, instead of keeping the whole cost
matrix in memory, we may use two moving buﬀers, each
one to store one column. After performing the whole run,
we obtain the same optimal cost in the upper-right corner
of the matrix. In addition, we need to store the information
that would allow us to reconstruct the best warping path.
We achieve this by remembering in each cell the informa-
tion about the previous cell of the warping path. We code
such information using two bits (as there are only three di-
rections possible: left, down and diagonal lower-left) and
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we store it an additional bitmap. As a result, instead of
keeping all values of the cost matrix in memory (usually
ﬂoating point values with double precision), we need only
the memory for two moving buﬀers and the bitmap.
4.3. Performance and Memory Requirements
A combination of the techniques described in the previ-
ous section allowed us to obtain the reasonable memory
requirements presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Memory requirements
Source of the requirement
Memory
[kB]
Buﬀer for the raw signature 18
Buﬀer for the template 6
Temporary buﬀer for an exemplary signature 3
Temporary buﬀer for a candidate signature 3
Buﬀer for the warping path 5
Bitmap 20
Two moving buﬀers 1
Total: 56
The eﬀective implementation of the DTW algorithm deter-
mined the following running times on the terminal:
– veriﬁcation of a single signature below 5 s,
– template creation (from 5 signatures): 2–5 min, de-
pending on the signatures length.
From the practical applications perspective, only the ver-
iﬁcation time is important as the enrollment procedure is
usually performed outside the terminal. The veriﬁcation
time of 5 s is satisfactory as far as payment transactions
are concerned. Moreover, this time may be further reduced
using more powerful modern terminals.
The correctness of the results has also been veriﬁed: we
performed tests on the MCYT database using the terminal
for veriﬁcations. We observed some minor diﬀerences in
the obtained scores (resulting from diﬀerent ﬂoating point
implementations), yet the veriﬁcation results were identical
on both PC and the payment terminal platforms.
4.4. Prototype of the System
Basing on the running times obtained in Subsection 4.3,
we proposed the following operational scenario: signa-
ture templates should be created using a specialized enroll-
ment stand (e.g., equipped with a PC computer) and pay-
ment terminals should only perform signatures veriﬁcation
during payment transactions. According to this scenario,
we build a prototype biometric system for authorizing pay-
ment transactions (Fig. 8).
The ﬁrst element of the system is an enrollment stand. The
stand is composed of a PC computer, a smart card reader
Fig. 8. Prototype of the system: a demonstration stand (a) and
a sample printout (b).
and the STU-500 tablet for gathering signatures. The pro-
cess of enrollment is controlled by a specialized application.
The functionality of the application includes:
– creating templates basing on exemplary signatures
and performing signatures veriﬁcation,
– analyzing the template’s consistency,
– saving the template in the internal database or on
a smart card based on the JavaCard technology,
– making templates accessible via the HTTP protocol,
– visualizing signatures in real-time during writing.
The second element of the system is a payment terminal
with a similar STU-500 tablet. The application installed
on the terminal allows to simulate a real payment trans-
action at a point of sale: the cashier scans the customer’s
credit card, enters the amount of the transaction and waits
for the authorization. At the end, the conﬁrmation of the
transaction is printed (Fig. 8b).
The transaction is authorized using automatic signature ver-
iﬁcation. The application running on the terminal down-
loads the template, captures the signature in question from
the tablet and performs the veriﬁcation. Both magnetic
cards and smart cards are supported by the terminal.
The last element of the system is a mechanism of stor-
ing and transferring biometric templates. There are two
alternative ways of storing templates, namely an on-line
scheme and an off-line scheme. In the on-line scheme, tem-
plates are stored in a database and can be accessed via the
HTTP protocol. The terminal scans the unique number
of the customer’s magnetic card, connects to the database
using Ethernet connection, downloads the customer’s tem-
plate and performs veriﬁcation. In the oﬀ-line scheme, the
customer’s template is stored in the customer’s smart card.
The terminal reads the template directly from the card and
performs veriﬁcation.
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5. Conclusions
The presented novel approach to signature veriﬁcation
draws from the hidden signature concept and diﬀers from
the traditional DTW-based methods. This approach is
based on replacing the template signatures with an artiﬁcial
signature – the hidden signature.
The proposed method can be regarded as model-based,
since the hidden signature can be thought as an approx-
imation of a perfect signature of a given person.
The veriﬁcation algorithm is based on computing error sig-
nals between the signature in question and the model. In
comparison to results of other systems, obtained on the
MCYT database (see Table 1), the complex system for hid-
den signature results is placed very high.
While the results obtained in tests on the MCYT database
are promising, the method is mostly based on an engineer-
ing approach to error signals processing, and could beneﬁt
from more sophisticated comparison algorithms.
The overall simplicity allows this method to be used in mo-
bile or embedded systems. One of them is the system for
signature veriﬁcation in authorizing payment transactions.
The eﬀective implementation of the proposed approach al-
lowed to meet the memory and computational power con-
straints of payment terminals, as well as the time constraints
of payment transactions. The automatic signature veriﬁca-
tion based on the hidden signature can be performed di-
rectly on the payment terminal at a point of sale.
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Abstract—In this article authors present the concept of ap-
plication of multiagent approach in modeling biometric au-
thentication systems. After short introduction, we present
a short primer to multiagent technology. Next, we depict
current state of the art related to biometrics combined with
multiagent approach. In the next part of the work we present
four exemplary simulation models of biometric authentication
environments as well as the results of their examination.
Keywords—biometrics, multiagent, multimodal, simulation.
1. Introduction
Current level of requirements related to strong authentica-
tion mechanisms are either fulﬁlled by constructing single,
strong authentication factor solution or a solution that uti-
lizes the multifactor approach. Analogically, in case of user
veriﬁcation or identiﬁcation, biometric methods are widely
applied as single modal or multimodal systems. Contem-
porary theoretical and empirical approaches to construct
biometric systems focus on converging diﬀerent authenti-
cation factors, algorithms, protocols and equipment in net-
worked environments. This emphasize the emerging role
of methods and tools used to model, simulate and analyze
networked and more complex then single instance systems.
Therefore, the need of performing analysis from diﬀerent
abstraction levels systems can be satisﬁed by providing ap-
paratus operating not only from micro, but also macro per-
spective. Complete biometric system models shall com-
bine technical and non-technical (human) element. Such
approach can be found in many modeling languages, even
in BANTAM (biometric and token modeling language) lan-
guage, dedicated to biometric domain. BANTAM however
does not provide the capability of observing the active,
environment of biometric systems. In this article authors
propose the use of multiagent systems as simulation tools
of biometric authentication systems. The authentication
processes are realized between users (agents having the
need of being authenticated) and the authentication cen-
ter. This concept we illustrate by four simulation models of
single- and multibiometric authentication environments. In
next part of the work we present a primer on multiagent
systems.
2. Multiagent Systems
Agent-based model can be simply deﬁned as a simula-
tion made up of agents, objects or entities that behave au-
tonomously [1]. The shortest deﬁnition of the term agent
can be found in [2], where it is described as a proactive
object. These two deﬁnitions contains two main features of
agency:
– proactiveness: agent can take initiative, it does not
simply wait for a signal to start acting but it is able
to undertake actions in order to fulﬁll its goals;
– autonomy: agent is an autonomous entity which can
operate without direct control.
Apart from these Wooldridge and Jennings [3] provide two
more essential agents’ properties:
– reactivity: agents respond to signals perceived from
their environment;
– social ability: agents interact with each other, they
communicate, cooperate and even compete.
According to [4] the indispensable feature of any agent
is its (temporally) continuity which means that it is a
continuously running process. Franklin and Graesser also
propose a taxonomy of agents which at the highest level
divides them into biological agents (human and animal),
robotic agents and computational agent (computer pro-
gram). Agent’s deﬁnition varies and diﬀerent features are
emphasized depending on authors [5], [6]. But they all
agree that an agent is situated in some environment and
able to make autonomous decisions [7].
As it is pointed out in [6], [4], [8] one cannot talk about
agent without environment in which it is situated. Accord-
ing to the deﬁnition from [5] an agent is “anything that
can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sen-
sors and acting upon the environment through actuators”.
A schema of an agent interaction with its environment is
shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Agent and its interaction with environment.
The environment determines an agent; placing an agent
in a diﬀerent environment often stops it from being an
agent (e.g., a robot with only visual sensors placed in
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a dark room) [4]. Single agent environment are very rare.
In fact, in multiagent systems community exists a popular
slogan that “there’s no such thing as a single agent sys-
tem” [6, pp. 105]. Complexity and unpredictability of real
world situations often require a combination of specialized
problem solvers (agents) which cooperate in order to ﬁnd
a solution to problems that are far beyond their individual
capabilities [9]. When there are more than one agent then
we deal with multiagent system and agent’s environment
is constituted by all other agents. Agent-based models are
useful in modeling complex, nonlinear systems. But they
can be also treated as generalizations of analytical mod-
els [10], especially when the system modeled consists of
numerous interacting autonomous objects. This is why we
chose agent-based approach to the speciﬁed problem. In
next part of the work we present the current approaches in
combing biometrics with multiagent methodology.
3. State of the Art
M. Abreu and M. Fairhurst [11] focus on evaluation of
multimodal structures and they investigate how fundamen-
tally diﬀerent strategies for implementation can inﬂuence
the degree of choice available in meeting chosen perfor-
mance criteria. In particular they implement computational
architecture based on a multiagent approach which goal is
to achieve high performance. In their work authors also
propose and evaluate a novel approach to implementation
of a multimodal system based on negotiating agents.
R. Meshulam et al. [12] introduced the concept of multi-
agent framework which works in large-scale scenarios and
is capable of providing response in real time. The input
for the framework is biometric data acquired at a set of
locations and that data is used to point out individuals who
act accordingly to pattern deﬁned as “suspicious”. Authors
present two interesting scenarios in order to demonstrate
the usefulness of their framework. In ﬁrst scenario, the
goal of the system is to point to individuals who visited
a sequence of airports. In this scenario, face biometrics
is applied. The goal in the second scenario is to point
out individuals who called a set of phones. In the second
scenario the use of speaker biometrics is proposed.
G. Ali, N. Shaikh and Z. Shaikh note that traditional insider
threat protection models are not eﬃcient and that there is
a need of an autonomous and ﬂexible model against in-
sider threat [13]. In the paper authors present agent-based
model that monitors behavior of the authorized users. So,
the agents are responsible for recording all actions of the
authorized user and deliver all recorded data to the main
agent for processing and decision making.
Finally, G. Chetty and D. Sharma present an application
of agent technology to the problem of face identiﬁcation,
which is performed robustly in even diﬃcult environmental
conditions [14]. Authors apply new composite model con-
sisting of multiple layers that is supported by integration
with agent based paradigm. Obtained experimental results
are suggesting further investigations in application of agent
methodology in building multimodal biometric systems.
Other similar approaches can be found in [15], [16].
We can notice that agent-based concept is applied in or-
der to enhance the performance of single instance (but not
only single modal) biometric systems or to provide capa-
bilities of detection of inexpedient behavior from security
point of view. In this work we proposed complementary
approach which relies on use of agent-based paradigm for
simulation enabling macro scale analysis of interactions be-
tween authenticator and authenticatee. In next part of the
paper we present the foundation of agent-based biometric
authentication as well as we illustrate it by providing three
examples.
4. Agent-Based Biometric
Authentication
Our models were created in NetLogo, a multiagent pro-
grammable modeling environment [17]. This allowed for
rapidly implementation of the model’s variants and made
all results scientiﬁcally reproducible. There are three types
of agents in proposed model: users, authentication centers,
and experts (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Agent types: (a) authentication centre, (b) user, (c) expert.
Users (agents being authenticated) are divided into genuine
users (authorized) and impostors (unauthorized). Distinc-
tion between those agents is performed by use of attribute
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Authorized? (taking values true or false). Each user has
three modalities: A, B and C. Those biometric character-
istics are here represented by matching scores, which are
an output of comparison module performing action on en-
rollment and veriﬁcation templates. The enrollment tem-
plate is created during the ﬁrst interaction with biometric
system and arises from raw biometric data which is trans-
formed into its mathematical representation. The reference
template is created every time the user wants to be au-
thenticated basing on provided raw biometric data. Each
agent has for each modality one corresponding matching
score described using two attributes: the average and stan-
dard deviation. Matching scores are random variables with
normal distribution. In addition to the operations shown
in Fig. 2 ask about authentication(), all users have
the instructions also responsible for their movement to
and from the authentication center (they are not relevant
to the described problem). Authentication centers have
attributes which are acceptance thresholds and operation
authenticate(). The experts occur only in third variant
of simulation models. Description of their attributes are
presented in further part of this article.
Overall, the simulation process is as follows. After the
opening initialization of agents (users stay in randomly de-
ployed in a two-dimensional space, inside which there is
a authentication center), any user at random intervals goes
to the authentication center. Upon arrival agent delivers
its matching score (for each modality the system generate
a random value of a random variable). On that basis the
center formulates decision: accept or reject. Regardless of
the result, the user returns to its initial position and looks
forward to the next signal of going to the authentication
center.
Basing on formulated above general foundings, four sim-
ulation models of biometric authentication systems were
constructed.
Model a. Multiagent system with given number of autho-
rized and not-authorized agents and with one authentica-
tion centre. The authentication centre during authentication
process receives from the authenticated agent its matching
score of modality A which is compared to global threshold
TA. The output of the comparison is the basis of the deci-
sion about acceptance (in case the matching score is equal
or grater than threshold) or rejection (in case the matching
score is lesser than threshold).
Model b1. Multiagent system with given number of au-
thorized and not-authorized agents and with one authentica-
tion centre. The authentication centre during authentication
process receives from the authenticated agent its matching
score of two modalities: A and B. The matching scores are
compared with appropriate global thresholds TA and TB re-
spectively. The outputs of performed comparisons are the
basis of the ﬁnal decision. The system accepts the users if
both matching scores are not lesser than given thresholds
(AND rule) else it rejects the user.
Model b2. Multiagent system with given number of au-
thorized and not-authorized agents and with one authentica-
tion centre. The authentication centre during authentication
process receives from the authenticated agent its matching
scores of two modalities: A and B. The matching scores
are compared with appropriate global thresholds TA and
TB respectively. The outputs of performed comparisons
are the basis of the ﬁnal decision. The system accepts the
users if at least one matching score is not lesser than given
threshold (OR rule) else it rejects the user.
Model c. Multiagent system with given number of autho-
rized and not-authorized agents and with one authentica-
tion centre. The authentication centre during authentication
process receives from the authenticated agent its matching
scores of three modalities: A, B and C. The authentication
process is carried out by three experts and each expert has
its own set of two thresholds (upper limit and lower limit).
If matching score is greater or equal than upper limit than
user is accepted else if matching score is lesser or equal
than lower limit then user is rejected else the decision is
inconclusive. Experts has predeﬁned set of thresholds (pre-
sented as s triple: expert number, upper limit, lower limit):
1, 0.7, 0.3; 2, 0.5, 0.1; 3, 0.8, 0.7. Each expert generates
output: +1 – in case the logical condition related to up-
per limit is true; -1 in case the logical condition related
to lower limit is true; 0 – in case the previous conditions
are false. Final decision is based on summed output di-
vided by number of experts which is compared against the
expert-acceptance-threshold TE.
Presented models have been implemented and examined in
prepared simulation environment.
5. Simulation Environment and
Simulation Results
All described models have been implemented in NetLogo
environment.
5.1. Simulation environment preparation
First, we have implemented:
– initialization procedures (setup-users, setup-centers,
setup-experts),
– main procedures reﬂecting the four models (au-
thenticate-a, authenticate-b1, authenticate-b2, au-
thenticate-c),
– supporting procedures (setup, go, do-plots, etc.).
Next we have prepared the interface which consists of the
following input controls:
– setup – which resets the values of environment con-
trols to defaults,
– go – which starts the simulation,
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Fig. 3. Simulation environment.
– iteration number – which enables deﬁnition of length
of simulation (expressed in ticks),
– users number – which enables deﬁnition of size of
whole population,
– authorized proportion – which enables deﬁnition of
structure of whole population,
– max-to-demand – which enables deﬁnition of the
maximum number of ticks between going to authen-
tication center,
– simulation variant – which enables choice of one of
four implemented simulation models: a, b1, b2 and c,
– show labels – which enables switching on or oﬀ la-
bels of the agents,
– auth-A-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores for genuine users using
modality A),
– auth-A-stdev- which enables deﬁnition of standard
deviation of matching scores of genuine users using
modality A),
– auth-B-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of genuine users using
modality B),
– auth-B-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of standard
deviation of matching scores of genuine users using
modality B),
– auth-C-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of genuine users using
modality C),
– auth-C-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of standard
deviation of matching scores of genuine users using
modality C),
– unauth-A-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of impostors using modal-
ity A),
– unauth-A-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of stan-
dard deviation of matching scores of impostors using
modality A),
– unauth-B-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of impostors using modal-
ity B),
– unauth-B-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of stan-
dard deviation of matching scores of impostors using
modality B),
– unauth-C-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of impostors using modal-
ity C),
– unauth-C-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of stan-
dard deviation of matching scores of impostors using
modality C),
– A-acceptance-threshold – which enables deﬁnition of
threshold for modality A,
– B-acceptance-threshold – which enables deﬁnition of
threshold for modality B,
– C-acceptance-threshold – which enables deﬁnition of
threshold for modality C.
– Experts-acceptance-threshold - which enables deﬁni-
tion of threshold for preparing the ﬁnal decision on
the basing of votes of the experts.
Moreover we provide the output controls:
– World – which displays the simulation in 2D or 3D,
– Plot – which displays the false acceptance rate and
false rejection rate,
– Reporter 1 – which displays number of performed
authentications,
– Reporter 2 – which displays number of false accep-
tance decisions,
– Reporter 3 – which displays number of false rejection
decisions.
The simulation environment window which combines enu-
merated controls is presented in Fig. 3.
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5.2. Simulation Results
Each implemented model was executed being previously
prepared according to speciﬁed values of given controls.
During simulations the changes occurring in the environ-
ment were easily to be observed and they were logged in
a comma seperated values ﬁle. Obtained values were used
to prepare visualizations.
Here we present the initial values of given controls:
– iteration number = 100,
– users number = 250,
– authorized proportion = 0.5,
– max-to-demand = 25,
– show labels = oﬀ,
– auth-A-mean = 1.0,
– auth-A-stdev = 0.5,
– auth-B-mean = 1.0,
– auth-B-stdev = 0.5,
– auth-C-mean = 1.0,
– auth-C-stdev = 0.5,
– unauth-A-mean = –1.0,
– unauth-A-stdev = 0.5,
– unauth-B-mean = –1.0,
– unauth-B-stdev = 0.5,
– unauth-C-mean = –1.0,
– unauth-C-stdev = 0.5.
We conducted four group of simulations:
• First set of simulations were based on simulation
model a. We were observing the false acceptance
indicator (FA) and false rejection indicator (FR) in
three diﬀerent conﬁgurations of threshold TA (TA =
0.3, TA = 0.5 and TA = 0.7).
• Second set of simulations were based on simulation
model b1. Again, se were observing the false ac-
ceptance indicator (FA) and false rejection indicator
(FR) in three diﬀerent conﬁgurations of threshold TA
(TA = 0.3, TA = 0.5 and TA = 0.7) and threshold
TB (TB = 0.3, TB = 0.5 and TB = 0.7).
• Third set of simulations were based on simulation
model b2. Again, se were observing the false accep-
tance indicator (FA) and false rejection indicator (FR)
in three diﬀerent conﬁgurations of threshold TA
(TA = 0.3, TA = 0.5 and TA = 0.7) and threshold
TB (TB = 0.3, TB = 0.5 and TB = 0.7).
• Fourth set of simulations were based on simulation
model c. We were observing the false acceptance
indicator (FA) and false rejection indicator (FR) in
three diﬀerent conﬁgurations of experts-acceptance-
threshold TE (TE = 0.3, TE = 0.5 and TE = 0.7).
In Fig. 4 we present how the FA and FR indicators were
changing in simulated environment exploiting model a, for
diﬀerent (discrete) values of threshold TA.
Fig. 4. Simulation results using model a.
Fig. 5. Simulation results using models: b1 and b2 (FA indicator).
In Fig. 5 we compare FA indicators in simulated environ-
ment using models: b1 (AND rule) and b2 (OR rule). We
use arbitrary set thresholds:
– TA = 0.3,
– TB = 0.5.
In Fig. 6 we compare the FR indicators in simulated envi-
ronment using models: b1 (AND rule) and b2 (OR rule).
Analogically, we use arbitrary set thresholds presented
above.
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The last simulation was performed using model c with three
arbitrary set experts acceptance thresholds:
– TE = 0.3,
– TE = 0.5,
– TE = 0.7.
Fig. 6. Simulation results using models: b1 and b2 (FR indica-
tor).
Fig. 7. Simulation results using model c (FR indicator).
The results of last simulation are presented in Fig. 7.
6. Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper authors applied multiagent paradigm in order
to model single modal and multimodal biometric authenti-
cation systems. Four models were implemented using pro-
grammable modeling environment for simulating natural
and social phenomena. Those models were appropriately
parametrized and explored under various conditions. The
implemented models enabled observing living environment
with agents playing diﬀerent roles (authenticator, authenti-
catee and other). The key beneﬁt of proposed approach is
the ability of observe how setting diﬀerent input parameters
inﬂuences the whole interactive system, as well as watch
key performance indicators, i.e., false acceptance rate and
false rejection rate. The results of undertaken (preliminary)
research task are promising and convinced authors to for-
mulate further research challenges. One of them is an in-
troduction of several (instead of one) authentication centers
and represent them in parallel or serial architecture. The
second is related to development of learning authentication
center exploiting individual instead of global thresholds.
The third challenge will be associated with provision of
detail parameters of selected biometric method as well as
real biometric data.
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Paper Probabilistic Issues
in Biometric Template Design
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Abstract—Since the notion of biometric template is not well
defined, various concepts are used in biometrics practice. In
this paper we present a systematic view on a family of template
concepts based on the L1 or L2 dissimilarities. In particular,
for sample vectors of independent components we find out how
likely it is for the median code to be a sample vector.
Keywords—biometrics, sample median, template.
1. Introduction
Biometric template is commonly understood as a certain
best representative of a set of enrolment data. This de-
scription does not actually makes a deﬁnition, since the
meaning of ‘representative’ is only intuitive and the mean-
ing of ‘best’ is also not deﬁned. In fact, various under-
standing of those terms lead researchers to quite diﬀerent
transformations of the enrolment data into the template.
In this paper we will sort out several meanings of the term
“the best representative” and discuss the resulting methods
of template construction.
2. Enrolment Measurements
as the Sample
We assume that the biometric enrolment sample X for
a given subject is a sample of size n in Rℓ, i.e., it con-
sist of a ﬁnite sequence of biometric measurements
X = (x(1), . . . ,x(n)) , (1)
where each measurement x(i) is represented by a vector
x(i) =


x
(i)
1
...
x
(i)
ℓ

 ∈ Rℓ . (2)
To diﬀerentiate between the sample elements (the vectors)
and vectors elements we call the latter the vector com-
ponents. In the probabilistic context, we always assume
that the sample vectors are independent and have identical
distribution (the i.i.d. sample). It is often useful to reinter-
pret the measurements as ﬁnite sequences of real numbers
x(i) =
(
x
(i)
1 , . . . ,x
i
ℓ
)
; we will use either interpretation. Note
that we use upper indexes in parentheses to number the
measurements, and reserve lower indexes for their compo-
nents.
If ℓ= 1, the sample is called scalar. In particular, one may
consider scalar component samples that consist of selected
components of all sample vectors, namely
X j = (x
(1)
j , . . . ,x
(n)
j ), j = 1, . . . , ℓ . (3)
Elements of the scalar sample can be rearranged in a non-
decreasing order
x[1] ≤ x[2] ≤ ·· · ≤ x[n] , (4)
so that x[1] is the smallest sample element, x[r] is the rth
smallest, so that x[n] is the largest. The sample can thus be
represented by the ordered sample
(x[1], . . . ,x[n]) (5)
if the original order of sample elements is irrelevant. Note
that the ordered representation (5) is in general non unique
due to possible repetitions in the sample. This happens
in particular if a scalar sample is generated by a discrete
random variable whose support set is ﬁnite Y = {y( j), j =
1, . . . ,M}, y(1) < .. . < y(M). The sample can be then char-
acterized by the support values together with their multi-
plicities m j, namely, by the set{
(y( j),m( j)), y( j) ∈ Y, j = 1, . . . ,M} . (6)
Certainly ∑Mj=1 m( j) = n. In particular, we will be interested
in the binary case with Y = {0,1}.
The enrolment sets used in biometrics can have more com-
plex structure. For instance, the measurements can be of
varying lengths, like in signature biometrics. In those cases,
the concepts discussed in this paper must be appropriately
modiﬁed.
3. Template Concepts
We now consider several concepts of the template for the
enrolment sample Eq. (1). All concepts employ the notion
of dissimilarity Dp between the sample and a vector, un-
derstood here as the average pth power of the Lp distance
of the vector to all the enrollment vectors
Dp(x,X) =
1
n
∑
x(i)∈X
d(x,x(i))p = 1
n
∑
x(i)∈X
ℓ
∑
j=1
∣∣x j − x(i)j ∣∣p
=
1
n
ℓ
∑
j=1
∑
x
(i)
j ∈X j
∣∣x j − x(i)j ∣∣p , (7)
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where X j is jth component sample. In particular, Dp comes
down to the average distance (p = 1) or the average squared
distance (p = 2) between a vector and the enrollment vec-
tors. We often skip the index p when it is obvious from
the context.
Within this approach, we distinguish four elementary con-
cepts, each in either L1 or L2 versions, thus making to-
gether eight interpretations of the template. The templates
obtained by a search for “the best” sample vector will be re-
ferred to as template-S (for sample), and those obtained by
looking for “the best” vector, not necessarily being a sample
vector, will be called template-R (for real). The result of
the approach that combines the two will be called template-
RS. Finally, the template intended to minimize the average
dissimilarity between the sample vectors and an unknown
testing vector will be called template-T (for testing). Cer-
tainly, these elementary concepts are far from being exhaus-
tive, and many other, more sophisticated template concepts
can be introduced.
The solutions to the underlying minimizations problems we
discuss are typically not unique, and by Argminx∈Z(Dp) we
denote the set of vectors that minimize Dp over x ∈ Z.
In the ﬁrst concept of the template, one of the enrolment
vectors is chosen to represent the sample.
Definition of template-S. The template is equal to any
enrolment vector that minimizes the average dissimilarity
Eq. (7) between this vector and the enrolment vectors of
the same subject, namely
x∗S ∈X∗S def= Arg min
x(k)∈X
Dp(x(k),X) . (8)
Note that template-S is in general not deﬁned uniquely;
it is even possible that all the enrolment vectors fulﬁl the
deﬁnition condition. Certainly, all x∗S ∈ X∗S lead to the
same minimal average dissimilarity
D∗Sp
def
= Dp(x∗S,X) for all x∗S ∈ X∗S . (9)
Template-S deﬁnition restricts the search to the enrolment
vectors. In the next deﬁnition the search is extended to the
entire Rℓ.
Definition of template-R. The template is equal to any
vector that minimizes the average dissimilarity Eq. (7) be-
tween this vector and all the enrolment vectors of the same
subject, namely
x∗R ∈ X∗R def= Arg min
x∈Rℓ
Dp(x,X) . (10)
The template here may not belong to the enrolment sample.
Again, the deﬁnition does not in general lead to a unique
solution. Unlike Eq. (8), deﬁnition Eq. (10) can be substan-
tially simpliﬁed: by Eq. (7), the minimization in Eq. (10)
can be performed separately for the sample components,
namely
min
x∈Rℓ
Dp(x,X) =
1
n
ℓ
∑
j=1
min
x j∈R
∑
x
(i)
j ∈X j
|x j − x
(i)
j |
p . (11)
In the result, the deﬁnition of template-R, can be expressed
in an equivalent form:
The template is equal to any vector whose components min-
imize the average dissimilarities between these components
and the corresponding components of the enrolment vec-
tors, namely
x∗Rj ∈ X∗Rj
def
= Argmin
x∈R
∑
x
(i)
j ∈X j
|x−x
(i)
j |
p = Argmin
x∈R
Dp(x,X j),
j = 1, . . . , ℓ . (12)
The minimization of template-R in Rℓ has been in the above
formulation replaced by a series of minimizations in R,
which may computationally be much simpler. The minimal
dissimilarity is the sum of the component dissimilarities,
namely
D∗Rp
def
= Dp(x∗R,X) =
ℓ
∑
j=1
Dp(x∗Rj ,X j) (13)
and certainly
D∗Rp ≤ D
∗S
p , (14)
hence template-R is “better” than template-S. Note that the
minimization in Eq. (8) cannot be decomposed into com-
ponent sample minimizations due to a dependence between
the components of x induced by the restriction of x to en-
rolment vectors.
Simpliﬁcation in template-R deﬁnition comes for the cost of
the template being not an element of the enrollment sample.
To overcome this, one may in a sense integrate a simplic-
ity of template-R deﬁnition with an intuitive need of the
template to be a sample element as realized by template-S.
In the next template concept, we will be looking for the
sample element closest to the reference vector calculated
according to the deﬁnition of template-R.
Definition of template-RS. The template is equal to any
enrolment vector that minimizes the distance to template-R,
namely
x∗RS ∈X∗RS = arg min
x(i)∈X
d(x(i),x∗R) . (15)
Note that the dissimilarity comes down here to pth power
of the distance in Lp, thus the minimization just calls for
a minimization of the distance. The value of the Dp for
template-RS
D∗RSp = Dp(x
∗RS,X) (16)
certainly fulﬁls the inequality
D∗Rp ≤ D
∗S
p ≤ D
∗RS
p , (17)
so it is the worst, in the sense of the average dissimilarity,
of the three templates considered so far.
All the concepts outlined above deﬁne the template as a cer-
tain representation of the sample, with formally sound but
arbitrary meanings of ‘representation’. This raises a ques-
tion whether ‘representation’ could not be deﬁned less ar-
bitrarily. We thus propose a template concept based on the
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template use, introducing an unknown test vector x0 the
template will be compared to. Let g be a (Borel) function
that maps a sample (of a ﬁxed size) in Rℓ into a vector
in Rℓ, i.e., g(X) = g(x(1), . . . ,x(n)) ∈ Rℓ, and denote by G
the family of all such functions.
Definition of template-T. The template vector is equal to
the value of any vector-valued (Borel) function of the en-
rolment data that minimizes the conditional expected dis-
tance to the (unknown) test vector given the enrollment data,
namely
x∗T = g∗(x(1), . . . ,x(n)), where
g∗ ∈Argmin
g∈G
EXd
(
x0,g(X)
)
, (18)
where x0 is a test vector, and EX denotes the conditional
expectation given X.
Here the minimization is performed over all (Borel) vector
functions of the template. The result is obviously not nec-
essarily one of the template elements. The minimization
in Eq. (18) can be performed separately for each compo-
nent of the vector function g, similarly to what we did for
template-R. Consequently, the deﬁnition of template-T, can
be replaced by the following equivalent concept:
The template is equal to any (Borel) vector-valued function
of the enrolment data whose each component minimizes
the expected distance to the corresponding component of
the test vector, namely
x∗T =


g∗1(X)
...
g∗ℓ(X)

 , where
g∗j ∈ G
∗
j = Arg ming j∈G
EX
∣∣x0j −g j(X)∣∣p , (19)
where G is a family of (Borel) functions that map a scalar
sample into a scalar.
Within Bayesian context, we assume here that the test vec-
tor x0, and the template vectors x(1), . . . ,x(n) are indepen-
dent, identically distributed, parameterized by the same un-
known parameter vector ϑ , and moreover, that x0 and X
are conditionally independent given ϑ . We may further
rewrite G∗j of Eq. (19) in the form
G∗j = Arg ming j∈G
EX|x
0
j(ϑ )−g j(x(ϑ ))|p
= Arg min
g j∈G
EXEX,ϑ |x
0
j(ϑ )−g j(x)|p , (20)
so for each sample X and each (unknown) parameter vec-
tor ϑ
G∗j = Arg ming j∈G
EX,ϑ |x
0
j(ϑ )−g j(x)|p . (21)
In what follows we analyze some properties of the four
above template concepts in L1 and L2 spaces.
4. L1 Version of Template-R
As we earlier noticed, calculation of template-R, comes
down to a series of minimizations for scalar samples. We
will thus remind a classical issue of ﬁnding a real num-
ber x∗ closest on the average to all scalar sample elements,
i.e., the one that minimizes the average dissimilarity Eq. (7)
speciﬁed to L1, namely the average absolute distance
D1(x∗;X)
def
=
1
n
n
∑
i=1
|x(i)− x∗| . (22)
Let us ﬁrst notice that for scalar samples, the minimization
of D1 over R leads to one of the sample elements, e.a. the
minimizations over R and over X lead to the same result.
Proposition 1. For one-dimensional samples, minimiza-
tions of the average L1 distance to the sample elements
over all real values (real domain), and over all sample
values (sample domain) lead to the identical minimum
min
x∈R
D1(x,X) = min
x∈X
D1(x,X) (23)
and the solution set in the sample domain is a subset of the
one for the real domain
X∗S1 ⊆ X
∗R
1 . (24)
Proof. The function to be minimized is piecewise linear
and bounded from below. Hence the minimum always ex-
ists, and can be assumed either at a non-diﬀerentiability
point, namely one of the sample points x(1), . . . ,x(n), or at
the points of the closed segment between two neighboring
non-diﬀerentiability points (Fig. 1). In the ﬁnite support
case, the non-diﬀerentiability points are just the supporting
points y(1), . . . ,y(M) (of non-zero multiplicities).
Fig. 1. Two cases of the minimum location of D1.
Consequently, for scalar samples X ⊂ R, the points that
minimize D1 in the sample domain, minimize also D1 in
the real domain. In other words, in L1, template-S ful-
ﬁlls the requirements of the deﬁnitions of template-R and
template-RS.
Minimization of Eq. (22) has a well known solution, which
for scalar samples is related to the sample median. To for-
mulate it more precisely, we ﬁrst recall the basic properties
of the sample median.
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4.1. Sample Median
For scalar samples, the sample median me(X) is understood
as any number that “bisects the ordered sample”. More
precisely, it has the property
size{i : x(i) ≤ me(X)} ≥ n/2 ,
size{i : x(i) ≥ me(X)} ≥ n/2 . (25)
The set of all values that fulﬁlls Ineq. (25) will be called
the median set Me(x). If the sample size n is odd then
simply
me(X) = x[(n+1)/2].
Note that while in this case the sample median is defined
uniquely, this value may be taken by more than one sample
element: readily, when there are repetitions at the median
value, more than one sample element may take the identical
value equal to the median; we will call them the median
elements. This is why the requirements of Ineq. (25) must
also allow for sizes greater than the half of the sample
size.
If the sample size n is even, any number in the median set
Me(X) =
[
x[n/2], x[n/2+1]
]
, (26)
called here the median interval, fulﬁlls the requirements
of Ineq. (25) hence the deﬁnition in this case may not be
unique. Apart from the values inside the median interval,
which are not sample values, Ineq. (25) is fulﬁlled also by
the two end points of this interval, which are the sample
values. If there are repetitions, x[n/2] can be equal to x[n/2+1]
so then the median interval shrinks to a single value, and
the median is again deﬁned uniquely as the single element
of the median interval. Note that both in odd and even
sample sizes, more than one sample element can be equal
to the median.
To make the deﬁnition of median unique for any sample
size, one often chooses the middle of the median inter-
val as the median in the even sample size case, so then
me(X)def=
(
x[n/2] + x[n/2+1]
)
/2. We are interested in the me-
dian as a – non necessarily unique – solution to a minimiza-
tion problem, so we remain with the deﬁnition Eq. (26) for
even sample sizes, and often deal with median intervals
Me(X) rather then median values.
Summing up, the median, as an element of the median set,
can be equal to one or more sample elements, or be equal
to the values which are not sample elements at all (for even
sizes).
In the special case of odd-sized binary samples
me(X) =
{
0 if m(0) > m(1)
1 if m(0) < m(1) = 1(m
(1)−m(0)) , (27)
where 1 denotes the step function, so the sample median is
equal to the sample majority value.
In what follows, we will always focus on odd-value sam-
ples. It yet straightforward to include also the even-size
samples.
4.2. L1 Minimization
We are now prepared to minimize Eq. (22) for scalar sam-
ples using an elementary reasoning. First we characterize
the function to be minimized. To avoid repetitions, sam-
ple points x(i) will be represented here by sample suport
points y(r).
Proposition 2 (Average distance). The following recursive
formula applies in the finite support case
δ (r) = δ (r−1) + 2m(r−1)
D1(y(r),X) = D1(y(r−1),X)+ |y(r)−y(r−1)|δ (r) , (28)
with
δ (0) =−n .
The proof of Eq. (28) is immediate and results directly from
Proposition 1.
Consequently, the value
min
x∈R
D1(x;X) (29)
is for odd n uniquely attained by the sample median, and
for even n is attained by any point of the median interval.
As seen from Proposition 2, for a given scalar sample,
D1 is segmentwise linear, with the slopes increasing from
some initial negative slope as x increases. Moreover, if n
is odd then the function decreases to the left of y((r−1)/2)
and increases to right of y((r−1)/2), where
δ (r) < 0 ,
δ (r+1) > 0 . (30)
Consequently, the function attains its minimum at y((r−1)/2),
which is the sample median. Similarly, if n is even, then
D1 decreases to the left of y(r/2) and increases to right of
y(r/2+1), hence it attains its minimum at all points of the
segment [y(r/2),y(r/2+1)] which is identical to the median
set.
4.3. Template-R: The Explicit Formula
The above discussion enables to ﬁnd the vector that fulﬁlls
the deﬁnition of the template-R in L1:
Proposition 3 ( L1 minimization in R
n). The template-R is
for odd n uniquely given by the vector of sample medians
of the component samples
x∗R = arg min
x∈Rℓ
D1(x,X) = me(X) =


me(X1)
...
me(Xℓ)

 . (31)
For even n, the solution is not unique and is attained by any
vector whose components belong to the median intervals of
the corresponding component samples.
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The solution Eq. (31) will be in short called the median
vector or the median sequence, depending on the interpre-
tation. Note that for binary vector samples, the median
vector is identical to the majority code. The median vec-
tor (which fulﬁlls the deﬁnition of template-R) is not in
general a sample vector. In fact, it is easy to see that
for two-dimensional binary samples, the median vector is
always equal to some sample element and thus template-
R and template-S are identical. However, there exist 3-
dimensional binary samples for which the median vector is
not an element of the sample. For instance, take x(1) =

11
0

,
x(2) =

10
1

 and x(3) =

01
1

. Then me(X) =

11
1

 is not equal
to any sample vector (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Example of a 3-dimensional binary median sample for
which the median vector is not a sample element. In the vector
interpretation (a) the sample elements are marked with ﬁlled cir-
cles, and the median vector is marked with a star. Similarly, in
the sequence interpretation of the vector sample (b) the sample
elements are marked with ﬁlled circles and joined by diﬀerent line
types; the median sequence points are marked with stars.
5. L1 Version of Template-S
In the deﬁnition of template-S, the minimization of
D1(X,x) is performed over the sample elements, instead of
the entire Rℓ. Consequently, this minimization cannot be
decomposed into independent minimizations in R, hence
D1 is minimized by a diﬀerent vector than the one solv-
ing (29), and the resulting minimal L1 average distance
D∗1 is certainly worse.
We will now analyze what is the chance that template-S
is identical to template-R for ﬁnite support samples. We
additionally assume that the ﬁnite support sample vectors
have independent components (not necessarily binary), and
derive the probability that the median vector is a sample
vector. In this order, we ﬁrst derive the median distribution
for ﬁnite support samples, and then the distribution of the
number of median vectors in the sample.
5.1. Sample Median Distribution
Consider a discrete scalar random variable ξ whose distri-
bution has a ﬁnite support Y ={y(1), . . . ,y(M)}. By P, F ,
and S, we denote its probability function, distribution func-
tion, and survival function, respectively, namely
P(y) def= P(ξ = y) ,
F(y) def= P(ξ < y) ,
S(y) def= P(ξ > y) , (32)
for y ∈ Y . Note that some authors use F(y) = P(ξ ≤ y),
S(y) = P(ξ ≥ y) and then the formulas below would look
diﬀerently.
To ﬁnd the distribution of the ordered sample values for
ﬁnite support i.i.d. sample, we use the result of [1]. The
rth order statistic is equal to y if there are u = 0, . . . ,r−1
values less than y and w = 0, . . . ,n−r values greater than y.
The remaining s = n− u−w values must be equal to y.
Consequently, for n-element sample X , the probability that
the rth order statistic is equal to some y ∈ {y(1), . . . ,y(M)}
is given by
P(x[r] = y) =


n−r
∑
w=0
(
n
w
)
P(y)n−w S(y)w ,
for y = y(1)
r−1
∑
u=0
n−r
∑
w=0
(
n
u
)(
n−u
w
)
F(y)u P(y)n−u−w S(y)w ,
for y = y(2), . . . ,y(M−1)
r−1
∑
u=0
(
n
u
)
F(y)u P(y)n−u ,
for y = y(M) .
(33)
To simplify the notation, we assume from this moment on
that the sample size is odd. Derivation for even-size sam-
ples must take into account the non-uniqueness of the me-
dian value, what makes the formulas a little more complex.
We now can easily ﬁnd the median distribution for odd
sample sizes. Setting r in Eq. (33) to (n + 1)/2, which
corresponds to the median, we obtain the distribution µ of
the median
µ(y) = P(me(X) = y) =


n
∑
w=0
(
n
w
)
P(y)n−w S(y)w ,
for y = y(1)
n
∑
u=0
(
n
u
) n
∑
w=0
(
n−u
w
)
×
×P(y)n−u−w F(y)u S(y)w ,
for y = y(2), . . . ,y(M−1)
n
∑
u=0
(
n
u
)
P(y)n−u F(y)u ,
for y = y(M) ,
(34)
where
n
def
=
n−1
2
. (35)
For example, for the binary case (Y = {0,1}, P(1) = p,
P(0) = q = 1− p) we have
µ(y) =


n
∑
w=0
(
n
w
)
qn−w pw , for y = 0
n
∑
u=0
(
n
u
)
pn−u qu , for y = 1 .
(36)
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While for the i.i.d. samples, the sample median converges
with the sample size to the population median if such is
uniquely deﬁned, yet for samples sizes typically consid-
ered in biometrics, the two quantities may strongly diﬀer
(see Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Probability that the sample median is equal to one versus
the probability of success p for the scalar binary i.i.d. sample, for
several values of the sample size n. The population median is
equal to 1 for p > 0.5.
5.2. Number of Median Elements
Note that in the scalar sample there is at least one element
equal to the median, called here further the median ele-
ment. Typically, for scalar ﬁnite-support samples, there are
even more than one median element. We will derive the
distribution of the number of median elements in a scalar
ﬁnite support sample, irrespectively of the median value.
Denote by M the number of median elements in X and
by ν its distribution function, i.e.,
ν(z)
def
= P{M = z}, z = 0, . . . ,n . (37)
Proposition 4 (Distribution of the number of median ele-
ments in scalar ﬁnite-support samples). The distribution of
the number of median elements is given by
ν(s)=


0 , for s = 0(
n
s
)M−1
∑
m=2
P(y(m))s
n
∑
u=n+1−s
(
n−s
u
)
F(y(m))u S(y(m))n−s−u ,
for s = 1, . . . ,n(
n
s
) M
∑
n=1
P(y(m))s (1−P(y(m)))n−s ,
for s = n+ 1, . . . ,n
(38)
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Corollary 1 (The binary case). For the binary sample we
obtain
ν(s) =
{
0 s = 0, . . . ,n(
n
s
)(
ps qn−s + qspn−s
)
s = n+ 1, . . . ,n . (39)
As we stressed, for vector samples (ℓ > 1) the median vec-
tor may not be equal to any sample vector. The question
arises, how likely it is that the median vector does belong to
the sample. For i.i.d. ﬁnite-support vector samples whose
sample vectors have independent components we now de-
rive the probability that there exists at least one median
vector among n sample vectors. Since we will be deal-
ing here with vector samples in Rℓ with various ℓ, we
index the samples with their vectors lengths, i.e., Xℓ de-
notes a sample of ℓ-element vectors. Denote by Mℓ the
number of median vectors in Xℓ and by ν ℓ its distribution
function, i.e.,
ν ℓ(z)
def
= P{Mℓ = z}, z = 0, . . . ,n . (40)
Proposition 5 (Distribution of the number of median vec-
tors for ﬁnite-support independent component vector sam-
ples). The distribution of the number of median vectors in
the sample is for ℓ = 2,3, . . . given recursively by
ν 1(z) = ν(z), z = 0, . . . ,n
ν ℓ(z) =
n
∑
z′=z
(
z′
z
)
ν ℓ−1(z
′)
n−z′+z
∑
s=z
ν(s)
(
n−z′
s−z
)
(
n
s
) ,
z = 0, . . . ,n, ℓ = 2,3, . . . (41)
Proof. The proof is presented in Appendix B.
The main problem to overcome is the dependence of ran-
dom variables Mℓ both for diﬀerent n and for diﬀerent ℓ.
The former results from a possibility of changing the
sample median by any sample vector, and the latter is
caused by the dependence between the median vector com-
ponents.
Corollary 2 (Binary case). For a binary sample with Y =
{0,1}, P(0) = q, P(1) = p, Eqs. (41) simpliﬁes to
ν ℓ(z) =
min(n,z+n)
∑
z′=z
(
z′
z
)
ν ℓ−1(z
′)
n−z′+z
∑
s=max(n+1,z)
(
n− z′
s− z
)
(psqn−s + qs pn−s) . (42)
We now can easily calculate the probability of the presence
of at least one median vector in the sample, which is equal
to 1−ν ℓ(0).
We illustrate the results for the vector binary case. For bi-
nary samples, the number of median vectors strongly de-
pends on P(1) = p. Exemplary results are shown in Fig. 4
for a binary sample of a ﬁxed size n = 15 and several
vector lengths ℓ. For 0.3 ≤ p ≤ 0.7, the median vectors
cease to exist in samples in Rℓ, ℓ > 30, while for p = 0.05
or p = 0.95 they still exist with probability > 0.7 for
ℓ = 50.
Another view of the same results is shown in Fig. 5,
where the probability 1−ν ℓ(0) that the sample contains
any median vectors is plotted versus the vector length ℓ,
for two probabilities of the success: p = 0.5 (Fig. 5a) and
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Fig. 4. Probability of the presence of the median vector in
a n = 15-element binary sample versus the space dimen-
sion ℓ, with the probability of success p as a parameter, p ∈
{0.05,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5}.
Fig. 5. Probability that there exist median vectors in the binary
vector sample versus vector length ℓ, for the probability of success
p = 0.5 and sample sizes n ∈ {3,19,29,49} (a), and for p = 0.9
and n ∈ {3,9,19,29} (b).
Fig. 6. Probability that there exist median vectors in a binary
vector sample versus the probability of success p for the sample
size n = 15 with vector lengths ℓ ∈ {3,5,10,15,20} (a) and for
the vector length ℓ = 20 and sample sizes n ∈ {3,9,19,29} (b).
p = 0.9 (Fig. 5b), each for several sample sizes n. The
chance that the median vector exists quickly goes to zero
with the increase of the vector length, and the velocity of
the decrease grows as p get closer to 1/2.
The last phenomenon is very well visible in yet another
visualization of the results (Fig. 6) where the probability
1−ν ℓ(0) of the median vectors presence in a binary vec-
tor sample is plotted versus the probability of success p,
for a ﬁxed sample size n = 15 and several vector lengths ℓ
(Fig. 6a), and for a ﬁxed vector length ℓ = 20 and several
sample sizes n (Fig. 6b). The probability quickly increases
as |p−0.5| increases, and for each p it increases both with
ℓ and n. Note that the characteristics (Fig. 6b and Fig. 5a)
may intersect. This means that the dependence of the prob-
ability of n may not be monotonic for lower n.
Fig. 7. The absolute diﬀerence between the simulated and theo-
retical distribution values versus number of iterations; logarithmic
scales, averaged over ℓ and n.
An approximation of the discussed distribution can cer-
tainly be brought in by direct simulations. In our experi-
ments, it was necessary to use about 10000 repetitions of
the entire sample to obtain the simulation error of order
of 0.01. The experiments show (Fig. 7) that in logarithmic
scales the simulation error decreases almost linearly with
the number of sample repetitions, which comes down to an
exponential decrease of the simulation error with the num-
ber of repetitions. A decrease of the error by an order of
one requires the increase in the number of repetitions by
order of about one and a half.
6. L1 Version of Template-RS
We now consider the deﬁnition of template-RS. In L1 one
can rewrite the deﬁning formula (15) to the form
x∗RS = arg min
x(i)∈X
ℓ
∑
j=1
|x
(i)
j −me j| , (43)
where me j = me(X j) denotes jth component of me(X). We
now consider odd-size binary samples in L1 and compare
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the deﬁnitions of template-RS and template-S. The latter is
unique and by Eq. (8) equal to
x∗S = arg min
x(k)∈X
D1(x(k),X) . (44)
Since for binary vectors ‖a − b‖1 = ‖a − b‖22 hence
D1(x(k),X) can be rewritten as
D1(x(k),X) =
1
n
∑
x(i)∈X
∥∥x(k)−x(i)∥∥22
=
1
n
∑
x(i)∈X
∥∥(x(k)−me(X))− (x(i)−me(X))∥∥22
=
∥∥x(k)−me(X)∥∥1 + 1n ∑
x(i)∈X
∥∥x(i)−me(X)∥∥1
−
2
n
ℓ
∑
j=1
(x
(k)
j −me j) ∑
x(i)∈X
(x
(i)
j −me j) . (45)
Joining the ﬁrst and the last terms we may write D1 in the
form
D1(x(k),X) =
ℓ
∑
j=1
∣∣x(k)j −me j∣∣(1− 2n sign(x(k)j −me j)
∑
x
(i)
j ∈X j
(x
(i)
j −me j)
)
+
1
n
∑
x(i)∈X
∥∥x(i)−me(X)∥∥1 . (46)
Since the last term does not depend on x(k) we ﬁnally may
write
x∗S = arg min
x(k)∈X
ℓ
∑
j=1
wkj |x
(k)
j −me j| , (47)
where
wkj = 1−
2
n
sign(x(k)j −me j) ∑
x
(i)
j ∈X j
(x
(i)
j −me j) . (48)
It is easy to show that sign(wkj) is always equal to 1. In
fact, since the absolute value of the sum is not greater than
the sum of absolute values, and for scalar binary samples
there must be more elements equal to the median than those
nonequal, we have∣∣∣∣2nsign(x(k)j −me j) ∑
x
(i)
j ∈X j
(x
(i)
j −me j)
∣∣∣∣
≤
2
n
∑
x
(i)
j ∈X j
|x
(i)
j −me j|< 1 (49)
hence sign(wkj) = 1. Considering Eq. (43) and Eq. (47) as
linear programming problems with respect to the variables
|x
(k)
j −me j|, we see that the solutions of both problems
are identical. In the other words, for vector binary sam-
ples, the deﬁnitions of template-R and template-RS lead
to the same template. Note that we did not make any as-
sumptions about independence of the components of sam-
ple elements.
7. L1 Version of Template-T
In L1, template-T can be by Eqs. (19) and (21) rewritten for
each sample X and each (unknown) distribution parameter
vector ϑ in the form
x∗T =


g∗1(X)
...
g∗ℓ(X)

 , where
g∗j ∈ arg ming j∈G
EX,ϑ
∣∣∣x0j(ϑ )−g j(X)∣∣∣ . (50)
The minimum is attained by the (non-random) median of
the (conditional) distribution of x0j(ϑ ), hence g∗j(X) should
approximate this value. We will employ the component
sample median me j = me(X j) to estimate g∗j(X), and thus
take the sample median to estimate g∗(X), namely
x∗T ≈


me1
...
meℓ

 . (51)
Note yet that for dependent components of sample ele-
ments, some information about component sample medi-
ans is contained also in other component samples, hence
the solution (51) is suboptimal. In fact, for independent
component vector samples, x∗T obtained here is identical
to x∗R.
8. Template Deﬁnitions in L2
8.1. Template-R in L2
As earlier noticed, deﬁnition of template-R in Lp comes
down to a series of minimization subproblems for scalar
samples. However, this feature is not needed to derive x∗R
in L2, since here we have just the classical issue of least
squares: ﬁnd a vector x∗R whose average squared distance
to all other sample vectors is minimized
x∗R = argmin
x∈R
D2(x,X) , (52)
where
D2(x,X) =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
‖x(i)−x‖2 . (53)
This is solved in a standard way by adding and subtracting
the sample average
x =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
x(i) (54)
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to the terms inside the norm, so taking into account that
the sum of the product term is equal to zero, we obtain
D2(x,X) =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
‖x(i)−x)− (x−x)‖2
= ‖x−x‖2 +
1
n
n
∑
i=1
‖x(i)−x‖2 . (55)
Readily, for any sample, irrespectively of any assumptions
about independence of sample vector components, one ob-
tains
x∗R = x . (56)
8.2. Template-S and Template-RS in L2
Deﬁnition of template-S calls for minimization over the
selected points of the vector space, namely
x∗S = argmin
x∈X
D2(x,X) = argmin
x∈X
‖x−x‖2 . (57)
It is certainly unlikely that - even for ﬁnite support sam-
ples – the sample average is equal to any sample vectors.
Note that in L2, template-S Eq. (57) and template-RS:
x∗RS2 ∈Argmin
x∈X
‖x−x‖2 are equivalent, irrespectively of any
independence conditions.
8.3. Template-T in L2
In L2, we rewrite template-T similarly as in L1, namely
g∗ = argmin
g∈G
EX,ϑ ‖x
0(ϑ )−g(X)‖2 . (58)
The minimum is attained by the mean value of the (non-
random) mean value of the (conditional) distribution of
x0(ϑ ), so g∗(X) should approximate this value. Employing
the sample average x to estimate the mean value of x0(ϑ ),
we obtain
x∗T ≈ x . (59)
For dependent components of sample vectors, the informa-
tion about the conditional mean value is contained also in
other components, hence the solution can be improved. In
other words, the solution (59) is identical to x∗R for inde-
pendent component samples.
9. Conclusions
Our analysis of the art of template creation only touches
the problem of choosing “the best representative” of bio-
metric samples. We discussed only the problems charac-
terized by measurements that could be viewed as points of
a metric space, and if so, the metric was assumed to be Eu-
clidean. The problem in general touches the notion of infor-
mation contents of biometric measurement systems. Even
if one desires to assume that the biometric measurements
lead to Euclidean spaces, there still are various possibili-
ties of choosing the “best representative”. Intuitively, such
the representative must express some “stable” properties of
the measurements for a single subject and as such, it may
strongly depend on the biological quantities under scrutiny.
Consequently, choosing the template calls for a thorough
knowledge of the biological context. On the other hand,
apart from this context, one may choose the template on
the base of one of “black box” solutions and choose the so-
lution that works best for the given biometric database(s).
In the paper we in fact analyzed several “black box” solu-
tions to show their properties and determine their mutual
relations.
The concepts we analyzed were based on L1 and L2 dis-
tances between the measurements. The possibilities we
examined included the template as an enrollment measure-
ment that is on the average closest to all other enrollment
measurements (template-S), and a vector (not necessarily
any enrollment set vector) closest on the average to all en-
rollment measurements (template-R). Since the latter is not
necessarily the enrollment vector, we may treat it as a ref-
erence measurement, and deﬁne the template as the en-
rollment vector closest to the reference (template-RS). Fi-
nally, we also introduced the template that aimed into min-
imization of the distance between the template and a test
measurement (template-T). Each of those concepts was an-
alyzed with the use of L1 and L2 distances, so eight ver-
sions of the template were investigated.
We investigated closer the L1 concepts, since they are less
known. We showed, using independent component binary
samples, that template-S diﬀers from template-R, and the
diﬀerence grows with the dimension of the sample vectors.
Also, the diﬀerence grows as p approaches 0.5. This sug-
gests that in general, the diﬀerence between template-S and
template-R is higher for the underlying (population) distri-
butions of higher entropy. We also showed that for binary
samples template-RS is identical to template-S.
One may notice that as the enrollment sample size grows,
all the concepts considered here may lead to either the
subject’s theoretical median or the subject’s theoretical ex-
pected value. The templates based on samples of ﬁnite
size can be thus treated as various estimators of subject’s
theoretical characteristics. They may strongly diﬀer from
the theoretical characteristics because the enrolment sam-
ple size for a single subject can be very low (as low as
three measurements). On the other hand, the dimension of
the measurements can be very high, since it must have the
information contents high enough to diﬀerentiate between
many subjects of large biometric many-subject databases.
Note that if the number of the subjects grow, as in at-
tempts to build universal identity veriﬁers, the templates
considered here must also be based on growing enrollment
subject’s sample sizes, to be as close as possible to the the-
oretics subjects’ characteristics. The question remains open
if these characteristics have suﬃcient information contents,
and even what the underlying theoretical subject and the
entire population distributions are. We only hope that the
assumption about the very existence of these distributions,
or – in other words – on the possibility of describing the
biological variability in terms of probabilities, holds.
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Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 4
To prove Proposition 4 for ﬁnite-support scalar samples X
we ﬁrst derive the joint probability function of the sample
median me(X) and the number of median elements M
ρ(y,s) def= P{me(X) = y ∧ M = s}, where
y = y(1), . . . ,y(M), s = 0, . . . ,n . (60)
Certainly, µ(y) =
n
∑
s=0
ρ(y,s), for y = y(1), . . . ,y(M) and
ν(s) =
M
∑
m=1
ρ(y(m),s), for s = 0, . . . ,n. Assuming that the
sample size n is odd, we will ﬁnd the joint probability
function ρ(y,s) for s = 0, . . . ,n, y = y(1), . . . ,y(M).
Proposition 6 (Joint distribution of the sample median and
the number of median elements for scalar samples). For
n-element discrete support scalar sample, the joint prob-
ability function of the sample median and the number of
median elements is given by
ρ(y,s)=


0, for s = 0, . . . ,n, y=y(1)∨ y = y(M)(
n
s
)
P(y)s
n
∑
u=n+1−s
(
m−s
u
)
F(y)u S(y)n−s−u ,
for s = 0, . . . ,n, y=y(2), . . . ,y(M−1)(
n
s
)
P(y)s
(
1−P(y)
)n−s
,
for s = n+ 1, . . . ,n ,
(61)
where n = (n−1)/2.
Proof. We ﬁrst rearrange the summation in Eq. (34) to
show the inﬂuence of the terms related to the number
s = n−u−w of the sample elements equal to the median,
namely (Fig. 8)
Fig. 8. Change of variables in Eq. (62).
µ(y) =


n
∑
s=n+1
(
n
s
)
P(y)s S(y)n−s ,
for y = y(1)
n
∑
s=1
n
∑
u=n+1−s
(
n
s,u
)
P(y)s F(y)u S(y)n−s−u
+
n
∑
s=n+1
n−s
∑
u=0
(
n
s,u
)
P(y)s F(y)u S(y)n−s−u ,
for y = y(2), . . . ,y(M−1)
n
∑
s=n+1
(
n
s
)
P(y)s F(y)n−s ,
for y = y(M) .
(62)
We have
ρ(y,s)=
(
n
s
)
P(y)s


S(y)n−s,
for y = y(1), s = n+ 1, . . . ,n
n
∑
u=n+1−s
(
n−s
u
)
F(y)u S(y)n−s−u ,
for y = y(2), . . . ,y(M−1),
s = 1, . . . ,n
n−s
∑
u=0
(
n−s
u
)
F(y)u S(y)n−s−u,
for y = y(2), . . . ,y(M−1),
s = n+ 1, . . . ,n
F(y)n−s ,
for y = y(M), s = n+ 1, . . . ,n
0 otherwise ,
(63)
hence
ρ(y,s)=
(
n
s
)
P(y)s


n
∑
u=n+1−s
(
n−s
u
)
F(y)u S(y)n−s−u,
for y = y(2), . . . ,y(M−1),
s = 1, . . . ,n(
1−P(y)
)n−s
,
for y = y(1), . . . ,y(M),
s = n+ 1, . . . ,n
0 otherwise,
(64)
so Eq. (61) follows.
Corollary 3 (The binary case). For a binary sample with
Y = {0,1},P(0) = q, P(1) = p we have
ρ(y,s) =


0 , s = 0, . . . ,n(
n
s
)
qs pn−s , y = 0, s = n+ 1, . . . ,n(
n
s
)
ps qn−s , y = 1, s = n+ 1, . . . ,n .
(65)
Now, Proposition 4 can be easily proven.
Proof of Proposition 4. We can obtain the distribution
of the number of median elements by summing up ρ in
Eq. (61) over all y
ν(s) = ∑
y∈Y
ρ(y,s) . (66)
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Readily,
ν(s) =
(
n
s
)


0 , for s = 0
n
∑
u=n+1−s
(
n−s
u
) M−1
∑
m=2
P(y(m))s F(y(m))u S(y(m))n−s−u ,
for s = 1, . . . ,n
M
∑
m=1
P(y(m))s (1−P(y(m)))n−s ,
for s = n+ 1, . . . ,n
(67)
hence we obtain Eq. (38).
Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 5
Let M1,...,ℓ be the number of median vectors in ℓ-dimen-
sional sample of size n, and denote by ν ℓ(z) its probability
function, namely
ν ℓ(z)
def
= P{Mℓ = z}, z = 0, . . . ,n (68)
for ℓ = 1, . . .. We derive the probability function ν ℓ re-
cursively. Given an ℓ-dimensional sample Xℓ we form
a (ℓ−1)-dimensional sample Xℓ−1′ by removing a single
component (say the last one) of each vector in Xℓ. We ﬁrst
calculate the conditional probability that there are exactly
z median vectors in Xℓ given there are exactly z′ median
vectors in Xℓ−1′ and s median elements in X , namely
pℓ(z|z′,s)
def
= P
(
Mℓ = z|Mℓ−1 = z
′∧M = s
)
. (69)
It is easy to see that
pℓ(z|z′,s)=


(
z′
z
)(
n−z′
s−z
)
/
(
n
s
)
,
for z ≤ z′ and z′−z ≤ n−s and z ≤ s
0, for z > z′ or z′−z > n− s or z > s .
(70)
Note that pℓ(z|z′,s) is null except for the points in the tri-
angle z′ ≥ z, s ≥ z, s + z′ ≤ s + z in the (s,z′) plane. The
distribution ν ℓ(z) of Mℓ can be thus be found by a summa-
tion of the conditional distribution Eq. (70) with respect to
distributions: ν ℓ−1 ofMℓ−1 and ν of M of the two indepen-
dent random variables. Therefore, ν ℓ(z) can be determined
recursively as
ν 1(z) = ν(z), z = 1, . . .n
ν ℓ(z) =
n
∑
z′=0
ν ℓ−1(z
′)
n
∑
s=0
pℓ(z|z′,s)ν(s), z = 0, . . . ,n ,
ℓ = 2,3, . . . (71)
Plugging Eq. (70) into the above we obtain Eq. (41).
For the binary sample with Y = {0,1}, P(1) = p, P(0) = q,
ρ(s) is given by Eq. (39). Since this is equal to zero for
s ≤ n, the summation in Eq. (71) narrows down to the
triangle z′ ≥ z, s ≥ n + 1, s + z′ ≤ s + z for z ≤ n, and
the triangle z′ ≥ z, s ≥ z, s + z′ ≤ s + z otherwise. Con-
sequently, Eq. (71) simpliﬁes to
ν ℓ(z)=


z+n
∑
z′=z
(
z′
z
)
ν ℓ−1(z
′)
n−z′+z
∑
s=n+1
(
n− z′
s−z
)
(psqn−s+qs pn−s),
for z = 0, . . . ,n
n
∑
z′=z
(
z′
z
)
ν ℓ−1(z
′)
n−z′+z
∑
s=z
(
n− z′
s−z
)
(psqn−s+qs pn−s),
for z = n+ 1, . . . ,n
(72)
and Eq. (42) follows.
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Abstract—Since the variability of data within readings from
the same person is intrinsic property of every biometric sys-
tem, the problem of finding a good representative – the tem-
plate – was recognized and present since the beginning of
biometrics. This problem was solved differently for different
biometric types, yet usually the template somehow averages
the collected data samples. However, for the iris type, the
template is usually just one or a few samples. In this paper
we describe the experiments that suggest that the averaging is
also justified in case of iris template creation. This is an im-
portant fact, which can significantly improve a performance
of biometric template protection methods for iris.
Keywords—binary iris codes, biometric template selection, iris
biometrics.
1. Introduction
The biometric recognition is based on comparison of the
stored representative (the template) for the person in ques-
tion with the newly acquired biometric sample. The re-
sulting score of such a comparison reﬂects the similarity
(dissimilarity) of the sample to the template. Based on a set
threshold the system decides whether this score allows to
state that they both originate from the same person or not.
Thus it is desirable that the similarity (dissimilarity) be-
tween the selected representative and other samples from
the same person is above (in case of dissimilarity below)
this threshold. This requirement was suﬃcient for a stan-
dard biometric system to be eﬀective.
By standard biometric system we mean a biometric sys-
tem, where the decision is made upon the direct compar-
ison of the template with the newly acquired sample. In
contrast to the standard biometric system are the biomet-
ric systems that incorporate technique called the biometric
template protection ([1], [2]). In those, the comparison is
done not based on the similarity (dissimilarity) of the tem-
plate and the sample but is an exact match between what
is called pseudonymous identifiers generated from the tem-
plate and the sample.
The pseudonymous identiﬁer is a bit string that can be re-
peatable and with no errors generated from biometric data,
possibly with some additional information. It is usually
obtained with the help of an error correction mechanism,
which might be a quantization scheme, an error-correction
code or a secret sharing algorithm. For those algorithms
to be eﬃcient (to enlarge the length of the pseudonymous
identiﬁer and thus strengthen the security) it is desirable
that they need to correct as few errors as possible. This
yields for a template that not only will guarantee that the
similarity (dissimilarity) will be above (below) some thresh-
old, but also that the similarity (dissimilarity) between tem-
plate and the samples will be as high (as low) as possible.
Thus the problem of selecting the best representative as the
template is restated.
2. Previous Work
The importance of selecting the best template is often un-
derestimated. It happens that the template is simply any
acquired biometric sample with no systematic procedure of
its selection. In some cases there is a procedure that selects
a sample that is the most similar to other samples of the
same person. There are also cases where the template is
created as a mean feature vector of collected samples for
one person. This is well motivated by the Condorcet rule
which states that an estimator (here the template) averaged
over many estimators (here each code may be interpreted as
an estimator of the ideal code) has smaller variance, thus
is better. The question remains how to average. In this
section we discuss some known approaches for template
selection in diﬀerent biometric.
2.1. Hand
The hand geometry biometrics uses the features that are
very easy to interpret. Those features are the lengths and
the widths of the ﬁngers, the widths and the heights of the
palm and other geometric features, that are gathered in one
ﬁxed-length feature vector F = [ f1, f2, ..., fn] that takes the
values from Rn. As a natural measure of dissimilarity of-
ten the Euclidean distance between such a vectors is used.
It is a common practice in such a systems that the tem-
plate is selected as the centroid (the mean vector) of a few
samples ([3], [4]). However one must realize an important
(though quite simple) fact. If we want to select the point
that best represents our set in the sense that it is the clos-
est to all the samples (it minimizes the sum of Euclidean
distances between itself and other samples) than it is not
the mean vector. The mean vector minimizes the squared
Euclidean distance and it is not equivalent.
To prove this we have made an experiment with hand ge-
ometry system proposed in [4]. We have used the data set
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of 149 users with at least 4 hand images each (3 of them
were used to create the template and the rest for compar-
isons). For every user two templates were created – the ﬁrst
one as the mean vector of 3 sample and the second as on of
the 3 samples that was closest to other two. For those two
templates we calculated genuine and impostor scores (re-
sulting in 179 genuine scores and 45105 impostor ones) us-
ing two dissimilarity measures – Euclidean distance (Euc)
and squared Euclidean distance (Euc2). The results are
compared on the basis of the equal error rate (EER)
(Table 1) – this maybe a bit simplifying, though it shows
an important fact. The method of template selection should
be adjusted to dissimilarity/similarity measure, in particular
a mean vector is not an appropriate template when using
Euclidean distance. For Euclidean distance the best tem-
plate out of 3 gives better results and for squared Euclidean
distance the mean code performs better.
Table 1
EER results for diﬀerent conﬁgurations of template
and dissimilarity measure
EER Euc Euc2
Best [%] 7.48 7.81
Mean [%] 7.56 7.24
2.2. Fingerprint
There was much research put into the feature extraction
and matching algorithms for ﬁngerprint minutiae but re-
spectively little attention (as in other biometric modali-
ties) was given to the problem of template selection. There
were some analysis of diﬀerent selection of representative
ﬁngerprint impression that either best represents the intra-
class variations or maximizes the similarity with the rest of
the impressions [5]. The results showed that a systematic
template selection is much better than random selection.
Further work on template creation for ﬁngerprint showed
that it is reasonable not to choose a single impression but
Fig. 1. Fingerprint features mosaicing, (a) two impressions,
(b) minutiae extracted from impressions, (c) alignment, (d) mo-
saicked template [6].
merge few impressions (mosaicing) of the same ﬁngerprint
resulting in bigger coverage of the ﬁnger thus better repre-
sentation.
In [6] Ross et al. analyzed three diﬀerent techniques of
data merging. The ﬁrs was mosaicing on the image level.
They aligned the images and merged them using thin plate
splines, and then extracted minutiae and performed match-
ing using those minutiae as template. The second approach
was to ﬁrst extract the minutia form two impressions and
do the mosaicing on the minutiae level and use the merged
minutiae as the template (Fig. 1). The third method was
to separately use both impressions (matching two minu-
tiae representations) and fusing the matching scores. The
experiments showed that the second method (mosaicing on
minutiae level) gives the best results and outperforms single
impression matching.
These results are especially important for biometric cryp-
tography (template protection) methods. Most of them
that use the ﬁngerprint use the fuzzy vault algorithm
(see, e.g., [7]) where a good coverage of ﬁngerprint is
one of the most important aspects. This was showed by
Nandakumar in his implementation of fuzzy vault for ﬁn-
gerprints ([8]). The usage of mosaiced template improved
the results for genuine acceptance by as much as 4% not
decreasing the security (false acceptance).
2.3. Signature
Some recent ﬁndings in the area of handwritten signatures
based on the theory of warped least squares, prove that an
template called the hidden signature can be deﬁned that
greatly improves the performance of matching. This hid-
den signature can be interpreted as a mean template, but
the averaging is done in warped space – for any signature
a transform (a warping path) is deﬁned that map it to the
space of the warped template were the comparison is done.
See [9] for details.
2.4. Iris
As for the iris biometrics, there is no common methodology
for template selection. In most cases the template is simply
an iris code of acquired image ([10], [11]), or a set of
iris codes ([12]). Sometimes like in BiomIris ([13]) the
template is chosen as one out of three codes, such that it
minimizes the sum of distances to two others. There were
also suggestions that average code created as the majority
code could be a better representation [14] however that has
been argued to have limited use in practice ([15]).
We have to also keep in mind that there are diﬀerent coding
methods for iris recognition that end up with binary code.
The question is whether the selection method the best rep-
resentative would be the same for diﬀerent algorithms or
rather it is algorithm-speciﬁc. To address this we propose
a few diﬀerent candidates for the template and verify their
eﬀectiveness for two diﬀerent coding algorithms, namely
the OSIRIS implementation of Daugman coding [10] and
Czajka’s algorithm [16]. OSIRIS is an implementation of
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Daugman-like iris texture coding. In our particular realiza-
tion it produces an binary iris code of length 1974 bits.
The Czajka’s algorithm represents a diﬀerent approach
to texture coding using Zak-Gabor transform. It produces
a binary iris code of length 1024 bits.
3. Selection Methods
3.1. Notation
Let us deﬁne the following notation that will be valid here-
after:
• I = {0,1}N – space of binary codes of length N (ver-
tices of a unit hyper-cube),
• A⊂ I,A = a1,a2, . . . ,aK – set of K available iris codes
for particular person, a – iris code,
• ai j – jth bit of ith code for the same person, i =
1, . . . ,K, j = 1, . . . ,N.
For simplicity, to omit unresolved cases let us assume that
the K is odd.
3.2. Possible Candidates
Now we can deﬁne diﬀerent candidates for the iris template.
Let us deﬁne the average code as
a¯ =
(
1
K
K
∑
i=1
ai
)
, a¯ ∈ RN ,
where ai is an N-dimensional iris code i = 1 . . .K.
We can write also,
a¯ = arga′∈RN min ∑
a∈A
∥∥a−a′∥∥2 .
This follows from the fact, that the second moment is min-
imal around the mean value, thus we interpret the code
a¯ as the real code that minimizes the squared Euclidean
distances from all codes from set A – best represents them.
Let us also deﬁne the majority code as
aMI =
(
Maj
( K
∑
i=2
ai j −
N
2
)
, j = 1, . . . ,N
)
, aMI ∈ I .
This is the code that has jth bit equal to 1 if among K
codes there were more 1’s than 0’s on this position and 0
otherwise. Since we assumed K to be odd we excluded the
case in which the number of 1’s and 0’s is equal.
The relation between the code a¯ and aMI is summarized by
the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The majority code aMI is the nearest code from
the subspace I to the average code a¯.
Proof : The relation between the mean and the median is
as follows:
|m−me| = |E(X −me)| ≤ E(|X −me|) , (1)
≤ E(|X −m|) , (2)
= E(
√
(X −m)2) ,
≤
√
E((X −m)2) , (3)
= σ .
The Eq. (1) inequality comes from the property of sum
of absolute values, the Eq. (2) inequality comes from the
fact that the median value minimizes the absolute devi-
ation function. The Eq. (3) inequality comes from the
Jensen’s inequality, for the concave functions (square root
function).
Thus the mean m value is less than σ from the median me.
|m−me| < σ
what proves the theorem.

Yet we know that under taken assumptions (K is odd) we
have σ < 0.5 and m∈< 0,1 >−{0.5}. That means that the
median code is the closest binary code (∈ I) to the average
code.
aMI = arga′∈I min
∥∥a′− a¯∥∥2
At the same time, from the properties of median, we have
aMI = arga′∈I min ∑
a∈A
∣∣a−a′∣∣ .
Since |.| and ‖.‖2 are equal for the subspace I, we see that
the aMI is an analog of the average code but with constraints
to the solution space.
aMI = arga′∈I min ∑
a∈A
∥∥a−a′∥∥2
We can also point out two additional codes from the set A.
The code that is closest to the average code and the code
that is closest to majority code. Those are deﬁned as re-
spectively
a¯A = arga′∈A min
∥∥a′− a¯∥∥2 or (a¯A = arga′∈A min |a′− a¯|),
aMA = arga′∈A min
∥∥a′−aMI ∥∥2 .
There is also a code often used as the template that is
deﬁned as
aTA = arga′∈A min ∑
a∈A
∥∥a−a′∥∥2
and is the analog of the majority binary code but selected
from the set A (set of known sample codes). This is the
code previously called the best code.
Intuitively the best representation, contrary to [15], would
be the majority code.
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4. Experiments
According to above discussion we performed a series of
experiments to verify the usability of diﬀerent template se-
lection. In the following experiments we have used part of
BATH database (110 eyes with 20 images per eye). For
each experiment always the ﬁrst 10 images were used to
create the template and the rest 10 were used as samples
for comparisons. The genuine comparisons were performed
with the template against 10 genuine samples what makes
1100 = 110 ·10 comparison in total, and impostors with the
template against 10 samples of all other eyes what makes
119900 = 110 · (110− 1) · 10. The experiments were per-
formed for two coding methods - OSIRIS and Czajka’s cod-
ing. To describe the results we calculated several param-
eters including false non-match rate (FNMR), false match
rate (FMR) and, as suggested in [17], decidability index d′.
The FNMR was calculated as the rate of positive samples
wrongly classiﬁed as negative ones, FMR as the rate of
negative samples wrongly classiﬁed as positive ones and
EER as the rate where FNMR and FMR are equal.
4.1. OSIRIS Coding
First we wanted to compare the performance of the recog-
nition algorithms depending on the way the template is
created. In particular we compared the performance us-
ing the majority code deﬁned as aMI the best iris code de-
ﬁned as aTI and iris code that is the closest to the majority
code aMA . To compute the majority code we have aligned
normalized iris images (in polar format) using 2D correla-
tion, compute the codes for each image and took the median
value for each code bit (although the number of samples
was even none of the bits for all codes was 0.5). To select
the best code we have cross-matched all the 10 codes and
selected the one that had the minimal sum of distances to
the rest 9.
Next, for diﬀerent templates, we performed the veriﬁca-
tion according to the protocol deﬁned above. Figure 2 plots
the cumulative distributions (we do not plot the histograms
Fig. 2. Cumulative distributions of genuine and impostors scores
for diﬀerent templates (best code, random code, majority code
and code closest to majority) for OSIRIS coding algorithm.
for clarity) of genuine and impostor comparisons for diﬀer-
ent template selection method. We see that the diﬀerences
are signiﬁcant and the best results were obtained for ma-
jority code – Table 2 summarizes the results. With the
majority code we obtained the perfect separation and good
decidability index. Additionally there are plotted results
obtained when using as the template one of the 10 codes
selected at random labeled as random iris code.
Table 2
Summary of veriﬁcation performance for diﬀerent
template selection method for OSIRIS coding algorithm
Indexes
Best Majority
Closest to
Mean
code code
majority
code
code
EER [%] 0.0017 0 0.0017 0
FNMR
(FMR= 0%) [%]
0.27 0 0.18 0
d′ 7.82 8.84 7.62 9.06
To analyze the averaging property we decided to compare
those results with two more possibilities of average tem-
plate – namely a¯A (iris code closest to the real-value av-
erage) and ¯a′A (iris code closest to the real-value average
in L1-norm). The results are plotted in the Fig. 3. Still
the majority code outperforms the others, but surprisingly
the code a¯A is as bad as randomly selected code whereas
the code ¯a′A is as good as the best code a
T
A and closest
to majority code aMA . There is one more very interesting
property worth noticing. The methods that selected one
of the iris codes as the template did select diﬀerent codes
thus we cannot infer that some of presented methods are
equal. Intuitively we guess that, e.g., aMA should be the same
as aTA , but that is not the case.
Fig. 3. Genuine comparisons scores (normalized hamming dis-
tance) cumulative distributions for diﬀerent template selection
methods
The above described experiment with use of the OSIRIS as
the coding algorithm proved the assumption that creating
the template code by averaging leads to better performance.
The diﬀerence between the performance is signiﬁcant. It is
clear that the majority code gives the best results whereas
the results with the best code as the template are much
worse and with the random code are the worst. This proves
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the statement of Davida ([14], the averaging by majority
coding as the template creation has inﬂuence on the per-
formance and gives much better results.
Noting this fact we decided to go one step further and rep-
resent the template as a real-value vector Tpr = [p1..p1974]
in which each position pi represents the rate of this bit was
equal one in codes used to create the template. Thus it is
a vector with elements from < 0,1 > that could be inter-
preted as probabilities of 1 on that position in iris code of
particular person. This of course makes the template much
bigger since it is no longer represented as N bits, but N
real numbers, yet the size of it (precision) depends on the
number of samples used for template creation and could not
be very high. Nevertheless a more complicated problem is
the matching algorithm. We can no longer use the ExOR
operation and other method should be proposed.
A natural selection of a distance measure is the squared Eu-
clidean distance. The sample codes are the vertices of the
1974-dimension hyper-cube and the templates are points
inside this cube. The similarity measure is simply the dis-
tance between a vertex and that point. The results on the
same data as before with this methodology gives very good
results. We obtain perfect separability with decent-looking
histograms (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. (a) FNMR and FMR graphs, (b) performance rates
(left) and comparisons histograms (right) for OSIRIS system
with real-valued mean template code and Euclidean distance as
similarity measure.
Yet there could be another similarity measure. If we would
extend the pi to function Pi so that it is a probability func-
tion for ith position in the code such that Pi(x = 1) = pi
and Pi(x = 0) = 1− pi a natural method to verify a new
code could be measuring how probable is it, given the tem-
plate – simply multiply. Of course the probabilities for the
elements in the vector are dependent thus multiplying them
is not theoretically justiﬁed, but the experience in machine
learning lets us expect reasonable results. Additionally we
have to guarantee that there will be no 0 probabilities to
eliminate the eﬀect of zeroing the score (each template el-
ement with 0 value, meaning that for all codes used to
create the template that particular bit was always 0, was
set arbitrary to 0.01). Since there is 1974 bits in the code,
calculation of the pseudo-probability score (Prscore) by mul-
tiplying subsequent values is numerically diﬃcult thus we
applied log operation and summed the logarithms.
Prscore(Tpr,a)=∏
i=1...1974
(Pi(x=ai))= exp
(1974
∑
i=1
loge(Pi(x=ai))
)
,
where Tpr is the template with probabilities functions
Pi for respective positions = 1 . . .1974. Unfortunately the
obtained values of Prscore were of form exp(k) where k
for genuine comparisons was about minus few hundreds
Fig. 5. (a) FNMR and FMR graphs, (b) performance rates
(left) and comparisons histograms (right) for OSIRIS system
with real-valued mean template code and modiﬁed matching al-
gorithm.
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and for impostors minus few thousands. Thus we decided
to divide the k by 1000 to observe the matcher perfor-
mance. Figure 5 plots the FMR, FNMR for this matcher
(Pscore = exp(∑1974i=1 loge(pi)/1000)).
The results are very promising. With this approach we ob-
tain full separation and the histogram shapes (which have
their reﬂection in d′) indicate that such an approach is rea-
sonable and may lead to better results than standard one.
To look into the inﬂuence of the template selection on
the performance of the iris biometric system we observed
also plots representing so-called Dodington-zoo menagerie.
This is very helpful for security analysis. It shows whether
all irises (with respect to coding algorithm) are equally dif-
ferent or are there some types of irises that either are more
similar to others or are less similar to itself. Recent paper
from Yager and Dunstone [18] introduced new division and
naming for diﬀerent behavior of biometric data depending
on mean impostor and genuine scores. We do not want to
go into the details of deciding what is a normal behavior
and what is not. Instead we want to know whether the dif-
ferent template selection algorithm inﬂuences this behavior.
Figure 6 plots the menagerie plots for scores obtained with
Fig. 6. Menagerie plot for two diﬀerent template selection meth-
ods using OSIRIS coding. Each point represents a single iris
showing how well it is on average matched to itself and other
irises.
best iris code (circles) and majority code (crosses) as the
template. It shows that there is no inﬂuence as for the
mean impostors scores, what is a good property, and the
rightmost mean genuine comparisons for majority code are
much smaller what is even better property.
4.2. Czajka’s coding
We performed similar experiments using Czajka’s coding.
Again comparing the genuine cumulative distributions we
noticed that the majority code outperforms others giving
the best results (Fig. 7). However the behavior of others is
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent than in case of OSIRIS coding. Here
we see that the iris code closest to the majority code gives
very poor results (almost as bad as randomly selected iris
Fig. 7. Cumulative distributions of genuine and impostors scores
for diﬀerent templates (best code, random code, majority code
and code closest to majority) for Czajka’s coding algorithm.
code). This lets us suspect that the codes created by this
algorithm are oddly distributed in the code space, since al-
though majority code estimates the codes well the nearest
code does not. Perhaps in this case the majority code does
refer any real iris image, but is rather an virtual object. The
behavior of impostor distributions is even more wired. For
OSIRIS, there were no diﬀerences for diﬀerent templates,
and here the diﬀerences are very signiﬁcant. We see that
the impostor comparisons with majority code are slightly
worse (give lower dissimilarity score) and that choosing
bad template (iris code closest to majority code gives poor
genuine scores) can move the impostors to the right. We
can guess that the ﬁrst observation may be due to not equal
distributions of ones and zeros in this type of coding thus
averaging may lead to code that better ﬁts diﬀerent codes
(e.g., has more ones). The second observation results from
the fact that a bad template in more noisy, hence the impos-
tor scores look more random. Both of these facts may prove
that this type of coding codes not only the individual char-
acteristics but also some kind of more global information.
This is quite interesting conclusion and will be a subject
for further research.
Table 3 summarizes results of the experiments. We see that
we obtained worse results than for OSIRIS but the averag-
ing property of majority code is visible also in this case.
The cumulative distributions from Fig. 7 let us assume
that we may expect undesirable distribution changes in
menagerie plots. Indeed, Fig. 8 shows that changing the
template selection method for majority coding the users
tend to be more wolfy – mean value of impostor scores
gets smaller (diﬀerent users are more similar).
Table 3
Summary of veriﬁcation performance for diﬀerent
template selection method for Czajka’s coding algorithm
Indexes
Best Majority
Closest to
code code
majority
code
EER [%] 0.662 0.542 1.60
FNMR
(FMR=0%) [%]
0.82 0.63 3.09
d′ 6.87 7.69 4.99
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Fig. 8. Menagerie plot for two diﬀerent template selection meth-
ods using Czajka’s coding. Each point represents a single iris
showing how well it is on average matched to itself and other
irises
These experiments prove that a really good understanding
of the codes and their properties is needed to propose an
bio-encryption algorithm for it.
5. Conclusions and further work
Concluding these experiments we claim (in opposite to
other authors, e.g., [15]) that for binary iris coding algo-
rithms using the majority code as the template leads to bet-
ter results. These experiment prove how important is the
template selection problem. It was not addressed before in
work on biometric template protection, but it seems to be
crucial for most of the methods used there. All of them
assume that we have a reference code that can be seen as
a codeword of error-correcting code and all the query codes
lie around it in a distance less than assumed threshold. We
showed that depending on the template selection we can
obtain diﬀerent results and that the good understanding of
the space of the codes is crucial.
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Abstract—Crosstalk propagation through silicon substrate is
a serious limiting factor on the performance of the RF devices
and circuits. In this work, substrate crosstalk into high re-
sistivity silicon substrate is experimentally analyzed and the
impact on the RF behavior of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOS
transistors is discussed. The injection of a 10 V peak-to-peak
single tone noise signal at a frequency of 3 MHz ( fnoise) gener-
ates two sideband tones of −56 dBm separated by fnoise from
the RF output signal of a partially depleted SOI MOSFET
at 1 GHz and 4.1 dBm. The efficiency of the introduction
of a trap-rich polysilicon layer located underneath the buried
oxide (BOX) of the high resistivity (HR) SOI wafer in the
reduction of the sideband noise tones is demonstrated. An
equivalent circuit to model and analyze the generation of these
sideband noise tones is proposed.
Keywords— crosstalk, high resistivity Si, mixing products, pas-
sivation layer, polysilicon.
1. Introduction
During the last 50 years the performance of silicon inte-
grated circuits (ICs) has been growing exponentially thanks
to the continuous downscaling of the transistors and compo-
nents size. CMOS transistors have greatly increased their
operating frequency and today ICs reach a high integra-
tion level of analog and digital circuits on the same silicon
chip [1]. However, due to such extremely small dimensions
the conventional bulk devices are facing many challenges,
such as short-channel effects (SCE), junction capacitances
and doping fluctuation [2].
In the recent years, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology,
and more particularly SOI MOSFET, has attracted more at-
tention due to its better scaling capability, higher isolation,
reduced parasitic components and higher performance com-
pared to bulk Si technology. As it is shown in Fig. 1, the
buried oxide film (BOX) in SOI prevents the latch-up effect
observed in bulk technology and reduces the substrate cou-
pling mechanisms at low frequencies [2]. However, SOI
technology suffers from parasitic effects such as floating
body effect and self heating. These effects can be more or
less pronounced depending on the SOI CMOS technology:
fully (FD) or partially depleted (PD). The difference be-
tween these two families is the thickness of the maximum
depletion zone above the buried oxide called the body. The
fabrication and modeling of PD devices present substan-
tially lower cost and complexity than those of FD devices,
which is essentially related to the higher compatibility be-
tween bulk and PD SOI devices processing techniques. One
of the main challenges that are associated with the PD SOI
technology is the control of the floating body effect, which
results from the generation of excess charges in the SOI
body, which changes the channel potential, and changes
the behavior of the MOSFET [3].
Fig. 1. nMOSFET cross section: (a) bulk technology, (b) HR-SOI,
and (c) passivated HR-SOI technology.
The integration of CMOS and non-CMOS technologies into
the same chip (systems-on-chip, SoC) is foreseen as a way
to reduce the cost of each IC, and to fabricate smaller de-
vices with higher performance and less power consump-
tion [1]. A limiting factor of highly integrated electronics
is the coupling through the common silicon substrate be-
tween the digital and the analog circuitries. In that sense,
the main advantage of SOI compared to bulk Si is its com-
patibility with the use of high resistivity substrates to reduce
substrate coupling and RF losses.
The introduction of high resistivity Si (HR-Si) substrate
has converted silicon into a suitable technology for high
frequency applications [4]. However, it is known that oxi-
dized high resistivity substrate suffers from parasitic surface
conduction (PSC) effect. Positive fixed charges inside the
oxide attract electrons to the interface, creating an inver-
sion/accumulation layer at the Si SiO2 interface [5]. This
thin highly conductive layer is responsible for the substrate
losses. This issue can be overcome by introducing a trap-
rich passivation layer between the oxide and the HR-Si sub-
strate which captures the free carriers and locally depletes
the HR-Si substrate. Several techniques can be used to gen-
erate such trap-rich layer: micromachined structures [6],
ion implantation [7], and deposition of an amorphous sili-
con [8] or polycrystalline silicon layer [4].
In this paper, we investigate the RF behavior of a PD SOI
MOSFET when a sinusoidal noise signal is injected through
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a metallic pad close to the transistor. The introduction of
a trap- rich polysilicon (PolySi) layer at the Si/SiO2 inter-
face of an oxidized HR-Si, as a way to reduce substrate
crosstalk, is analyzed.
This paper is structured as follows. Firstly, a theoretical
analysis of substrate crosstalk in bulk Si and SOI tech-
nologies is presented. Secondly, the impact of PSC ef-
fect in oxidized HR-Si and its reduction by using a polySi
layer is demonstrated. Next, we describe the CMOS device
and technology under analysis, as well as the measurement
setup. Finally, we show and discuss the results obtained
from the MOS structures lying on HR-Si substrates with
and without passivation layer.
2. Theoretical Analysis of Substrate
Crosstalk in Bulk Si and SOI
Substrates
Crosstalk can be defined, in a more general way, as the
electromagnetic disturbance induced by a circuit in another
one, located nearby. From this general definition it can be
deduced that any mechanism that creates such type of in-
terference from a circuit into another falls into the crosstalk
definition. In the case of mixed-mode high-frequency ICs,
coupling through the substrate – the so-called substrate
crosstalk – is one of the main origins of interferences. It
is recognized as one of the most limiting factors in the
performance of RF ICs [6].
For semiconductor substrates, crosstalk can be divided into
two different mechanisms:
– injection into the substrate,
– propagation of this noise signal through the substrate.
It can be easily deduced that regardless of circuit design
solutions, two different ways to reduce substrate crosstalk
exist:
– substrate isolation,
– substrate coupling reduction.
As it is shown in [6], SOI substrate provides a higher isola-
tion from the lossy Si thanks to its buried oxide layer (BOX)
underneath the active layer. In combination with HR-Si it
also effectively reduces conductive coupling through the
substrate.
An extensive analysis of crosstalk in Si and SOI substrates
has been presented in [6]. Hereafter, we briefly introduce
some of the considerations related to crosstalk in Si sub-
strates.
2.1. Crosstalk in Bulk Si Substrate
Silicon, as any semiconductor material, exhibits both con-
ductive and dielectric characteristics, which can be trans-
lated into a resistive and a capacitive effect, respectively.
Resistive effect. At frequencies below a certain crossover
frequency ( fs) the conductive nature of the semiconductor
dominates over the dielectric behavior. Thus, the substrate
can be modeled as purely resistive. The conductivity for
a doped semiconductor is given by:
σ = q(pµp + nµn) , (1)
where q is the electron charge, and µn and µp represent the
mobility of the electrons and holes carriers, respectively,
and n and p stand for respective carrier densities.
While the effective carrier mobility depends also on the
number of carriers (scattering effect), the expression (1)
is dominated by the carrier concentration. We can say,
as a first-order approximation, that the conductivity is an
increasing function of the carrier densities.
Capacitive effect. At frequencies above the crossover fre-
quency, the dielectric behavior of the semiconductor can
no longer be neglected, thus the substrate must be modeled
as a resistive and capacitive network as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Equivalent R-C model of a small piece of a homogeneous
semiconductor substrate.
In the frequency domain the equivalent admittance Ys for
a piece of substrate is given by:
YS =
1 + jωRSCS
RS
=
1 + jωTS
RS
, (2)
where CS is the associated substrate capacitance, RS is the
substrate equivalent resistance and TS is the substrate time
constant given by:
TS = RSCS =
ρSdl
dA
ε0εSidA
dl =
ε0εSi
q(pµp + nµn)
, (3)
where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εSi is the silicon per-
mittivity, ω is the angular velocity, dl is the elementary
length of the small piece of homogenous substrate and dA
is its elementary area.
As it can be seen in Eq. (3), TS is not related to the dimen-
sions of the considered semiconductor volume but only to
the substrate electrical properties.
At low frequencies, substrate resistance, RS, is more impor-
tant and the associated capacitance, CS, can be neglected.
As the pulsation ω increases, the impedance relative to the
capacitive effect decreases to become equal to the that of
the resistive effect at the crossover frequency, fT , defined
by:
fT = 12piTS =
Q(pµp + nµn)
2piε0εSi
. (4)
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The lumped equivalent circuit representing the coupling
between two metallic pads of same size lying on a bulk Si
or a SOI substrate is shown in Fig. 3, where CSi and RSi
describe the coupling effect between each pad and the back
Fig. 3. Lumped equivalent R-C model substrate crosstalk in the
case of (a) bulk Si and (b) SOI substrates.
side metallization. The propagation through the substrate is
modeled by the elements RLateral and CLateral . For identical
pads with an area of Spad = W ×W and a spacing width d,
the expressions of RSi, CSi, RLateral and CLateral derived
from [6], are given by:
RSi =
[
K
σSiSpad
tSi
]−1
[Ω] , (5)
CSi = K
ε0εSiSpad
tSi
[F] , (6)
RLateral =

K piσSi
4 ln
[pi(d−W)
W + t
+ 1
]W


−1
[Ω] , (7)
CLateral = K
piε0(εSi + 1)
4ln
[pi(d−W )
W + t
+ 1
]W [F] , (8)
where K is the fringing factor, t is the thickness of the
conductors, tSi is the Si substrate thickness and σSi is the
Si substrate conductivity.
2.2. Crosstalk in SOI Substrate
Thanks to the presence of the buried oxide (BOX), the in-
jection of signal to the silicon substrate is well reduced
especially at low frequencies. As it can be seen in Fig. 3b,
this can be modeled in the lumped equivalent circuit by
a capacitance CBOX between the pad and the silicon sub-
strate, defined as:
CBOX = K
ε0εox S
tox
, (9)
where εox and tox are, respectively, the permittivity and
thickness of the oxide layer.
As explained before, the propagation through the silicon
substrate is modeled by the RLateral and CLateral , which
depend only on the Si properties. By reducing the con-
ductivity of the silicon substrate in Eq. (7) we reduce this
conductive coupling path through the substrate. This can
be achieved by the use of a high resistivity (HR) SOI sub-
strate.
However, because the buried oxide layer presents a low
but not null density of oxide fixed charges and interface
charges at the BOX/HR-Si interface region, a parasitic sur-
face conduction (PSC) will greatly affect the equivalent re-
sistance RLateral in Eq. (7) by increasing the effective con-
ductivity of silicon. In fact, an electron inversion layer
is created producing a highly conductive surface layer. If
a highly trap-rich layer (such as polysilicon) is deposited
below the BOX and the Si substrate, these free carriers
will be trapped and the parasitic conduction effect will be
reduced. The nominal value of silicon resistivity is then
recovered.
3. Impact of PSC Effect in HR-Si
with and without a Trap-Rich
Passivation Layer
To analyze the impact of the PSC effect in oxidized HR-Si
we measure the attenuation of a coplanar waveguide (CPW)
transmission line. CPW lines are used to characterize the
interface properties due to their high sensitivity to the prop-
erties of the substrate surface they are printed on.
As explained before, the presence of fixed oxide charges in
the silicon dioxide creates an inversion/accumulation layer
at the Si/SiO2 interface, hence increasing the conductivity
at that zone. It has been demonstrated [9] that, for a CPW
line, when a highly conductive layer is located between the
top insulator and a high-resistivity substrate, the electric
field is mainly located in the conductive layer, instead of
going deeper into the substrate. The effective resistivity of
the substrate is no longer the nominal value but a much
lower value, typically one order of magnitude lower [7].
It has been demonstrated [7], [8], [10] that the impact of
the PSC effect can be reduced by introducing traps at the
Si/SiO2 interface. These traps will freeze the free carri-
ers, and by reducing their mobility, the nominal resistiv-
ity of the substrate will be recovered. The introduction of
such a trap-rich passivation layer can be easily done by de-
position of a polysilicon layer between the top oxide and
the HR-Si substrate. This solution has the advantage that
it is thermally stable and compatible with CMOS pro-
cesses [9].
The extracted attenuation constants of a CPW line lying
on different substrates are shown in Fig. 4. The CPW di-
mensions are 26 þm for the width (W ) of the central con-
ductor, 12 µm for the slot width (S), and 208 µm for the
width of the planar ground conductors (Wg). Three differ-
ent substrates are measured: a bulk Si with standard resis-
tivity (ρ = 20 Ωcm), one HR-Si substrate with ρ = 5 kΩcm
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and the same HR-Si substrate but including a sandwiched
polySi layer of 287 nm-thick. In all cases front and back
metal layers are 1 µm-thick aluminum and the thermal
SiO2 top layer is of 50 nm. As it can be observed, the
CPW with the passivation layer is the line which presents
the lowest attenuation level, at least 0.2 dB/mm lower than
that of the same HR-Si substrate without passivation.
Fig. 4. Measured losses as a function of frequency for CPW line
lying on three different Si substrates.
To have a more clear representation of the impact of the
resistivity variation at the interface we can compare the
effective resistivity of each substrate. It is calculated as
described in [11], by comparing the extracted conductance
of the RLCG equivalent circuit of the CPW transmission
line with the one of a theoretical line with the same di-
mensions lying on a lossless Si substrate. The effective
resistivity for the three different substrates is presented in
Fig. 5. It can be clearly seen that the effective resistivity
of the standard Si substrate remains closer to its nominal
Fig. 5. Effective resistivity as a function of frequency for CPW
line lying on three different Si substrates.
value, as expected since the PSC effect has a low impact
on such type of substrate that already presents intrinsically
a certain concentration of free carriers. However, for the
HR-Si substrate the effective resistivity (pe ff ) is approxi-
mately equal to 100 Ωcm. This value is 50 times lower
than its nominal value. On the other hand, the same HR-Si
substrate with a trap-rich passivation layer exhibits an effec-
tive resistivity which is kept higher than 1 kΩcm. The ef-
ficiency of the passivation layer to reduce the PSC effect
is demonstrated as the high-resistivity characteristic of the
oxidized HR-Si substrate is recovered. Similar conclusions
can be extrapolated to substrate crosstalk, where thanks
to the introduction of a trap-rich passivation layer the im-
pact of the conductive layer below the oxide will effectively
vanish, hence reducing the conductive coupling through
the substrate.
4. Device and Measurement Setup
Description
Two partially depleted PD SOI MOSFETS with gate lengths
of 0.13 and 0.24 µm are used to analyze the impact of sub-
strate crosstalk in their RF performance. Both PD MOS-
FETS are fabricated using a commercial 0.13 and 0.24 µm,
respectively, SOI CMOS process by ST-Microelectronics.
This is a single poly CMOS process using SOI UNIBOND
wafers with high resistivity Si (ρSi > 3 kΩcm) as starting
substrate material, and 450 nm-thick BOX. This process
features lines with six copper metal layers (M1 to M6) and
one top aluminium layer to reduce conductor losses [9].
To compare their performance when a passivated wafer is
used, a second set of identical PD SOI MOSFETS is ob-
tained by transferring the processed layers onto a passivated
HR Si wafer, with a 300 nm-thick polysilicon layer, with the
method presented in [9] and patented by TraciT Technolo-
gies. It must be mentioned that an additional 525 nm-thick
PECVD oxide, needed for the transfer process, increases
the final BOX thickness of the passivated wafer to 975 nm.
The aim of our experimental setup is to assess the impact
on the RF performance of the PD SOI MOSFETs when
a noise signal is injected in the vicinity of the transis-
tor, for passivated and unpassivated substrates. This can be
achieved by comparing the spectral response (output signal)
of the device with and without the injection of a known
signal noise. On-wafer measurements are performed using
a probe station, a WILTRON 68147A (10 MHz – 20 GHz)
sweep generator for the generation of the 1 GHz RF input
Fig. 6. SOI MOSFET crosstalk structure, S and G stand for
signal and ground, respectively.
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signal, and a HP33120 low frequency generator for the in-
jection of a noise signal through a metallic pad near the
device under test and lying on the same substrate. The RF
output of the transistor is visualized using an Agilent E4440
wideband spectrum analyzer. A top view of the measured
device, shown in Fig. 6, demonstrates that the distance be-
tween the device and the noise source is 300 µm.
Fig. 7. Measurement setup of a transistor spectral response with
injected noise signal.
A diagram of the measurement setup is presented in Fig. 7.
It shows the biasing of the transistor, the RF input signal at
the gate node, and the output spectral response at the drain
node of the transistor.
5. Results and Discussion
Without injection of a noise signal, Fig. 8 shows the out-
put signal spectrum, (a) without and (b) with a passivation
layer, for a 0.24 µm SOI MOSFET biased at VGS =1 V and
VDS = 1 V for an input power of +10 dBm applied at the
gate of the transistor. We can see that the generated intrin-
sic noise levels of the transistor are similar for both wafers.
The amplitude of the output single tone for the transistor
on the passivated substrate is slightly better (2 dB).
When a noise signal of a 10 V peak-to-peak at a frequency
of 3 MHz ( fnoise) is injected near the transistor we ob-
serve harmonics at 1 GHz − fnoise and 1 GHz + fnoise as
shown in Fig. 9a. The amplitude of these sideband tones
is −56 dBm.
The generation of these mixing products of the RF input
and the noise signal at the RF output can be explained by
the substrate coupling of the noise signal into the MOSFET.
Although it was expected that at such low frequencies the
BOX layer of the SOI provides a high enough level of
isolation, the presence of a highly conductive surface at
the BOX/HR-Si interface allows an efficient coupling of the
large noise signal. As it is shown in Fig. 10, two possible
coupling paths can be identified:
– one, that goes from the metallic pad of the noise
injection to the RF input pad of the MOSFET and to
the pad-to-gate interconnection,
– and a second one, that goes from the metallic pad of
the noise injection to the back gate of the transistor.
Fig. 8. Spectral response at 1 GHz without injected noise signal
for a SOI PD MOSFET (Lg = 0.24 µm) on a (a) unpassivated
and (b) passivated HR SOI substrate.
These paths are labelled as “front gate coupling” and “back
gate modulation”, respectively. As it is known the transcon-
ductance of the transistor from the back gate is lower than
that from the front gate, we can assume that the “front gate
coupling” is more important than the “back gate modula-
tion”, and thus that the sum of the noise and the RF input
signals reach the gate of the MOSFET, and are mixed inside
the transistor.
These assumptions are well confirmed when a passivation
layer underneath the BOX is introduced. In fact, as it can
be seen in Fig. 9b, the mixing products due to the presence
of the noise signal fall below the noise floor of our mea-
surement. A reduction of at least 15 dB is then measured
for the sideband tones induced by the low frequency noise
signal. The decrease of the noise level can be explained
by the reduction of free carriers at the Si/SiO2 interface.
Indeed, the introduction of a high density of traps into the
silicon surface will pin the surface potential and minimize
the creation of a conductive inversion layer. Thus, the pas-
sivated SOI HR-Si substrate proved to have better crosstalk
immunity.
Table 1 shows the detected power levels of the mixing prod-
ucts due to the noise signal for the two SOI MOSFETs
(0.13 µm and 0.24 µm) when the frequency of the noise
signal varies from 100 kHz to 3 MHz. These levels are
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Fig. 9. Ouput spectrum around 1 GHz for a SOI PD MOSFET
(0.24 µm), fnoise = 3 MHz: (a) unpassivated and (b) passivated
HR SOI substrates.
Fig. 10. Substrate crosstalk schematic between the SOI MOSFET
and the metallic pad at which the noise signal is injected.
Table 1
Harmonics levels in dB at 1 GHz ± fnoise
for two PD SOI MOSFETs
Freq. Lg = 0.13 µm Lg = 0.24 µm
[MHz] Unpassivated Passivated Unpassivated Passivated
0.1 –63 –62 –56 –64.4
0.5 –53.7 –71 –56.7 –69.6
1 –52.8 –61.4 –52.8 –64.3
3 –58.1 –71.7 –56.8 –73.5
similar for both technologies, and in the case of passivated
wafer they are below the noise floor of the measurement.
This improvement confirms that the use of the trap-rich
passivation layer under the BOX act as a very effective
stabilizing layer for SOI HR-Si wafers.
In order to model the coupling effect through the high re-
sistivity SOI substrate a simple equivalent circuit that is
presented in Fig.3b is proposed. The substrate is modeled
as R-C networks where the elements RLateral and CLateral
model the substrate crosstalk. As explained before, the use
of the polysilicon layer can improve the effective resistivity
of the substrate and hence reduce the coupling effect. This
translates to the increase of the values of RLateral as seen
in Table 2.
Table 2
RLateral with varying substrate effective resistivities
ρe ff [Ωcm] RLateral [kΩ]
20 5.05
200 50.5
5,000 1,250
These values derive from Eq. (7) where the distance be-
tween the two devices is d = 300 µm and the width of the
metallic pad is W = 100 µm.
To assess the attenuation of the noise levels with and with-
out the passivation layer, this equivalent circuit is then
connected to the small-signal equivalent circuit of the SOI
MOSFET transistor and simulated with SPICE Eldo soft-
ware.
In Fig. 11, dual-tone input signals are introduced at the
gate node of the transistor. The output signal shows a mix-
ing product of the low frequency noise and the RF 1 GHz
signals. Mitigation of R-C networks modeling the transfer
function of the substrate is calculated in the case of un-
passivated SOI substrate, and then introduced in terms of
noise signal amplitude.
Fig. 11. Simulated equivalent circuit.
Using a noise signal level of 0.01 V peak-to-peak at 3 MHz
we simulate sideband tones with an amplitude of –56 dBm
which was previously observed experimentally in Fig. 9a.
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When a passivated layer is introduced the effective resis-
tivity of the wafer is improved. This is translated into the
increase of RLateral and hence an attenuation of the side-
band tones levels due to the noise signal. This reduction is
assumed to be more than 15 dB as presented in the mea-
surement results.
6. Conclusions
The significance of the noise crosstalk through the Si sub-
strate and the related effects on RF circuit are highlighted.
Our measurements demonstrate the efficiency of a trap-rich
layer, e.g., the polycrystalline silicon, to reach a very high
recombination rate at the Si substrate-BOX interface and
thus minimize the impact of crosstalk and surface conduc-
tion. A model of the substrate losses and propagated noise
signal at the circuit level is proposed. Measurement and
simulation results depict a reduction of the noise level by
more than 15 dB when the substrate is passivated. In fact,
a thin polycrystalline silicon surface layer acts as a very
effective stabilizing layer for HR SOI substrate. Theses
results are of importance for mixed-mode ICs in which
coupling phenomena between digital and sensitive ana-
log parts must be minimized. Thus high-resistivity SOI
substrate with a polysilicon surface layer underneath the
BOX is a viable substrate for low loss RF and mixed-mode
applications.
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Abstract—Coverage and capacity are important issues in the
planning process for cellular third generation (3G) mobile
networks. The planning process aims to allow the maxi-
mum number of users sending and receiving adequate signal
strength in a cell. This paper describes the conceptual expres-
sions require for network coverage and capacity optimization
analysis, examines service quality issues, and presents practi-
cal solutions to problems common to sub-optimality of CDMA
networks.
Keywords—CDMA, link pilot, network planning, quality of ser-
vice.
1. Introduction
Development of the third generation (3G) systems, such as
code division multiple access (CDMA) – including 2000
series that utilises CDMA as an underlying channel access
method-provided connectivity to packet data networks via
cellular systems while increasing voice capacity. As one
would expect, many of the rapidly growing internet ap-
plications and services are finding their way into the mo-
bile wireless domain and taking advantage of the 3G sys-
tem. Services such as real time streaming video and music,
and on-line interactive gaming are just a few examples of
services whose popularity is growing beyond expectations.
Hence, services of this nature have challenged 3G networks
standardization capable of providing increase data through-
put. The 3G networks may also be referred to as universal
mobile telecommunication system (UMTS) [1].
Spectrum is a valuable and limited resource. Therefore
for an operator, cost effective improvement in capacity is
always an important goal. Capacity gain, both for voice
and new data services, is crucial for an operator’s com-
petitiveness. It is possible to achieve significant capacity
improvements in existing networks without deploying ad-
ditional carrier and base stations or drafting new standards.
By following proper radio frequency (RF) network plan-
ning and optimization techniques; CDMA operators would
see immediate benefits on their network capacity. CDMA
is a digital cellular technology that uses spread-spectrum
techniques [2]. It does not assign a specific frequency
to each user. Rather, every channel uses the full avail-
able spectrum. Individual conversations are encoded with
a pseudo-random digital sequence.
The objective of network planning is to maximize the cov-
erage and capacity, and the quality of service. However, in
the 3G planning, since all carriers in the network use the
same frequency range, frequency planning is not required.
Furthermore, coverage and capacity planning should be
performed in tandem since capacity requirement and traffic
distribution influence the coverage [3], [4].
2. Network Planning
There are three distinct standards operating worldwide
for 3G networks namely WCDMA, CDMA2000 and TD-
SCDMA, but all have similar planning process as well as
overall operational objectives. This planning process can
be divided into three parts:
1. Initial phase (also called system dimensioning) in-
volves estimating traffic throughput, coverage area,
and coverage threshold.
2. Digital planning phase includes meeting traffic, con-
figuration, coverage threshold and capacity require-
ments.
3. Radio frequency optimization and monitoring; in-
volving coverage verification and capacity availabil-
ity.
We see that the whole process of 3G planning needs to take
into account coverage and capacity planning. In a cellular
system where all the air interface connections operate on
the same carrier, the number of simultaneous users directly
influences the receivers’ noise floors [5]. Consequently,
the performance of any digital modulation technique can
be described in terms of the normalized ratio of energy
per bit (Eb) to interference density (Io) required to achieve
the minimum desired bit error ratio (BER). The relation-
ship between normalized value and the signal-to-noise ratio
over the entire occupied bandwidth (S/N) needs to be es-
tablished ensuring the required minimum or threshold value
(Eb/Io) for an acceptable network performance.
2.1. Derivation of CDMA Network Coverage and
Capacity
CDMA, being a spread spectrum technique, requires that
the occupied bandwidth (W ) to be much greater than the
information bit rate, R. The ratio, (W/R) (also known as
processing gain) then becomes a factor by which (Eb/Io)
is improved over the entire occupied bandwidth. The rela-
tionship between normalized value and the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) can be expressed as
S
N
=
Eb
No
R
W
. (1)
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Rearranging to have
Eb
No
=
S
N
W
R
. (2)
We assume the system’s capacity requirements are inher-
ently the same for uplink and downlink. Strictly, this as-
sumption holds in voice systems when defined by the num-
ber of users, and may not be true for data systems; capacity
requirements may be asymmetric and would require some
subtle modification. The full bandwidth (S/N) ratio is the
ratio of received power of the desired signal Pr, to the sum
of the noise over the full bandwidth ((NoW ) and the total
interference (Io) including from other users, which can be
formalized as:
S
N
=
Pr
Io + NoW
, (3)
where No is the total floor noise or thermal noise.
For k users per channel occupying the same spectrum, the
“same cell” interference power Iusc is
Iusc = (k−1)Pr ,
while “adjacent cell” interference Iuad is equivalent to the
“same cell” interference but modified by loading factor, η .
That is
Iuad = ηIusc = η(k−1)Pr . (4a)
The loading factor is proportional to frequency reuse, fr,
which is the ratio of total interference to own cell interfer-
ence; that is,
fr = 11 + η . (4b)
Adding interferences from “same cell” and “adjacent
cell” and taking into consideration interference reduc-
tion achieved through transmission – muting during voice
pauses and sectionalizing – we can write expression for
total interference:
Io =
GvGs(k−1)
fr Pr , (5)
where Gv, and Gs are scaling factors, i.e., voice gain and
section gain respectively. In view of Eq. (5) in Eq. (3), we
have
S
N
=
Pr(GvGs(k−1)Pr
fr + NoW
) . (6)
Given a digital modulation technique, we can define γt as
the minimum or threshold value of (Eb/Io) required for an
acceptable network performance. As a result, Eq. (2) must
be greater than γt . So, Eq. (6) in Eq. (2) and applying
threshold, the desired signal
Pr >
γtNoW
W
R
−
γtGsGv(k−1)
fr
. (7)
This equation can be used to demonstrate the dependency
of received signal on the user data rates, R, and the total
number of active users in a cell. The terrain under which
a user operates and the user’s proximity to the base station
affect the effective power received by user’s mobile devices
(i.e., mobile station, MS). Suppose an MS is at distance d
from the base transceiver station, BTS. The received power
at the BTS, Pr(BTS)), from MS, can be expressed as
Pr(BTS) = Pt(MS)−PL(d)− z . (8)
where:
– Pr(BTS) = Pr is the power received by BTS (in dBm),
– Pt(MS) is the transmission power of the MS (in dBm),
– the propagation loss at distance d from the MS to
BTS (in dB).
– z is error due to shadow fading (in dB), where mo-
tion of the mobile results in variation of the received
signal strength.
This presupposes that network coverage is limited by the
maximum transmission power at the mobile and no block-
ing nor outage takes place in the cellular system (since
CDMA technology can provide the enough codes for the
new call to the cell in the ideal situation).
We ignore here fast shadow fading. A statistical model [6]
can be used to generate correlated shadow-fading patterns
in the absence of detailed propagation and landscape infor-
mation, or cross-correlation function model [7], or a simple
power lognormal distribution.
In the cellular situation, it is impossible to apply the free-
space loss rule because of the proximity of the earth and
the effects of trees, building, and hills in, or close to, the
transmission path. The propagation loss PL(d) is modeled
on the Okumura-Hata [8] path prediction model. The basic
equation for path loss (in dB) is
PL(d) = 69.55 + 26.16log f−13.82loghBTS
+
[
44.9−6.55loghBTS
]
logd−a(hMS)+C , (9)
where: f is the transmission frequency (in MHz); hBTS is
base transceiver station antenna height (in m); hMS is mo-
bile station antenna height (in m); C and a(hMS) are cor-
rection factors whose values depend on the propagation
terrain’s type and height.
For medium to large cities, C = 0. Like all empirical mod-
els, the Okumura-Hata model can be adjusted for specific
propagation terrains and then use experimentally acquired
correction factors to reduce their uncertainty. We can now
build a relationship among the received power, number of
users, the coverage area or terrain, and other essential pa-
rameters drawing from Eqs. (7), (8) and (9):
Pr(BTS) =Pr(MS)−PL(d)−z = 10log

 γtNoWW
R
−
γtGvGs(k−1)
fr

 .
(10)
The equations can be used in cellular system planning to
set hard limits on the maximum number of users that can
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be admitted into the cell. Identifying and analyzing these
relationships can achieve effective planning in design-
ing cell capacity and coverage to matching specified data
services.
2.2. Capacity Improvements with Optimization
Theoretically, we can obtain the maximum capacity
(kmax, also called pole capacity) by equating the denom-
ination of the logarithm argument of Eq. (10) to zero.
That is,
W
R
−
γtGvGs(k−1)
fr = 0 (11a)
giving the pole capacity
kmax = 1 +
fr
(W
R
)
γtGvGs
. (11b)
Naturally, this maximum capacity implies that receive
power goes to infinity and/or coverage shrinking to zero. In
reality, this is unrealistic due to signal-quality constraints
in uplink and downlink directions, applicable power control
mechanism, and pilot signaling.
Network optimization is an integral part of the operation
and maintenance of mobile networks. It is often performed
whenever there is a change in the network. Proper opti-
mization techniques enable the network operator to fine-
tune the network for maximum attainable capacities. The
next subsection covers the important steps required in net-
work optimization process to achieving improvements in
network capacity and guarantee superior quality of service.
2.3. RF Network Planning and Optimization
Most CDMA networks that suffer from RF capacity degra-
dation are the result of poor RF network planning and op-
timization. An optimized RF environment is vital for op-
erators seeking to maximize capacity. Figure 1 illustrates
the relationship between base transceiver station (BTS Tx)
power reductions and combined forward link pilot – i.e., the
ratio of the average power of a channel, Ec/Io – under dif-
ferent forward link loading scenarios. The figure shows that
for higher combined Ec/Io, lower traffic channel (Ec/Ior) is
required and more BTS high power amplifier (HPA) power
is conserved to accommodate more users in the same sec-
tor. Typically, as shown in Fig. 1, a 1 dB BTS Tx power
reduction for each voice channel increases RF capacity by
approximately 15% for any given BTS sector. In essence,
to achieve a uniform service quality is provided to all
channels, transmission power of the forward traffic chan-
nel would need to be controlled by base stations according
to the pilot powers measured at the respective mobile sta-
tions.
We see that in CDMA systems, coverage and capacity are
heavily coupled and cannot be planned separately such as
they could in the second-generation (2G) systems. The ex-
pression given by Eq. (10) describing the relationship be-
tween coverage, capacity and data rates is very useful in
planning the networks. However, there are shortcomings
Fig. 1. BTS Tx power reduction versus combined Ec/Io.
in the analysis and modeling provided herein. The mod-
eling is largely based upon an ideal situation, wherein no
call will be blocked. While CDMA technology can itself
provide enough codes for the mobile terminals to assure the
ideal situation (enough for every user, therefore there is no
blocked call) these are not used in practice. To overcome
the shortcomings of the modeling presented herein, in fu-
ture work we would need to consider the outage probability
and dynamic loading control in the planning process and
minimizing costs.
2.3.1. Capacity Improvement Areas
Problems common to sub-optimality of CDMA network
having RF capacity issues and solutions include:
• Forward/reverse link imbalance – this problem is
normally caused by boomer sites with elevated an-
tenna radiation centres. The BTS forward link covers
distant areas or deep inside buildings where the re-
verse link of a mobile cannot reach back to the base
station. In this case, excessive forward link traffic
channel power is always allocated to compensate for
the path loss. Link imbalance areas typically can be
identified if the forward link coverage is sufficient
(good pilot Ec/Io) but call setup failure is high due
to exhausted mobile transmit power on the reverse
link. Link imbalance can be identified by drive test-
ing into problematic areas or analyzing the network
performance data for problematic clusters / sectors.
RF coverage on the forward link is much larger than
that on reverse link; excessive BTS Tx power is allo-
cated for the remote user. Primarily involves making
decisions on where to install new base stations and
how to select their configuration, including antenna
height and tilt, sector orientations, maximum emis-
sion power, pilot signal [9].
• Excessive soft handoff area – caused by improper
cell site layout, misuse of base station antennas.
This may require reduction of excessive handoff ar-
eas. In a well optimized, lightly loaded CDMA net-
work, the typical soft handoff reduction factor is be-
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tween 1.6 and 1.8; this range is reduced to 1.4 to 1.6
for a loaded network. If a higher value is seen in
some areas of the network, this could indicate that
those areas have softer handoff than necessary. Soft
handoff increases the reliability of the radio link, but
the base station requires more power to maintain the
soft handoff, which reduces the forward link capacity.
• Improper RF parameter settings – RF parameter
settings should be fine-tuned according to the traf-
fic loading distribution in order to improve the over-
all network performance. RF parameter adjustments
could be considered after the RF environment has
been optimized and the network has reached a stable
stage. There are no fixed rules on parameter changes.
When voice capacity enhancement is the objective,
some channel power management and power control
parameter can be considered for the tuning. Never-
theless, base station’s transmitter HPA power limits
forward link capacity. Forward overhead channels
and traffic channels share the HPA power: depends
on the individual base station products.
3. Conclusion
Efficient planning and optimization of mobile networks is
key to guaranteeing superior quality of service and user ex-
perience. This paper has developed expressions that can be
used for detailed analysis of the criterion of optimization,
as well as for network planning. CDMA network opera-
tors have various solutions, both short term and long term,
to enhance their system capacity. Anomalies such as for-
ward/reverse link imbalance, excessive soft handoff areas,
and improper RF parameter settings could lead to under uti-
lization of system capacity. This paper has also explained
that with proper network planning and network optimiza-
tion of the installed CDMA network, operators can quickly
and efficiently utilize their network resources to achieve
optimum system capacity.
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Abstract—This paper proposes routing misbehavior detec-
tion in MANETs using 2ACK scheme. Routing protocols for
MANETs are designed based on the assumption that all par-
ticipating nodes are fully cooperative. However, due to the
open structure and scarcely available battery-based energy,
node misbehavior may exist. In the existing system, there is
a possibility that when a sender chooses an intermediate link
to send some message to a destination, the intermediate link
may pose problems such as, the intermediate node may not
forward the packets to destination, it may take very long time
to send packets or it may modify the contents of the packet.
In MANETs, as there is no retransmission of packets once
it is sent, care must be taken not to loose packets. We have
analyzed and evaluated a technique, termed 2ACK scheme
to detect and mitigate the effect of such routing misbehav-
ior in MANETs environment. It is based on a simple 2-hop
acknowledgment packet that is sent back by the receiver of
the next-hop link. 2ACK transmission takes place for only
a fraction of data packets, but not for all. Such a selective
acknowledgment is intended to reduce the additional routing
overhead caused by the 2ACK scheme. Our contribution in
this paper is that, we have embedded some security aspects
with 2ACK to check confidentiality of the message by verify-
ing the original hash code with the hash code generated at
the destination. If 2ACK is not received within the wait time
or the hash code of the message is changed then the node to
next hop link of sender is declared as the misbehaving link.
We simulated the routing misbehavior detection using 2ACK
scheme to test the operation scheme in terms of performance
parameters.
Keywords—2ACK, MANETs, routing misbehavior, selfish node.
1. Introduction
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a collection of mo-
bile nodes (hosts) which communicate with each other via
wireless links either directly or relying on other nodes as
routers. The operation of MANETs does not depend on
pre-existing infrastructure or base stations. Network nodes
in MANETs are free to move randomly. Therefore, the
network topology of a MANETs may change rapidly and
unpredictably. All network activities such as discovering
the topology and delivering data packets have to be exe-
cuted by the nodes themselves either individually or col-
lectively. Depending on its application, the structure of
a MANET may vary from a small, static network that is
highly power-constrained to a large-scale, mobile, highly
dynamic network.
There are two types of MANETs: closed and open [1].
In a closed MANET, all mobile nodes cooperate with
each other towards a common goal, such as emergency
search/rescue or military and law enforcement operations.
In an open MANET, diﬀerent mobile nodes with diﬀerent
goals share their resources in order to ensure global con-
nectivity. However, some resources are consumed quickly
as the nodes participate in the network functions. For in-
stance, battery power is considered to be most important
in a mobile environment. An individual mobile node may
attempt to beneﬁt from other nodes, but refuse to share
its own resources. Such nodes are called selﬁsh nodes or
misbehaving nodes and their behavior is termed as selﬁsh-
ness or misbehavior. One of the major sources of energy
consumption in the mobile nodes of MANETs is wireless
transmission. A selﬁsh node may refuse to forward data
packets for other nodes in order to conserve its own en-
ergy [2], [3].
In MANETs, routing misbehavior can severely degrade the
performance at the routing layer. Speciﬁcally, nodes may
participate in the route discovery and maintenance pro-
cesses but refuse to forward data packets. How do we detect
such misbehavior? How to make such detection process
more eﬃcient (i.e., with less control overhead) and accu-
rate (i.e., with low false alarm rate and missed detection
rate). We analyzed the 2ACK technique [4] to detect such
misbehaving nodes or links. Routes containing such nodes
will be eliminated from consideration. The source node
will be able to choose an appropriate route to send its data.
The 2ACK scheme is a network-layer technique to detect
misbehaving links and to mitigate their eﬀects. The 2ACK
scheme detects misbehavior through the use of a new type
of acknowledgment packet, termed 2ACK. A 2ACK packet
is assigned a ﬁxed route of two hops (three nodes) in the
opposite direction of the data traﬃc route. In this work, we
provide security features to 2ACK, where conﬁdentiality of
the message is checked by verifying the original hash code
with the hash code generated at the destination.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work in this area. Section 3 describes the
proposed work. Section 4 presents the simulation proce-
dure, performance parameters and the results of the pro-
posed work. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
2. Related Work
The security problem and the misbehavior problem of wire-
less networks including MANET’s have been studied by
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many researchers. Various techniques have been proposed
to prevent selﬁshness in MANETs. Some of the related
works are as follows.
The work given in [5] explains detection of malicious nodes
by the destination node, isolation of malicious nodes by
discarding the path and prevention data packets by using
dispersion techniques.
The work given in [4] describes the performance degrada-
tion caused by selﬁsh (misbehaving) nodes in MANETs.
They have proposed and evaluated a technique, termed
2ACK, to detect and mitigate the eﬀect of such routing
misbehavior.
The work given in [6] presents cooperative, distributed in-
trusion detection architecture for MANETs that is intended
to address some challenges. The architecture is organized
as a dynamic hierarchy in which data acquisition occurs at
the leaves, with intrusion detection data being incremen-
tally aggregated, reduced, analyzed, and correlated as it
ﬂows upward towards the root.
The work given in [7] explains the problem of identiﬁcation
of misbehaving nodes and refusing to forward packets to
a destination. They have proposed a reactive identiﬁcation
mechanism that does not rely on continuous overhearing or
intensive acknowledgment techniques, but is only activated
in the event of performance degradation.
The work given in [8] proposes a general solution to
packet dropping misbehavior in mobile ad hoc networks.
The solution allows monitoring, detecting, and isolating the
droppers.
The work given in [9] proposes signal strength based rout-
ing for wireless ad hoc networks. It uses signal strengths
on the multi hop to identify stable route from source to
destination in an ad hoc networks. A stable route helps to
reduce control packets overhead during route maintenance
and avoids route interruptions. Some of the related work
is given [10], [11], [12].
3. Proposed Work
The proposed system is used to detect the misbehavior
routing using 2ACK and also check the conﬁdentiality of
the data message in MANETs environment. Here, we used
a scheme called 2ACK scheme, where the destination node
of the next hop link will send back a 2 hop acknowledge-
ment called 2ACK to indicate that the data packet has been
received successfully. The proposed work (2ACK with con-
ﬁdentiality) is as follows.
• If the 2ACK time is less than the wait time and the
original message contents are not altered at the inter-
mediate node then, a message is given to sender that
the link is working properly.
• If the 2ACK time is more than the wait time and
the original message contents are not altered at the
intermediate node, then a message is given to sender
that the link is misbehaving.
• If the 2ACK time is more than the wait time and the
original message contents are altered at the interme-
diate node, then message is given to sender that the
link is misbehaving and conﬁdentiality is lost.
• If the 2ACK time is less than the wait time and the
original message contents are altered at the interme-
diate node then, a message is given to sender that the
link is working properly and conﬁdentiality is lost.
At destination, a hash code will be generated and compared
with the sender’s hash code to check the conﬁdentiality of
message. Hence, if the link is misbehaving, sender to trans-
mit messages will not use it in future and loss of packets
can be avoided.
This section presents system model, and functioning
scheme.
3.1. System Model
In the existing system, there is a possibility that when
a sender chooses an intermediate link to send some mes-
sage to destination, the intermediate link may give problems
such as the intermediate node may not forward the packets
to destination, it may take very long time to send packets or
it may modify the contents of the packet. In MANETs, as
there is no retransmission of packets once it is sent, hence
care is to be taken that packets are not lost.
Noting that a misbehaving node can either be the sender
or the receiver of the next-hop link, we have focused on
the problem of detecting misbehaving links instead of mis-
behaving nodes using 2ACK scheme. In the next-hop link,
a misbehaving sender or a misbehaving receiver has a sim-
ilar adverse eﬀect on the data packet. It will not be for-
warded further. The result is that this link will be tagged.
Our approach is used to discuss the signiﬁcantly simpliﬁ-
cation of the routing detection mechanism and also check-
ing the conﬁdentiality of the message in MANETs en-
vironment.
Figure1 shows the system model of the proposed work. The
various modules in the system model are as follows.
Fig. 1. System model.
Module 1: Sender module (Source node). The task of
this module is to read the message and then divide the
message into packets of 48 bytes in length, send the packet
to receiver through the intermediate node and receive ac-
knowledgement from the receiver node through the interme-
diate node. After sending every packet the “Cpkts” counter
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is incremented by 1. 2ACK time is compared with the wait
time. If 2ACK is less than wait time, “Cmiss” counter is
incremented by 1. The ratio of “Cmiss” to “Cpkts” is com-
pared with the “Rmiss” (a threshold ratio). If it is less than
“Rmiss”, link is working properly otherwise misbehaving.
Module 2: Intermediate module (Intermediate node).
The task of this module is to receive packet from sender,
alter/don’t alter the message and send it to destination. Get
2ACK packet from the receiver and send 2ACK packet to
sender.
Module 3: Receiver module (Destination node). The task
of this module is to receive message from the intermediate
node, take out destination name and hash code and decode
it. Compare the hash code of source node and destination
node for security purpose. Send 2ACK to source through
the intermediate node.
3.2. Functioning of Scheme
3.2.1. Algorithm of 2ACK Scheme
We have used the triplet of N1→ N2→ N3 as an example
to illustrate 2ACK’s pseudo code. Where N1 is assumed
as the source node, N2 is the intermediate node and N3 is
the destination node. Note that such codes run on each of
the sender/receiver of the 2ACK packets.
Nomenclature: {Cpkts = the number of the message pack-
ets sent, Cmiss = the number of the 2ACK packets missed,
d = the acknowledgement ratio.WT = waiting time, i.e., the
maximum time allotted to receive 2ACK packet}
A. At node N1
while (true) do
• Read the destination address;
• Read the message;
• Find the length of the message.
Cmiss=0, Cpkts=0, WT=20 ms, d=0.2,
2ACK Time=Current Time (Acknowledgement ac-
cepted time) – Start Time.
while (length > 48 bytes) do
Take out 48 message packet;
Length = length – 48;
Encode message using hash function;
Send message along with the hash key;
Cpkts++ ;
Receive 2ACK packet;
if (2ACK time > WT) then
Cmiss++ ;
end
end
if (length < 48 bytes) then
Encode message using hash function;
Send message along with the hash key;
Cpkts++;
Receive 2ACK packet;
if (2ACK time > WT) then
Cmiss++;
end
end
end
B. At node N2
while (true) do
Read message from source N1
if (Alter) then
Add dummy bytes of characters;
Process it and forward to destination N3;
Receive 2ACK from N3 and send it to N1;
else if (Do not Alter) then
Process it and forward to destination N3;
Receive 2ACK from N3 and send it to N1;
end
end
C. At node N3
while (true) do
Read message from N2;
Take out destination name and hash code;
Decode the message;
Send 2ACK packet to N2;
end
D. At N1 and N3 parallel
while (true) do
if ((Cmiss/Cpkts)>d and (hash code of source msg) !
= (hash code of destination msg)) then
Link is misbehaving and the conﬁdentiality
is lost;
end
if ((Cmiss/Cpkts)<d and (hash code of source msg) !
= (hash code of destination msg)) then
Link is working properly and the conﬁdentiality
is lost;
end
if ((Cmiss/Cpkts)>d and (hash code of source msg)
= (hash code of destination msg)) then
Link is misbehaving;
end
if ((Cmiss/Cpkts)<d and (hash code of source msg)
= (hash code of destination msg)) then
Link is working properly;
end
end
4. Simulation
We conducted simulation of the proposed scheme by using
C programming language. The proposed scheme has been
simulated in various network scenarios. Simulations are
carried out extensively with random number for 100 itera-
tions. This section presents the simulation model, simula-
tion procedure and results and discussions.
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4.1. Simulation Model
Our simulation model consists of N number of nodes. The
nodes are selected randomly in MANETs environment. The
ﬁrst node is always assumed as the source node and the last
node is assumed as the destination node. Remaining nodes
are assumed as the intermediate nodes (e.g., N = 70 nodes,
in that ﬁrst, i.e., N1 is assumed as source node and last,
i.e., N70 is assumed as the destination node and N2 to N69
are assumed as the intermediate nodes). We have used
some of the functions in our simulation model.
• Pm – the fraction of nodes that are misbehaving. The
misbehaving nodes are selected among all network
nodes randomly;
• Rmiss – the threshold to determine the allowable
ratio of the total number of 2ACK packets missed to
the total number of data packets sent;
• R2ack – the acknowledgement ratio, the fraction of
data packets that are acknowledged with 2ACK pack-
ets (maintained at the 2ACK sender).
4.2. Simulation Procedure
To illustrate some of the results of simulation, we have
considered the following environment variables as follows:
N = 10 to 90 for diﬀerent cases, Pm = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
WT = 20 ms and R2ack = 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.
Begin
1) Randomly generate number of nodes N.
2) Compute the acknowledgement time in the absence
of misbehaving nodes.
3) Compute for the selected parameter for diﬀerent val-
ues of Pm ranging from 0 to 0.4 and ﬁnd the number
of misbehaving nodes.
4) Wait for some delay and the compute the same pa-
rameter for diﬀerent R2ack values ranging from 0.05
to 1.
5) Apply the proposed scheme.
6) Compute the performance parameters.
7) Generate the graphs.
End
4.3. Performance Parameters
We have used the following parameters to measure the per-
formance of the 2ACK scheme in MANET’s.
• Packet delivery ratio (PDR) – the ratio of the num-
ber of packets received at the destination and the
number of packets sent by the source.
• Routing overhead (RO) – the ratio of the amount of
routing related transmissions (such as misbehavior
report, 2ACK etc) to the amount of data transmis-
sions. The amount is in bytes. Both forwarded and
transmitted packets are counted.
• 2ACK time – it measures the time required to receive
the 2ACK packet from destination node to source
node during the absence of misbehaving nodes.
• 2ACK time1 – it measures the time required to
receive the 2ACK packet from destination node to
source node during the presence of some misbehav-
ing nodes.
• Throughput – it measures the overall performance of
the 2ACK scheme with respect to the misbehaviour
ratio.
4.4. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the packet delivery ratio versus misbehav-
ior ratio. The packet delivery ratio (PDR) of the 2ACK
scheme with diﬀerent acknowledgment ratios (R2ack). The
varied Pm from 0 (all of the nodes are well behaved) to
0.4 (40% of the nodes are misbehave). We have observed
Fig. 2. Packet delivery ratio (PDR) versus misbehavior ratio (Pm).
that most packets were delivered when Pm = 0 (no misbe-
having nodes). The packet delivery ratio decreases as Pm
increases. The 2ACK scheme delivered over 90% of the
data packets even when Pm = 0.4. The acknowledgment
ratio R2ack was set to 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 and 1 respectively.
We can see R2ack does not appreciably aﬀect the PDR
performance of the 2ACK scheme.
Figure 3 shows the routing overhead (RO) of the 2ACK
scheme with diﬀerent acknowledgment ratios, R2ack. We
varied Pm from 0 (all of the nodes are well behaved)
to 0.4 (40% of the nodes are misbehave). Here, we com-
pare routing overhead of the 2ACK scheme with diﬀerent
R2ack values. Overhead of the 2ACK scheme is highest
when R2ack = 1. This is due to the large number of the
2ACK packets transmitted in the network. As the value
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Fig. 3. Routing overhead (RO) versus misbehavior ratio (Pm).
of R2ack decreases, the routing overhead reduces dramat-
ically. Therefore, R2ack in the 2ACK scheme provides an
eﬀective “knob” to tune the routing overhead.
Fig. 4. Throughput versus misbehavior ratio (Pm).
Figure 4 shows the relative throughput of the 2ACK scheme
with diﬀerent acknowledgment ratios, R2ack. We varied
Pm from 0 (all of the nodes are well behaved) to 0.4
(40% of the nodes are misbehave). Here, we compare
throughput of the 2ACK scheme with diﬀerent R2ack val-
ues as well as with the diﬀerent misbehavior ratios values.
Throughput will be high when the misbehavior ratio is 0
Fig. 5. Number of nodes versus time taken to acknowledge.
(no misbehaving nodes) and R2ack is 0.05 (5 2ACK has to
be sent for every 100 packets). The throughput decreases
as Pm increases or R2ack increases. For instance, when
Pm= 0.4 and R2ack = 1, the 2ACK scheme is able to sup-
port a relative throughput of 90%.
Figure 5 shows the number of the nodes increases, the
2ACK time will also increases in MANET environment.
The number of nodes are randomly selected and wait time
is set for 20 ms. The time is calculated for the expected
2ACK packet. If received within 20 ms, it is called a suc-
cessful 2ACK. If not it called as lost 2ACK.
Fig. 6. 2ACK miss ratio (Rmiss) versus number of packets sent.
Figure 6 shows the graph of 2ACK miss ratio (Rmiss) ver-
sus number of packets sent (Cpkts). Cmiss depends upon
the 2ACK time which varies on the number of misbehaving
nodes. Hence, the graph varies drastically.
Fig. 7. Number of misbehaving nodes versus 2ACK time.
Figure 7 shows the graph of 2ACK time with respect to the
number of misbehaving nodes. As the number of misbe-
having nodes increases, the time taken to receive the 2ACK
packet will also increases gradually.
5. Conclusion
Mobile ad hoc networks have been an area for active re-
search over the past few years, due to their potentially
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widespread application in military and civilian communi-
cations. Such a network is highly dependent on the co-
operation of all its members to perform networking func-
tions. This makes it highly vulnerable to selﬁsh nodes or
misbehavior nodes. When such misbehaving nodes partic-
ipate in the route discovery phase but refuse to forward
the data packets, routing performance may be degraded
severely.
In this paper, we have investigated the performance degra-
dation caused by such selﬁsh (misbehaving) nodes in
MANETs. We have analyzed and evaluated a technique,
termed 2ACK, to detect and mitigate the eﬀect of such rout-
ing misbehavior. Extensive analysis of the 2ACK scheme
has been performed to evaluate its performance. We have
embedded some security aspects with 2ACK to check con-
ﬁdentiality of the message by verifying the original hash
code with the hash code generated at the destination. Our
simulation results show that the 2ACK scheme maintains
up to 91% packet delivery ratio even when there are 40%
misbehaving nodes in the MANETs that we have studied.
The regular DSR scheme can only oﬀer a packet delivery
ratio of 40%. The false alarm rate and routing overhead of
the 2ACK scheme are investigated as well. One advantage
of the 2ACK scheme is its ﬂexibility to control overhead
with the use of the R2ack parameter.
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